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Introduction
Perhaps the strongest link between the chapters of this thesis are `2-Betti numbers. `2-Betti
numbers are topological invariants with values in the positive extended-real numbers r0,8s.
T_heir history, or evolution, goes back to the year 1976, whenAtiyah defined them for universal
coverings of compact Riemannian manifolds by means of the heat kernel [Ati76]. T_his was
followed by different definitions - a simplicial one was given by Dodziuk [Dod77] and, later,
Lück [Lüc97,Lüc98] gave ahomological one - all thesedefinitions only apply todiscrete groups
acting on topological spaces. Using similar techniques as Cheeger and Gromov, who gave the
first definition of `2-Betti numbers of an arbitrary discrete group [CG86], Gaboriau defined
`2-Betti numbers of a standard measure preserving equivalence relation [Gab02]. T_his was suc-
ceeded by a generalization to discrete measured groupoids, due to Sauer [Sau05], which we will
deal with in Chapter 4. Later on, Connes and Shlyakhtenko defined `2-Betti numbers of ar-
bitrary finite von Neumann algebras [CS05]. Building on the homological approach of Lück,
H. D. Petersen extended the notion of von Neumann dimension from finite to semi-finite von
Neumann algebras and was thus able to define `2-Betti numbers of unimodular locally com-
pact second countable groups [Pet13]. We will come back to this definition in Chapter 1.
In this thesis, I want to study different aspects and generalizations of `2-Betti numbers.
• Up to what extent do `2-Betti numbers depend on the coarse geometry of the group?
• How do `2-Betti numbers behave under Benjamini-Schramm convergence?
• Is there a way to define the `2-Betti numbers of groupoids, or spaces with an action of
a groupoid, analogous to the definition of `2-Betti numbers of discrete groups?
T_hemotivation for the last question is that such a definitionmay enables us to define `2-Betti
numbers of objects for which it was not possible before. In the following wewill address each
of the three questions.
CoarseGeometry Invariance
T_heanswer to the first question is that `2-Betti numbers are no quasi-isometry invariants and
they do not coincide up to a constant factor. But, as we will see later, the vanishing of `2-Betti
numbers is a coarse geometry invariant (this is a joint work with Roman Sauer [SS18]).
T_he insight that the vanishing of `2-Betti numbers provides a quasi-isometry invariant is
due to Gromov [Gro93, Chapter 8], and positive results around this insight have a long his-
tory. Maybe themost important contribution is due to Pansu [Pan95]who introduced asymp-
totic `p-cohomology of discrete groups and proved its invariance under quasi-isometries.
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If a group Γ is of type F8, then the `p-cohomology of Γ coincides with its asymptotic `p-
cohomology [Pan95, T_héorème 1]. T_he geometric explanation for the appearance of the type
F8 condition is that the finite-dimensional skeleta of the universal covering of a classifying
space of finite type are uniformly contractible. As an immediate consequence of Pansu’s re-
sult, the vanishing of `2-Betti numbers is a quasi-isometry invariant among discrete groups
of type F8. T_he same arguments work for totally disconnected groups admitting a topologi-
cal model of finite type [Sau18].
Elek [Ele98] investigated the relation between `p-cohomology of discrete groups and Roe’s
coarse cohomology and proved similar results. Another independent treatment is due to Fan
[Fan94]. Genton [Gen14] elaborated upon Pansu’s methods in the case of metric measure
spaces.
Oguni [Ogu10] generalised the quasi-isometry invariance of the vanishing of `2-Betti num-
bers from discrete groups of type F8 to discrete groups whose cohomology with coefficients
in the group von Neumann algebra satisfies a certain technical condition. A similar technical
condition appears in the proof of quasi-isometry invariance of Novikov-Shubin invariants of
amenable groups [Sau06], and it is unclear howmuch this condition differs from the typeF8
condition. Oguni’s groupoid approach is inspired by [Gab02,Sau06] and quite different from
the approaches by Elek, Fan, and Pansu. T_he coarse invariance of vanishing of `2-Betti num-
bers for discrete groupswas shownbyMimura-Ozawa-Sako-Suzuki [MOSS15, Corollary 6.3].
Li [Li18] recently reproved this using groupoid techniques as a consequence of more general
cohomological coarse invariance results.
Benjamini-SchrammConvergence
Nowwe turn to the second question. Benjamini and Schramm introduced the concept of ran-
dom rooted graphs as probability measures on the space of connected rooted graphs [BS01].
T_his allowed them to define convergence - today known as Benjamini-Schramm convergence
- of sequences of finite graphs and to study the corresponding limit random rooted graphs.
It was realized by Aldous and Lyons [AL07] that Benjamini-Schramm limits of finite graphs
share a useful mass-transport property, called unimodularity, which, when added to the defi-
nition of random rooted graphs, allows to extend several results fromquasi-transitive graphs
to this setting. T_hese two insights provide the basis of a large number of subsequent develop-
ments.
T_he basic idea of Benjamini-Schramm convergence is not specific to graphs and was, in par-
ticular, generalized to simplicial complexes in the work of Elek [Ele10] and Bowen [Bow15],
who further generalized it to metric measure spaces. In this thesis, I want to focus on Ben-
jamini-Schramm convergence of simplicial complexes. Elek proved in [Ele10] that the limit
limnÑ8 bppKnq{|Kp0qn | of the Betti numbers normalized by the number of vertices exists for
a Benjamini-Schramm convergent sequence pKnqn of finite simplicial complexes of globally
bounded vertex degree.
I will give a definition of `2-Betti numbers of random rooted simplicial complexes - which
coincides with bppKq{|Kp0q| for a finite random rooted simplicial complexK - and show that
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they are continuous under Benjamini-Schramm convergence on the space of sofic random
rooted simplicial complexes [Sch19].
T_his result generalizes Lück’s ApproximationT_heorem [Lüc94], which says in its classical ver-
sion that for a free Γ-CW-complexX, with ΓzX of finite type,
lim
iÑ8
bppΓizX;Qq
rΓ : Γis  β
p2q
p pX,Γq
holds for all finite index normal towers pΓiqiPN. Farber [Far] extended this to so called Farber
sequences, whichweakens the assumption that pΓiqiPN is normal. Elek and Szabó [ES05] fur-
ther extended this result to normal towers pΓiqiPNwithΓ{Γi sofic for every i P N. In [ABB 17],
Abert, Bergeron, Biringer, Gelander,Nikolov, Raimbault andSamet proved anapproximation
result for Benjamini-Schramm convergent sequences of orbifolds which arise from a uni-
formly discrete sequence of lattices in a semi-simple Lie group. Petersen, Sauer and T_hom
generalized the notion of Farber sequences to lattices in a totally disconnected second count-
able unimodular group G, which is also an instance of local weak convergence, and proved
that the normalized Betti numbers of a uniformly discrete Farber sequence converge to the
`2-Betti numbers of the groupG [PST18]. Recently, Carderi, Gaboriau and de la Salle proved
a theorem for graphed groupoids and ultra products of them, which for instance implies the
convergence for Farber sequences [CGd18].
Now that we know that `2-Betti numbers are continuous under Benjamini-Schramm conver-
gence, it is natural to ask if this also holds true for refinements of them. One classical refine-
ment of ordinary Betti numbers are multiplicities of irreducible representations of a finite
groupwhich acts on the homology of a simplicial complex. In analogy to this, Kionke defined
`2-multiplicities as a refinement of `2-Betti numbers of CW-complexes [Kio18].
In this thesis, I will give a definition of `2-multiplicities of random rooted simplicial com-
plexes with an action of a finite group and prove that they are continuous with respect to an
equivariant version of Benjamini-Schramm convergence for sofic random rooted simplicial
G-complexes. T_his is a joint work with Steffen Kionke [KSB].
`2-BettiNumbers of Groupoids
Let usmove on to the last of the three questions. Gaboriau defined `2-Betti numbers of anR-
simplicial complex Σ as the von Neumann dimension of the reduced homology of the chain
complex
³`
C
p2q
n pΣxqdµpxq [Gab02]. If the simplicial complexes Σx are almost surely con-
tractible, then the `2-Betti numbers are independent ofΣ and are called the `2-Betti numbers
of the equivalence relationR.
For discrete measured groupoids there also exists a notion of `2-Betti numbers, due to Sauer
[Sau05], which is purely homological and does not involve any simplicial complexes. Sauer
showed that the two definitions coincide for orbit equivalence relations of discrete groups.
Later on, Takimoto adapted the ideas of Gaboriau and defined G-simplicial complexes - for a
discrete measured groupoid G - and their corresponding `2-Betti numbers [Tak15]. Further-
more, Takimoto proved that for contractible G-simplicial complexes, the `2-Betti numbers
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of the G-simplicial complex coincides with the `2-Betti numbers, as defined by Sauer, of the
groupoid.
Inspired by this, I will define topological G-spaces, which are less restrictive than G-simplicial
complexes, and define a G-equivariant singular homology on them. T_his enables us to de-
fine `2-Betti numbers of G-spaces. Furthermore, to justify this definition, I will show that
the `2-Betti numbers of the geometric realization of a G-simplicial complex, considered as a
topological G-space, coincide with the `2-Betti numbers of the G-simplicial complex as de-
fined by [Tak15].
Before I will give a more detailed summary of the results, I would like to return to the three
questions fromthebeginningof this introduction. Wecangive apositive answer to all threeof
them, atleast partially. It is clear that `2-Betti numbers can not be quasi-isometry invariants,
but their vanishing is a coarse equivalence invariant. Before this work, it was only known for
discrete groups of typeF8, or discrete groups fulfilling another technical condition. Now,we
know it for all unimodular locally compact second countable groups, and this are all groups
for which `2-Betti numbers are defined. T_he question of the continuity of the `2-Betti num-
bers under Benjamini-Schramm convergence can also be answered positively for the space of
sofic random rooted simplicial complexes. Before, it was only known for sequences of finite
simplicial complexes, and furthermore, there was no notion of `2-Betti numbers for the limit
objects. It would be nice to have a definition of `2-Betti numbers in amore general setting, in
particular for probability measures on the space of rooted metric measure spaces or, atleast,
on the space of rooted Riemannian manifolds as defined in [AB16]. I will give a definition of
topological G-spaces and `2-Betti numbers of them, which is a positive answer to the third
question. T_his definition extends the scope of objects on which `2-Betti numbers are defined
and it is compatible with previous definitions for groups, equivalence relations and discrete
measured groupoids.
Statement of Results
T_his thesis is divided into twoparts. T_hefirst part, consistingof theChapters 1 to 4, represents
original research. T_he second consists of the Appendices A to C and is mainly a summary of
results from the literature that we use in the first part.
In Appendix A, I summarize the character theory of finite groups. Appendix B is dedicated
to the theory of direct integral Hilbert spaces which is a major tool for the Chapters 2 and 3.
T_he last appendix, Appendix C, is a collection of results from the dimension theory of mod-
ules over finite and semi-finite von Neumann algebras and also contains some results from
homological algebra.
Coarse equivalence invariance
Chapter 1 is based on a joint work with Roman Sauer [SS18] and provides a proof of the fol-
lowing theorem:
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T_heorem (1.3.6). LetGandH be unimodular locally compact second countable groups. IfGandH are
coarsely equivalent, then thenth `2-Betti number ofG vanishes if and only if thenth `2-Betti number of
H vanishes.
To this end,we introduce the coarse`2-cohomologyHXnp2qpGqofa locally compact secondcount-
able groupG. T_he idea is that we only consider (equivalence classes of) measurable functions
α : Gn 1 Ñ C such that »
Gn 1R
|α|2dµn 1   8,
where µn 1 is the n 1-fold product of a left-invariant Haarmeasure onG andGn 1R  Gn 1
is the tube consisting of tuples pg0, ..., gnq such that dpgi, gjq ¤ R for all 0 ¤ i, j ¤ n. Note
that by a theorem from Struble every locally compact second countable group admits a left-
invariant proper continuousmetric (Theorem 1.1.2). Our definition of the coarse `2-cohomo-
logy is the continuous analogue of Elek’s definition [Ele98, Definition1.3] in the discrete case,
who gives credits to Roe [Roe93], and is very much related to Pansu’s asymptotic `2-cohomology
[Pan95].
In Theorem 1.3.5, we prove that coarsely equivalent locally compact second countable groups
have isomorphic coarse `2-cohomology groups. T_his completes the proof of themain theorem
(Theorem 1.3.6), since we verify in Theorem 1.3.3 that for unimodular locally compact second
countable groups the coarse `2-cohomology is isomorphic to the continuous cohomology. I
remark that coarse equivalence is aweaker notion than quasi-isometry, though for compactly
generated groups, in particular for finitely generated discrete groups, they are equivalent.
Benjamini-SchrammConvergence
Most of the results of Chapter 2 already appeared in my article [Sch19]. Before I can describe
the results, we briefly recall the definition of Benjamini-Schramm convergence. Every finite
simplicial complexK gives rise to a randomrooted simplicial complex, i.e. a unimodular prob-
ability measure on the space SC of isomorphism classes of locally finite connected rooted
simplicial complexes, by picking a vertex uniformly at random as root. We say a sequence
of finite simplicial complexes converges Benjamini-Schramm to a probability measure on SC
if their associated random rooted simplicial complexes weakly converge to this probability
measure. T_he Benjamini-Schramm limits of finite simplicial complexes are also called sofic
random rooted simplicial complexes.
In order to define homology and `2-Betti numbers of random rooted simplicial complexes,
we have to choose a representative for each isomorphism class in SC. We can do this in a
measurable way by Lemma 2.2.1. T_his enables us to define the simplicial `2-chain complex
Cp2q pSC, µq 
» `
SC
Cp2q prK, xsqdµprK, xsq
of a random rooted simplicial complex µ (Definition 2.2.2) as a direct integral of the `2-chain
complexes of the representatives of each isomorphism class rK, xs P SC. T_he Laplace oper-
ators on the fibres give rise to a Laplace operator onCp2q pSC, µq.
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After we define a von Neumann algebra of bounded operators onCp2qp pSC, µq together with
a trace, we can define the `2-Betti numbers βp2qp pµq of a random rooted simplicial complex
µ (Definition 2.2.8). T_he last section of Chapter 2 is dedicated to the proof of the following
theorem:
T_heorem (2.3.3). Let pµnqn be a sequence of sofic random rooted simplicial complexes with uniformly
bounded vertex degree. If the sequence weakly converges to a random rooted simplicial complex µ, then
the `2-Betti numbers of pµnqn converge to the `2-Betti numbers ofµ.
From this theorem, together with Proposition 2.1.12, we recover the following generaliza-
tion of Lück’s approximation theoremof Elek andSzabó [ES05], whichwe alreadymentioned
above:
T_heorem. LetK bea simplicial complexwitha free and cocompact action of adiscrete groupΓ. If pΓnqn
is a sequence of normal subgroups ofΓ such thatΓ{Γn is sofic, then
lim
nÑ8
βp2qp pK{Γn; Γq  βp2qp pK; Γq.
Another corollary from Theorem 2.3.3 is a version of the Euler-Poincaré Formula:
Corollary (Euler-Poincaré Formula). Letµ be a sofic random rooted simplicial complex of dimension
n and with bounded degree. T_hen
n¸
p0
p1qpβp2qp pµq 
n¸
p0
p1qpEµpdegpq
p  1 ,
whereEµpdegpq denotes the expected number of p-simplices containing the root.
`2-Multiplicities
Chapter 3 reflects the results of a jointworkwithSteffenKionke [KSB], inwhichwegeneralize
the concept of Benjamini-Schramm convergence to simplicial complexes with an action of a
finite groupG. Now,wedonot consider simplicial complexes rooted at one vertex, but rooted
at aG-orbit of vertices. IfK is a finite simplicial complex andG acts on it, thenG also acts on
its homology groupHppK;Cq. T_his representation decomposes as a direct sumof irreducible
representations ofG and every irreducible representation σ P IrrpGq occurs a finite number,
saympσ,HppK,Cqq, of times in this decomposition. T_he numbermpσ,HppK,Cqq is called
themultiplicity ofσ inHppK,Cq. Drawing from this, and the concepts of Chapter 2, we define
`2-multiplicities (Definition 3.2.6); these are non-negative real numbersmp2qp pσ, µq for every
random rooted simplicialG-complex µ and every irreducible representation σ P IrrpGq. In
fact, if µK is the law of a finiteG-complex, then
mp2qp pσ, µKq 
mpσ,HppK,Cqq
|Kp0q| ;
see Example 3.2.8. Our main result is the following approximation theorem.
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T_heorem (3.3.2). Letpµnqn beasequenceof sofic randomrooted simplicialG-complexes. If the sequence
weakly converges to a random rooted simplicialG-complexµ8, then
lim
nÑ8
mp2qp pσ, µnq  mp2qp pσ, µ8q
for every p P N0 and every irreducible representation σ ofG.
Along the way (in Section 3.1.1), we investigate induced G-complexes. Given a subgroup
H ¤ G and a simplicial H-complex L, it is natural to construct a simplicial G-complex
K  G H L by inducing the action fromH toG. T_his can be promoted to an operation IndGH
which takes random rootedH-complexes to random rootedG-complexes. We provide a cri-
terion to decide whether a sequence of finiteG-complexes converges to an induced random
rootedG-complex; see Proposition 3.1.8. T_his is relevant, since the `2-multiplicities of the in-
duced random rooted complex IndGHpµq can be computed from the `2-multiplicities of µ (see
T_heorem 3.3.3). As a special case, forH  t1u, we have the following result.
Corollary (3.3.4). Letµ be a sofic random rooted simplicial complex and letG be a finite group. For all
σ P IrrpGq and p P N0 the following identity holds:
mp2qp pσ, IndG1 pµqq 
dimCpσq
|G| β
p2q
p pµq.
Singular GroupoidHomology
In Chapter 4, I introduce topologicalG-spaces (Definition 4.1.14) for a discrete measured grou-
poid G over a probability spaceX. A topological G-space is a Borel fibred spaces Y overX,
such that each fibre Yx is a topological space, equipped with an action of G. In comparison,
G-simplicial complexes are discrete G-spaces, though their fibrewise geometric realizations
form topological G-spaces as we will see in Section 4.2.
Inspired by the singular homology of topological spaces, we define the singular groupoidhomol-
ogy of a topological G-space in Section 4.3. T_he following is the main theorem of Chapter 4.
T_heorem (4.4.1). Let Σ be a simplicial G-complex and |Σ| its geometric realization as a topological
G-space. T_hen
βp2qn pΣ,Gq  βp2qn p|Σ|,Gq
for alln P N0.
To this end, we show the homotopy invariance of the singular groupoid homology for a suit-
able notion of homotopy (see Corollary 4.3.9) and a corresponding version of the Excision
T_heorem (Proposition 4.3.10). Note that the `2-Betti numbers βp2qn pΣ,Gq of a simplicial G-
complex Σ and the `2-Betti numbers βp2qn p|Σ|,Gq of a topological G-space are defined as the
von Neumann dimension (Definition C.3) of the simplicial or singular groupoid homology
groups, respectively, with respect to the groupoid von Neumann algebra LG. In comparison
to the classical ExcisionT_heorem, our version is only a LG-dimension isomorphism. T_hat is
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likewise the reason why we only have equal `2-Betti numbers and not isomorphic homology
groups as in the classical case.
An immediate consequence ofT_heorem 4.4.1 and a result of Takimoto ( T_heorem 4.2.5) is the
following corollary, where βp2qn pGq denotes the `2-Betti number of the groupoid G as defined
by Sauer [Sau05]:
Corollary (4.4.2). IfY is a contractibleG-space, then βp2qn pY,Gq  βp2qn pGq for everyn P N.
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Chapter 1.
Coarse Equivalence Invariance of `2-Betti
Numbers of Locally Compact Groups
T_his chapter is a jointworkwithRomanSauer [SS18]. Weprovide a proof that the vanishing of
`2-Betti numbers of unimodular locally compact second countable groups is an invariance of
coarse equivalence. To this end, we define coarse `2-cohomology for locally compact second
countable groups and show that coarsely equivalent groups have isomorphic `2-cohomology
groups. We complete the proof by showing that the coarse `2-cohomology is isomorphic to
continuous cohomology for unimodular locally compact second countable groups.
We begin in Section 1.1 with a summary of results concerning the coarse geometry of locally
compact groups and the existence of a semi-finite trace on the group von Neumann algebra.
In Section 1.2 we review the necessary basics of `2-Betti numbers and continuous cohomol-
ogy. We define coarse `2-cohomology for locally compact second countable groups and show
that it is invariant under coarse equivalence in Section 1.3. Moreover, we prove that it is iso-
morphic to continuous cohomology if the group is unimodular and, by this, complete the
proof of the main theorem of the chapter. In the end we shortly discuss what fails for non-
unimodular groups.
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1.1. Locally Compact Groups
In this section, we summarize some basic results for locally compact groups which we will
need in the following. For more information about metric properties of topological groups
consider [CdlH16], and [Ped18] for the regular representation and the group von Neumann
algebra of unimodular locally compact groups.
A topological space is called locally compact if each of its points has a compact neighbourhood;
it is called second-countable if its topology has a countable basis of open sets.
Definition 1.1.1. A locally compact second countable group is a groupGwhich is a locally compact
second countable topological space such that the map pg, hq ÞÑ gh1 from G  G Ñ G is
continuous, whereGG carries the product topology.
T_he following theorem of Struble is crucial:
T_heorem 1.1.2. [Str74] Every locally compact second countable group admits a left-invariant proper
continuousmetric, where propermeans that balls are relatively compact.
Now, thatwe know that there is always ametric, we introduce the notion of coarse equivalences.
A map f : pX, dXq Ñ pY, dY q between metric spaces is called coarsely Lipschitz if there is a
non-decreasing function a : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q such that
dY pfpxq, fpx1qq ¤ apdpx, x1qq
for all x, x1 P X. We say that two suchmaps f, g are close to each other, denoted by f  g, if
sup
xPX
dY pfpxq, gpxqq   8.
Definition 1.1.3. A coarsely Lipschitz map f : X Ñ Y is called a coarse equivalence if there is a
coarsely Lipschitz map g : Y Ñ X such that f  g and g  f are close to the identity. We say g
is a coarse inverse of f .
In view of the following proposition, we can say that every locally compact second countable
group has a well defined coarse geometry.
Proposition 1.1.4. [CdlH16, 4.A.6] LetG be a locally compact second countable group and d1 and d2
are two left-invariant proper continuous metrics onG. T_he identity, viewed as a map Id : pG, d1q Ñ
pG, d2q, is a coarse equivalence.
A locally compact second countable group does not only have a metric, but also a left- and a
right-Haar measure, i.e. a left- and a right-translation invariant positive Radon measure on
the Borel σ-algebra, respectively. T_hese measures are uniquely determined, up to a constant
factor, by their property of being translation invariant. A locally compact second countable
group is called unimodular if its left- and right-Haar measures coincide.
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Definition 1.1.5. LetGbe a locally compact second countable group andµ a left-Haarmeasure
onG. T_he left-regular representation λ : GÑ BpL2pG, µqq ofG is given by
λpgqfphq  fpg1hq.
Usually, we denote L2pG, µq just by L2pGq if there are no different measures involved. T_he
closure of λpL1pGqq in the weak-operator topology is the group vonNeumann algebra ofG and
denoted byLG. T_he left-action ofG onL2pGq commutes with the right-action ofLG, there-
fore, we will consider L2pGq as a G-LG-module. Unimodularity is a necessary condition to
define `2-Betti numbers of locally compact groups because of the following theorem:
T_heorem 1.1.6. [Ped18, 7.2.7 and 7.2.8] LetG be a locally compact second countable group. LG car-
ries a canonical faithful, normal and semi-finite trace trµ if and only ifG is unimodular. Moreover, the
trace scales in the following way: trcµ  1c trµ for c ¡ 0.
IfG is not unimodular, there exist only a faithful weight onG, which is not tracial. ByDefini-
tionC.3wehave adimension functiondimµ forLG-modules,which is additive for short exact
sequence (Proposition C.4). We added the Haar measure µ to the notation of the dimension
dimµ, since it scales in the same way as the trace, that is, dimcµ  1c dimµ for c ¡ 0.
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1.2. Continuous Cohomology and `2-BettiNumbers
Let X be a locally compact second countable space with Radon measure ν and let E be a
Fréchet space. T_he space CpX,Eq of continuous functions from X to E becomes a Fréchet
spacewhenendowedwith the topologyof compact convergence. T_hesemi-normsonCpX,Eq
are then given by
pK,}}qpfq  sup
xPK
}fpxq}q
for f P CpX,Eq, whereK  X is compact and }  }q is a semi-norm of E ([Gui80, D.1.3]).
In a similar way we define the space L2locpX,Eq of equivalence classes of measurable maps
f : X Ñ E, up to ν-null sets, such that }f |K}q is square-integrable for every compact subset
K  X and semi-norm }  }q ofE. So L2locpX,Eq becomes again a Fréchet space with semi-
norms given by
pK,}}qpfq 
»
K
}fpxq}2qdνpxq

1{2
,
for f P L2locpX,Eq ([Gui80, D.2.1]).
Let G be a unimodular locally compact second countable group. We call a Fréchet space E
together with a continuous linearG-action (i.eG Ñ E, g ÞÑ gv is continuous for all v P E)
a G-module. A homomorphism of G-modules is a continuous linear G-equivariant map be-
tweenG-modules. IfE is aG-module andG acts continuously and ν-preserving onX, then
CpX,Eq andL2locpX,Eq becomeG-modules as well, via
pg  fqpxq  gfpg1xq,
for g P G, x P X and f P CpX,Eq or f P L2locpX,Eq, respectively ([Bla79, Proposition 3.1.1]).
Since the category of topological G-modules is not abelian, we have to restrict to relatively
injective resolutions of E if you want to define the cohomology of G with coefficients in E
independent of the choice of the resolution. Wewill not go into that becausewe only consider
the following explicit cochain complexes ofG-modules, which are relatively injective resolu-
tions ofE (cf. [Gui80, Chapter III, §1, Proposition 1.2 and 1.4]):
0
ÝÑ CpG,Eq d0ÝÑ CpG2, Eq d1ÝÑ . . .
0
ÝÑ L2locpG,Eq d
0ÝÑ L2locpG2, Eq d
1ÝÑ . . . ,
with peqpgq  e and the usual homogeneous coboundary map
pdn1fqpg0, ..., gnq 
n¸
i0
p1qifpg0, ..., pgi, ..., gnq,
for g P G and f P CpGn 1, Eq, respectively f P L2locpGn 1, Eq. Note, here and in the follow-
ing we use "p" to mark an element which we remove from a tuple. T_he action ofG onGn 1 is
given by the diagonal action.
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Definition 1.2.1. T_he continuous cohomology ofGwith coefficients inE is the cohomology
HnpG,Eq : HnpCpG 1, EqGq
of the G-invariants of CpG 1, Eq. T_he reduced continuous cohomology HnpG,Eq of G is ob-
tained by taking the quotient with the closure of im d|CpG 1,EqG.
We have the obvious inclusions
I : CpG 1, Eq Ñ L2locpG 1, Eq,
which form a cochain map of G-modules. We fix an arbitrary positive continuous function
χ on G with compact support and integral 1. T_here is a cochain map R : L2locpG 1, Eq Ñ
CpG 1, Eq ofG-modules
pRnfqpg0, ..., gnq 
»
Gn 1
fph0, ..., hnqχpg10 h0, ..., g1n hnqdµph0, ..., hnq
such that I R andR  I are homotopic, as cochain maps ofG-modules, to the identity
[Bla79, Proposition 4.8]. T_herefore, we have the following useful fact:
T_heorem 1.2.2. T_he cochainmap
I : CpG 1, Eq Ñ L2locpG 1, Eq,
defined by the inclusions, induces isomorphisms in cohomology and reduced cohomology.
Now, we turn to the case where the coefficient module E is the (left)-regular representation
L2pGq of G (Definition 1.1.5). Since the action of G and the action of LG on L2pGq com-
mute, also the previously considered G-action on CpG 1, L2pGqq and L2locpG 1, L2pGqq
commutes with theLG-action induced from the rightLG-action onL2pGq. So the (reduced)
continuous cohomology ofGwith coefficients inL2pGq is naturally aLG-module in the alge-
braic sense. Obviously, the cochain map I above is compatible with the LG-module struc-
tures. T_he groups HpG,L2pGqq are called the `2-cohomology of G and similarly for the re-
duced cohomology. As mentioned after T_heorem 1.1.6, the trace on LG induces a dimension
function forLG-modules, therefore, we have the following definition:
Definition 1.2.3. T_he nth `2-Betti number of G is the LG-dimension of its nth reduced `2-
cohomology group, i.e.
βp2qn pGq : dimµHnpG,L2pGqq P r0,8s.
Remark 1.2.4. Equivalently, thenth `2-Betti number ofG can be defined as theLG-dimension
of the non-reduced cohomologyHnpG,L2pGqq (see [KPV15,T_heoremA]). For discrete groups
this definition coincides with the one of Lück [Lüc98], this was shown in [PT11,T_heorem 2.2].
T_he following useful lemma was observed in [Pet13, Proposition 3.8]. Since it is a direct con-
sequence of Sauer’s local criterion (Proposition C.8), we present the argument.
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Lemma 1.2.5.
βp2qn pGq  0 ô HnpG,L2pGqq  0.
Proof. Let βp2qn pGq  0 and let f : Gn 1 Ñ L2pGqq be a cocycle representing a cohomology
class rf s P HnpG,L2pGqq. By Proposition C.8 there is a increasing sequence of projections
pj P LG whose supremum is 1 and such that fpj is a coboundary dn1bj. Obviously, fpj
converges to f in the topology ofCpGn 1, L2pGqq, thus rf s  0.
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1.3. Coarse Cohomology andCoarse Equivalence Invariance
LetG be a locally compact second countable group. We fix a proper continuous left-invariant
metric d onG (see Theorem 1.1.2 for the existence). Let µ be a Haarmeasure onG and µn the
n-fold product measure of µ onGn.
For everyR ¡ 0 and n P Nwe consider the closed subset
Gn 1R : tpg0, ..., gnq P Gn 1 | dpgi, gjq ¤ R for all 0 ¤ i, j ¤ nu
and define a family of semi-norms on the space of measurable functions α : Gn 1 Ñ C by
}α}2R :
»
Gn 1R
|αpg0, ..., gnq|2dµn 1pg0, ..., gnq P r0,8s.
Let CXnp2qpGq by the space of equivalence classes, up to µn 1-null sets, of measurable func-
tions α : Gn 1 Ñ C such that }α}R   8 for every R ¡ 0. T_he semi-norms }  }R turn
CXnp2qpGq into a Fréchet space. We claim that the coboundary map
pdn1αqpg0, ..., gnq 
n¸
i0
p1qiαpg0, ..., pgi, ..., gnq
yields a well-defined continuous homomorphismCXn1p2q pGq Ñ CXnp2qpGq.
Proof.
}dn1α}2R 
»
Gn 1R
 n¸
i0
p1qiαpg0, ..., pgi, ..., gnq

2
dµn 1
p1q¤ pn  1q
n¸
i0
»
Gn 1R
|αpg0, ..., pgi, ..., gnq|dµn 1
 pn  1q2
»
Gn 1R
|αpg0, ..., gn1q|dµn 1
¤ pn  1q2µpBRpeqq}α}2R
In p1q we used Jensen’s inequality and in the last step we took into account that gn does not
appear anymore in the integrand. So themeasure of the acceptable domain for gn factors in.
T_he domain is precisely
n1£
i0
BRpgiq,
where BRpgq denotes the closed ball of radius R around g, which is always contained in the
ball BRpg˜q around some g˜ P G. Since µ is left-translation invariant µpBRpg˜qq  µpBRpeqq,
with e the neutral element ofG. Further, since the metric is proper, closed balls are compact
and hence µpBRpeqq   8.
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T_hus, we obtain a cochain complexCXp2qpGq of Fréchet spaces.
Definition 1.3.1. We define the coarse `2-cohomology ofG to be
HXnp2qpGq  HnpCXp2qpGqq.
Similarly, we define the reduced coarse `2-cohomologyHXnp2qpGq ofG by taking the quotients by
the closure of the differentials.
Remark 1.3.2. T_he previous definition is the continuous analogue of Elek’s definition [Ele98,
Definition 1.3] in the discrete case (Elek gives credits to Roe [Roe93]). It is very much related
to Pansu’s asymptotic `2-cohomology [Pan95], which was considered in the generality of met-
ric measure spaces by Genton [Gen14]. T_he difference of our definition to the one in Gen-
ton [Gen14] is as follows: CXp2qpGq is an inverse limit of spacesL2pG 1R q. Unlike us, Genton
takes first the cohomology ofL2pG 1R q and then the inverse limit. Under some uniform con-
tractibility assumptions the two definitions coincide, but likely not in general.
T_heorem 1.3.3. LetG be a unimodular locally compact second countable group. For every n ¥ 0, the
nth continuous cohomologywith coefficients in the left-regular representationL2pGq is isomorphic to the
nth coarse `2-cohomology ofG, and likewise for reduced cohomology.
Proof. We have the obvious embedding
L2locpGn 1, L2pGqq  L2locpGn 1, L2locpGqq
and an isomorphism [Gui80, D.2.2 (vii)]
L2locpGn 1, L2locpGqq  L2locpGn 1 Gq.
T_hus, an element in L2locpGn 1, L2pGqq is represented by a measurable complex function in
n 2 variables. T_heG-invariant elements, i.e. α P L2locpGn 1, L2pGqqwith the property that
pg  αqpx0, ..., xnqpxq  αpg1x0, ..., g1xnqpg1xq  αpx0, ..., xnqpxq,
are clearly represented byG-invariant elements ofL2locpGn 2q. Wewould like to turn such an
invariant element α P L2locpGn 1, L2pGqqG into a complex valued function in n  1 variables
by evaluating it at the neutral element, i.e. αpx0, ..., xnqpeq, but this is in general not possible,
since we are dealing with equivalence classes of measurable functions. T_herefore, we define
µn 2-almost everywhere
F n : L2locpGn 1, L2pGqqG Ñ L2locpGn 2q,
F npαqpx0, ..., xn, xq  αpxx0, ..., xxnqpxq.
T_hemeasurable functionF npαq is invariant by translations in the pn 2qth variable because of
theG-invariance of α. By Fubini’s theorem, we may regard F npαq as a measurable function
Enpαq : Gn 1 Ñ C in the first n 1 variables and think of it as an evaluation at the neutral
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element e in the pn 2qth variable. An other way to define En is to pick an arbitrary non-
empty relatively compact open set U (for example an open ball around the neutral element),
thus 0   µpUq   8 holds, and set
Enpαqpx0, ..., xnq  1
µpUq
»
U
αpxx0, ..., xxnqpxqdµpxq ””αpx0, ..., xnqpeq.
We show that }Enpαq}R   8 for everyR ¡ 0, thusEpαq P CXnp2qpGq. LetBpRq denote the
R-ball around e P G. Since α P L2locpGn 1, L2pGqqG, we have
8 ¡
»
Bp2Rqn 1
»
G
|αpx0, x1, ..., xnqpxq|2dµdµn 1

»
Bp2Rqn 1
»
G
|αpx10 x1x0, x10 x1x1, ..., x10 x1xnqpx10 q|2dµdµn 1
We have to verify that the map
m : Gn 2 Ñ Gn 2, px0, ..., xn, xq ÞÑ px10 x1x0, x10 x1x1, ..., x10 x1xn, x10 q
is measure preserving. LetX,X0, ..., Xn  G be measurable subsets:
µn 2pmpX0...Xn Xqq

»
Gn 2
1x10 X1x0
pxq1x10 x1X1px1q...1x10 x1Xnpxnq1X10 px0qdµn 2
µpX1q  ...  µpXnq  µpX1q  µpX10 q
µn 2pX0  ...Xn Xq.
Note that this requires unimodularity. Further, we have
mpGn 1R BpRqq  Bp2Rqn 1 G,
since for all 0 ¤ j ¤ n
dpx10 x1xj, eq ¤ dpx1xj, xjq   dpxj, x0q ¤ 2R
holds. T_his implies the inequality below; the first equality follows from the fact that
px0, ..., xn, xq ÞÑ pxx0, ..., xxn, xq
is a measure preserving measurable automorphism ofGn 1R BpRq:»
Bp2Rqn 1
»
G
|αpx10 x1x0, x10 x1x1, ..., x10 x1xnqpx10 q|2dµdµn 1
¥
»
Gn 1R
»
BpRq
|αpx0, ..., xnqpxq|2dµdµn 1

»
Gn 1R
»
BpRq
|αpxx0, ..., xxnqpxq|2dµdµn 1
 µpBpRqq}Enpαq}R.
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Hence, }Enpαq}R is finite for everyR ¡ 0. Further, this computation shows that En is con-
tinuous with respect to the Fréchet topologies. T_hatE is a cochain map is obvious.
Given β P CXnp2qpGqwe define
Mnpβqpg0, ..., gnqpgq  βpg1g0, ..., g1gnq
for µn 2-almost every pg0, ..., gn, gq. We show that Mnpβq defines an element in
L2locpGn 1, L2pGqqG. We start with theG-invariance:
ph Mnpβqqpg0, ..., gnqpgq Mnpβqph1g0, ..., h1gnqph1gq
 βpg1g0, ..., g1gnq Mnpβqpg0, ..., gnqpgq
Nextwe have to show that }Mnpβq|BpRqn 1} is square-integrable for everyR ¡ 0. T_his follows
from the following computation, based on similar arguments as above:
µpBpRqq
»
Gn 12R
|βpg0, ..., gnq|2dµn 1 
»
Gn 12R
»
BpRq
|βpg0, ..., gnq|2dµn 1
¥
»
BpRqn 1
»
G
|βpg1g0, ..., g1gnq|2dµdµn 1

»
BpRqn 1
}Mnpβq}2dµn 1.
It is clear thatM is a chainmap; continuity follows from the previous computation. An easy
computation shows thatM andE are mutually inverses:
EnpMnpβqqpx0, ..., xnq Mnpβqpxx0, ..., xxnqpxq  βpx0, ..., xnq;
MnpEnpαqqpg0, ..., gnqpgq  Enpαqpg1g0, ..., g1gnq  αpxg1g0, ..., xg1gnqpxq
 αpxg0, ..., xgnqpxgq  αpg0, ..., gnqpgq.
Note that all the equalities only hold µ-almost everywhere.
In order to compare the cohomology of coarsely equivalent locally compact groups we need
the following lemma:
Lemma 1.3.4. Coarsely equivalent locally compact second countable groups are measurably coarsely
equivalent, i.e. ifG andH are coarsely equivalent, then there are measurable coarsely Lipschitz maps
ϕ : GÑ H andψ : H Ñ G such thatϕ  ψ andψ  ϕ are close to the identity.
Proof. We choose left-invariant proper continuous metrics dG and dH on G and H, respec-
tively. Let ϕ : G Ñ H be a coarsely Lipschitz map with dHpϕpxq, ϕpx1qq ¤ apdGpx, x1qq. We
fix a t ¡ 0 and pick a countable measurable partition U of G whose element have diameter
¤ t and choose xU P I for every U P U . In particular, we can construct such an cover by
first coveringGwith open balls of diameter¤ t and then pick a countable subcover tBiuiPN,
which always exist by the Lindelöf property; finally, we define Ui  Biz

Uj i inductively.
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By setting ϕ˜pxq  ϕpxUq for x P U , we obtain a coarsely Lipschitz map ϕ˜ : G Ñ H which
satisfies
dHpϕ˜pxq, ϕ˜px1qq  dHpϕpxUq, ϕpxU 1qq ¤ apdGpxU , xU 1qq ¤ apdGpx, x1q   2tq
for x P U and x1 P U 1 and which is close to ϕwith
dHpϕ˜pxq, ϕpxqq  apdGpxU , xqq ¤ aptq.
Analogously,weconstruct fromacoarselyLipschitzmapψ : H Ñ G,which is a coarse inverse
ofϕ, ameasurable coarsely Lipschitzmap ψ˜. It is obvious that ψ˜ is a coarse inverse of ϕ˜, since
pψ˜  ϕ˜q  pψ  ϕ˜q  pψ  ϕq  IdG,
where ϕ  ϕ˜means that ϕ and ϕ˜ are close to each other.
T_heorem 1.3.5. Coarsely equivalent locally compact second countable groups have isomorphic reduced
and non-reduced coarse `2-cohomology groups.
Proof. Let G and H be locally compact second countable groups with left-Haar measures µ
and ν, respectively. Let ϕ : G Ñ H be a coarse equivalence with coarse inverse ψ : H Ñ G.
Because of Lemma 1.3.4, we can further assume that ϕ and ψ are measurable. We define a
map χ : GGÑ R by
χpx, yq  1Brpxqpyq
µpBrpeqq ,
where we choose r such that µpBrpeqq ¥ 1. T_hus, χ is a measurable function with χpx, yq 
χpy, xq and ³
G
χpx, yqdµpyq  1. We use the following notation:
χ : Gn 1 Gn 1 Ñ R, χ px0, ..., xnq, py0, ..., ynq  χpx0, y0q  ...  χpxn, ynq.
Analogously, we define χ1 : Hn 1  Hn 1 Ñ R with some radius r1. We define the maps
ϕ : HXp2qpHq Ñ HXp2qpGq and ψ : HXp2qpGq Ñ HXp2qpHq as follows:
pϕnαqpx0, ..., xnq 
»
Hn 1
αpy0, ..., ynqχ1
 
ϕpx0q, ..., ϕpxnqq, py0, ..., ynq

dνn 1py0, ..., ynq,
pψnβqpy0, ..., ynq 
»
Gn 1
βpx0, ..., xnqχ
 pψpy0q, ..., ψpynqq, px0, ..., xnqdµn 1px0, ..., xnq,
where α P HXnp2qpHq and β P HXnp2qpGq, and where we used xi and yi to denote elements
ofG andH, respectively. T_he idea of averaging over a function like χ goes back to Pansu; it is
necessary in our context, since themapsϕ andψ do not preservemeasure classes in general.
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First of all, we check that these are well-defined continuous cochain maps. T_herefore, let
dHpϕpxq, ϕpx1qq ¤ apdGpx, x1qq.
8 ¡ }α}2apRq r1 
»
Hn 1
|αpy0, ..., ynq|21Hn 1
apRq r1
py0, ..., ynqdνn 1
¥
»
Hn 1
|αpy0, ..., ynq|2
»
Gn 1R
χ1
 pϕpx0q, ..., ϕpxnqq, py0, ..., ynqdµn 1dνn 1

»
Gn 1R
»
Hn 1
|αpy0, ..., ynq|2χ1
 pϕpx0q, ..., ϕpxnqq, py0, ..., ynqdνn 1dµn 1
¥
»
Gn 1R
 »
Hn 1
αpy0, ..., ynqχ1
 pϕpx0q, ..., ϕpxnqq, py0, ..., ynqdνn 12dµn 1

»
Gn 1R
|pϕnαqpx0, ..., xnq|2dµn 1  }ϕα}2R.
It is a direct computation that dn  αn  αn 1  dn. It remains to show that there is a
cochain homotopy h : CXp2qpHq Ñ CX1p2q pHq such that Idψϕ  hd   dh. We define
hn 1 : CXn 1p2q pHq Ñ CXnp2qpHq by
phn 1i αqpy0, ..., ynq

»
Hn 1
αpy˜0, ..., y˜i, yi, ..., ynqχ1
 py0, ..., ynq, py˜0, ..., y˜nqdνn 1py˜q
and set
hn 1 
n¸
i0
p1qihn 1i .
We show that h is well-defined and continuous.
}α}2R r1 
»
Hn 2
|αpy0, ..., yn, yn 1q|21Hn 2
R r1
py0, ..., yn 1qdνn 2
¥
»
Hn 1
»
Hn 1R
|αpy˜0, ..., y˜n, ynq|2χ1
 py0, ..., ynq, py˜0, ..., y˜nqdνn 1pyqdνn 1py˜q
¥
»
Hn 1
»
Hn 1R
|αpy˜0, ..., y˜i, yi, ..., ynq|2χ1
 py0, ..., ynq, py˜0, ..., y˜nqdνn 1pyqdνn 1py˜q
¥
»
Hn 1R
 »
Hn 1
αpy˜0, ..., y˜i, yi, ..., ynqχ1
 py0, ..., ynq, py˜0, ..., y˜nqdνn 1py˜q2dνn 1
 }hn 1i α}R
Now denote the ith term of the coboundary map by dni , i.e.
pdni αqpy0, ..., yn 1q  αpy0, ..., pyi, ..., yn 1q.
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It is straightforward to verify that we have the following relations:
hn 1n  dnn 1  ψn  ϕn,
hn 10  dn0  IdCXnp2qpHq,
hn 1j  dni  dn1i  hnj1 for 1 ¤ j ¤ n and i ¤ j,
hn 1j  dni  dn1i1  hnj for 1 ¤ i ¤ n and i ¡ j.
Summa summarum, we get hn 1dn dn1hn  IdCXn
p2q
pHqψn ϕn. T_he same construction
applies to ϕ  ψ, which completes the proof.
T_heorem 1.3.6. LetG andH be unimodular locally compact second countable groups. IfG andH are
coarsely equivalent, then thenth `2-Betti number ofG vanishes if and only if thenth `2-Betti number of
H vanishes.
Proof. We have the following equivalences:
β
p2q
n pGq  0 ðñ HnpG,L2pGqq  0 (Lemma 1.2.5)
ðñ HXnp2qpGq  0 (Theorem 1.3.3)
ðñ HXnp2qpHq  0 (Theorem 1.3.5).
Going the same steps backwards for the groupH finishes the proof.
Remark 1.3.7. Since the Borel subgroupB   SL2pRq of upper triangular matrices is cocom-
pact, the solvable Lie groups B and SL2pRq are quasi-isometric. So B belongs to the class
of amenable hyperbolic locally compact groups. For more details about this class consider
[CCMT15].
T_he groupB is not unimodular and thus `2-Betti numbers are not defined. Nevertheless, one
may ask what exactly breaks down in the proof above which can be formulated to a large part
without thenotionof `2-Betti numbers. By a result ofDelorme [Del77, CorollaireV.3], wehave
HnpB,L2pBqq  0. SinceT_heorem 1.3.5 does not require unimodularity, we have
HX1p2qpBq  HX1p2qpSL2pRqq  0
because βp2q1 pSL2pRqq  0. So it is Theorem 1.3.3 that fails for the non-unimodular groupB.
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Chapter 2.
`2-BettiNumbers of RandomRooted
Simplicial Complexes
Let SC be the space of isomorphism classes of connected locally finite rooted simplicial complexes
(Definition 2.1.2). Every finite simplicial complex defines a random rooted simplicial complex
(Definition 2.1.3), i.e. a probability measure on SC, by choosing uniformly at random a ver-
tex as root. A sequence pKnqn of finite simplicial complexes converges Benjamini-Schramm
(Definition 2.1.6) if their associated random rooted simplicial complexes weakly converge to
a probability measure on SC.
We will give a definition of `2-Betti numbers (Definition 2.2.8) for random rooted simplicial
complexes. For a random rooted simplicial complexµK defined by a finite simplicial complex
K, the `2-Betti numbers coincidewith the ordinary Betti numbers bppKq ofK normalized by
the number of vertices, i.e. (cf. Example 2.2.9)
βp2qp pµKq 
bppKq
|Kp0q| .
T_he main result of this chapter (T_heorem 2.3.3) will be, that the `2-Betti numbers are con-
tinuous under weak convergence on the space of sofic random rooted simplicial complexes.
Together with Proposition 2.1.12 this implies the sofic approximation theorem of Elek and
Szabó [ES05].
T_his chapter is organized as follows. We define random rooted simplicial complexes (Defi-
nition 2.1.3) and give various examples in Section 2.1. We also give examples of Benjamini-
Schrammconvergent sequences offinite simplicial complexes. Inparticular,we show that ev-
ery random rooted simplicial complex that arises froma simplicial complexwith a cocompact
action of a sofic group is a Benjamini-Schramm limit (Proposition 2.1.12). In Section 2.2, we
will define `2-Betti numbers of random rooted simplicial complexes. To this end, we have to
define the simplicial `2-chain complex of a random rooted simplicial complex (Definition 2.2.2),
a von Neumann algebra and a trace function on it. We finish the section by considering the
`2-Betti numbers of the examples given in Section 2.1. In order to prove ourmain result (T_he-
orem 2.3.3) in Section 2.3, we show that for a weak convergence sequence of random rooted
simplicial complexes the spectral measures of the associated Laplace operators weakly con-
verge. We finish the chapter by a computation of the `2-Betti numbers of the random rooted
simplicial complex defined by Sierpinski’s Triangle (Example 2.3.9).
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2.1. RandomRooted Simplicial Complexes
Simplicial complexes are one of the main objects we deal with in this work. T_here are several
different definitions in the literature, therefore, and to introduce our notation, we will give a
definitionwhich, in particular, can be found in [tD08, 8.1].T_his definition is sometimes called
an abstract simplicial complex, since it is a purely combinatorial object.
Definition 2.1.1. A simplicial complex pK,V q consists of a non-empty set V of vertices and a set
K of finite subsets of V . A set s P K with n 1 elements is called an n-simplex ofK. Further,
a simplicial complex fulfils the following axioms:
• tvu P K for every v P V ;
• If s P K, then every subset t  s is also inK. We call t  s a face of s.
Since V is contained inK as the single element sets, we usually denote a simplicial complex
pK,V q only byK. We will denote the set of n-simplices ofK byKpnq.
We say a simplicial complex is n-dimensional if it contains atleast one n-simplex but no n  1-
simplices. T_he degree of a vertex v P V is the number of 1-simplices swith v P s. A simplicial
complex pK,V q is locally finite if deg v   8 for all v P V and uniform locally bounded, or of
bounded degree, if the degree degpKq  supvPV deg v ofK is finite.
A subcomplex pL,W q of pK,V q consist of a subsetW  V of vertices and a subset of simplices
L  K such that pL,W q forms a simplicial complex. T_he n-skeleton Kpnq of pK,V q is the
subcomplex pKpnq, V q, whereKpnq  ts P K | dim s ¤ nu.
We have a metric on the vertices V of a simplicial complexK, called the graph distance, given
by
dpv, wq : inftr P N | Dtv1, w1u, ..., tvr, wru P Kp1q : v  v1, wi  vi 1, wr  wu.
A rooted simplicial complex is a triple pK,V, xq consisting of a simplicial complex pK,V q and a
fixed vertex x P V . Most of the timewewill omit V and denote the rooted simplicial complex
pK,V, xq just by pK, xq. Two rooted simplicial complexes pK, xq and pL, yq are isomorphic if
there is a simplicial isomorphism Φ: K Ñ L such that Φpxq  y.
Definition2.1.2. Wedenote bySC the space of isomorphismclasses of locallyfinite connected rooted
simplicial complexes and write rK, xs for the isomorphism class represented by pK, xq.
Let BrpK, xq the rooted subcomplex of pK, xq spanned by all vertices of graph distance at
most r from x. T_he following defines a metric on SC:
dprK, xs, rL, ysq : inf
r
"
1
2r
 BrpK, xq  BrpL, yq* .
SC equippedwith the topology induced by thismetric is a totally disconnected Polish space,
where the rooted isomorphism classes of finite simplicial complexes form a countable dense
subset. For every finite rooted simplicial complex α and every r P N we obtain an open set
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Urpαq, called the r-neighbourhood of α, given by all isomorphism classes of rooted simplicial
complexes rK, xs such thatBrpK, xq  Brpαq, thus
Urpαq  trK, xs P SC | BrpK, xq  Brpαqu.
T_he sets Urpαq are compact and open, and provide a basis for the topology. In a similar way,
we define the spaceSC of isomorphism classes of doubly rooted simplicial complexes, where an ele-
ment rK, x, ys consists of a simplicial complexK and an ordered pair of vertices x and y. T_he
metric on SC is given by:
dprK, x, ys, rL, v, wsq : max  dprK, xs, rL, vsq , dprK, ys, rL,wsq (.
Definition 2.1.3. A random rooted simplicial complex is an unimodular probability measure µ on
SC, where unimodular means»
SC
¸
yPKp0q
fprK, x, ysqdµprK, xsq 
»
SC
¸
yPKp0q
fprK, y, xsqdµprK, xsq
for all Borel functions f : SC Ñ R¥0.
Remark 2.1.4. It was realized by Aldous and Lyons [AL07] that weak limits of probabilitymea-
sures arising from finite graphs share a usefulmass-transport property, which they called uni-
modularity. If we consider fprK, x, ysq as themass sent from x to y, then unimodularity says
that the outgoing mass is equal the incoming mass of all vertices of the graph. T_here are two
motivations for the name "unimodular". On the one hand, a graph has a unimodular auto-
morphism group if and only if the uniform at random rooted graph is unimodular. On the
other hand, unimodularity of an random rooted simplicial complex µ implies the equality of
the following twomeasures on SC associated with µ, the left measure µL defined by»
SC
fdµL :
»
SC
¸
yPKp0q
fprK, x, ysqdµprK, xsq
and the right measure µR defined by»
SC
fdµR :
»
SC
¸
yPKp0q
fprK, y, xsqdµprK, xsq.
Figure 2.1. T_he first two rooted simplicial complexes are at distance 14 to each other,
where the third one has distance 12 to the others.
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Aweak limit of random rooted simplicial complexes is again a random rooted simplicial com-
plex. T_his can be deduced by observing that a probability measure µ on SC is unimodular if
and only if for all n P N and all Borel functions f : SC Ñ R¥0 the equality»
SC
¸
yPKp0q
dpy,xq¤n
fprK, x, ysqdµprK, xsq 
»
SC
¸
yPKp0q
dpy,xq¤n
fprK, y, xsqdµprK, xsq
holds,where the sumnowrunsonlyover the verticeswithdistanceatmostn to the rootx. T_his
follows immediately from the monotone convergence theorem. We can further restrict the
assumptions from Borel functions to continuous functions by the monotone class theorem.
Wedefine the vertexdegreeof anelement rK, xs P SC asdegprK, xsq  suptdeg x | x P Kp0qu
and the degree of a random rooted simplicial complex µ as the µ-essential supremum
degpµq : ess supµ degprK, xsq.
In comparison, the expected vertex degree of a random rooted simplicial complex µ is
Eµpdegq 
»
SC
degpxqdµprK, xsq.
Example 2.1.5. (1) Every finite simplicial complex K defines a random rooted simplicial
complex
µK 
¸
xPKp0q
δrKx,xs
|Kp0q| ,
with Kx the connected component of x P Kp0q and δrKx,xs the Dirac-measure of the
point rKx, xs. T_hat µK is a probability measure is obvious, we only have to verify that it
is unimodular. For the sake of simplicity let us assume thatK is connected:»
SC
¸
yPLp0q
fprL, x, ysqdµKprL, xsq 
¸
xPKp0q
1
|Kp0q|
¸
yPKp0q
fprK, x, ysq

¸
yPKp0q
1
|Kp0q|
¸
xPKp0q
fprK, x, ysq

»
SC
¸
xPLp0q
fprL, x, ysqdµKprL, ysq

»
SC
¸
yPLp0q
fprL, y, xsqdµKprL, xsq
Note that µK is unique in the sense that there is no other unimodular probability mea-
sure fully supported on the rooted isomorphism classes ofK.
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(2) T_here is a more general construction, which also applies to infinite complexes. LetK
be a connected locally finite simplicial complex with unimodular simplicial automor-
phism group AutpKq, where simplicial means that we only consider simplicial auto-
morphisms, i.e. the stabilizer of a simplex is equal the intersection of the stabilizers
of its vertices. Further, let tx1, x2, ...u be a complete orbit section inKp0q. T_here exist
an unique unimodular probability measure µK , fully supported on the rooted isomor-
phism classes ofK, if
c :
¸
i
1
|Stabpxiq|   8
holds, where |  | denotes the Haar measure on AutpKq. T_he random rooted simplicial
complex is given by:
µK : 1
c
¸
i
δrK,xis
|Stabpxiq| .
In [AL07, T_heorem 3.1], Aldous and Lyons give a proof for the graph case, which also
applies to simplicial complexes. T_hey proved even more: T_he measure µG, associated
with a graphG, is unimodular if and only if the automorphism group AutpGq ofG is
unimodular. An important special case of this is the following. Let K be connected
locally finite simplicial complex with proper and cocompact action of a discrete group
ΓEAutpKq : G. LetF be a fundamental domain for theΓ-action andF be a funda-
mental domain for theG-action inKp0q. We remark that F is finite, since F is finite.
Subsequently, we have the following formula for the randomrooted simplicial complex:
µK : 1
c
¸
xPF
δrK,xs
|StabGpxq| 
1
c
¸
xPF
¸
gPG
gxPF
δrK,gxs|StabG{ΓpΓxq|
|StabGpxq||G{Γ|
 1
c
¸
yPF
δrK,ys
|G{Γ||StabΓpyq| .
In a similar, way we obtain that
c 
¸
yPF
1
|G{Γ||StabΓpyq| ,
hence, with cpΓq  °yPFp|StabΓpyq|q1, we deduce that
µK : 1
cpΓq
¸
yPF
δrK,ys
|StabΓpyq| . (2.1)
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T_his shows that µK is independent of the group and the choice of the fundamental do-
mainF . Since this are important examples of random rooted simplicial complexes, we
include a proof for the unimodularity of µK :»
SC
¸
yPpLqp0q
fprL, x, ysqdµKprL, xsq
 1
cpΓq
¸
xPFp0q
1
StabΓpxq
¸
yPKp0q
fprK, x, ysq
 1
cpΓq
¸
xPFp0q
1
StabΓpxq
¸
yPFp0q
¸
γPΓ
1
StabΓpyqfprK, x, γysq
 1
cpΓq
¸
x,yPFp0q
1
StabΓpxq
1
StabΓpyq
¸
γPΓ
fprK, xγ1, ysq
    
»
SC
¸
yPpLqp0q
fprL, y, xsqdµKprL, xsq.
Note that if the Γ-action is free, µK has the following appearance:
µK 
¸
yPFp0q
δrK,ys
|F p0q| .
(3) Probability measure preserving equivalence relationsR  X X on a standard Borel
space pX, νq, or more generally discrete measured groupoids G, also give rise to ran-
domrooted simplicial complexes. LetΣbea simplicialG-complex (seeDefinition4.2.1),
i.e. ameasurable assignmentX Q x ÞÑ Σx of simplicial complexes together with an G-
action: For every g P G with spgq  x and tpgq  y there is a simplicial isomorphism
ψg : Σx Ñ Σy such that ψg  ψh  ψgh and ψIdx  IdΣx. T_hese complexes have been
introduced by Gaboriau [Gab02] in the case of probability measure preserving equiva-
lence relations and generalized my Takimoto to discrete measured groupoids [Tak15].
Let us assume that there is a Borel fundamental domain F for the action of G on the
vertices with finite measure c : ³
X
|pi1ptxuq X F |dνpxq   8, then pΣ,G, νq defines
a random rooted simplicial complex:
µΣ,G : 1
c
» ¸
fPpi1ptxuq
δrΣx,f sdνpxq.
A special case of this is a field of graphs x ÞÑ Φx defined by a graphing Φ of R. In
this situation, the fundamental domain is just the diagonal px, xq P R and the random
rooted graph is given by
µΦ,R :
»
δrΦpxq,xsdνpxq.
Random rooted graphs defined by graphings were also treated in [AL07]. For more in-
formation about measured equivalence relations see [FM77a,FM77b].
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(4) T_hedifferentmodelsof randomsimplicial complexes, like theErdös-RényimodelGpn, pq,
the randomd-complexYdpn, pqofLinial andMeshulam[LM06], randomflagcomplexes
Xpn, pq [Kah09] or random geometric complexes (e.g. the random geometric graph of
Penrose [Pen03]), give rise to unimodular measures on SC by applying the construc-
tion of Example 2.1.5.1. to a random sample.
Definition 2.1.6. We say a sequence pKnqn of simplicial complexes is Benjamini-Schramm con-
vergent if the weak limit limnÑ8 µKn of the associated random rooted simplicial complexes
pµKnqn exists. Moreover, we call a random rooted simplicial complex sofic if it is a weak limit
of a Benjamini-Schramm convergent sequence of finite simplicial complexes.
Maybe themost prominent example of a Benjamini-Schrammconvergent sequence is the fol-
lowing:
Example 2.1.7 (Towers of finite sheeted covering spaces). Let K be a simplicial complex of
vertex degree bounded by some D P N together with a simplicial, proper and cocompact
action of a discrete group Γ. Suppose that Γ is residually finite and let pNnqn be a descend-
ing sequence of finite index normal subgroups of Γ with

nPNNn  t1u, then the sequence
pKnqn : pK{Nnqn converges Benjamini-Schramm to
µK  1
cpΓq
¸
xPFp0q
δrK,xs
| StabΓpxq| ,
whereF is a fundamental domain for theΓ-action. T_his can be deduced in the followingway:
We fix an r ¡ 0. T_he set S of elements γ P Γ such that
BrpK, xq X γBrpK, xq  H (2.2)
for some x P F p0q is finite, sinceK is locally finite. T_herefore,BrpK, xqp0q is finite andF p0q is
finite. We take an n P N so large thatNn X S  t1u, hence we know if Equation (2.2) holds
for an γ P Nn then γ  1. Hence, the quotientmapK Ñ K{Nn takesBrpK, xq injectively to
BrpK{Nn, xNnq. We show that every simplex s P Kn has a unique lift inBrpK, xq. Let s˜ be a
lift of s with atleast one vertex inBrpK, xq, thus s˜ lies completely inBr 1pK, xq. Let y be an
arbitrary vertex of s˜, then there must be an γ P Nn such that dpγy, xq ¤ r inK. T_herefore,
γBr 1pK, xq XBr 1pK, xq  H
which yields that γ  1 and s˜ lies already in BrpK, xq. T_his shows that for sufficiently large
n P N the r-ballBrpK, xq is isomorphic to the r-ballBrpKn, xNnq, for all x P Kp0q.
Now, choose n large enough such that S XNn  t1u and, additionally, that the action ofNn
onK is free. Let FpNnq be a fundamental domain for this action. Hence, we have for every
α P SC:
µKpUrpαqq  |tx P FpNnq
p0q | BrpK, xq  αu|
|FpNnqp0q| see Example 2.1.5.2.
 |tx P K
p0q
n | BrpKn, xNnq  αu|
|Kp0qn |
 µKnpUrpαqq.
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Example 2.1.8 (Sierpinski’s triangle). T_he following example is from a joint workwith Kionke
[KSB].Wedescribe a sequence pTnqn of two-dimensional simplicial complexeswhich occur in
the construction of the fractal Sierpinski triangle. It appeared to us that the example becomes
clearer if we describe the geometric realizations of the Tn as subsets ofR2 instead of working
with the abstract simplicial complexes. Let e1  p1, 0q P R2 and let e2  12p1,
?
3q P R2.
T_he points 0, e1 and e2 are the vertices of an equilateral triangle T0 with sides of length 1; we
consider T0 to be a 2-simplex. We define inductively
Tn 1  Tn Y pTn   2ne1q Y pTn   2ne2q.
T0 T1 T2
Figure 2.2.
By induction it is easy to verify thatTn is a simplicial complexwith 3
n 1 3
2
vertices, 3n 1 edges
and 3n 2-simplices. T_he vertex degree of Tn is 4 for all n ¥ 1. T_he three vertices of degree 2
will be called the corners of Tn. T_he distance between two corners of Tn is 2n.
Claim:T_hesequence pTnqn convergesBenjamini-Schrammtoa randomrootedsimplicial com-
plex µτ .
Let r ¡ 0 and let α be a finite rooted simplicial complex of radius at most r. Takem so large
that 2m1 ¡ r, then any r-ball in Tm contains at most one of the three corners of Tm. Let
Npk, αq denote the number of vertices v in Tm k such that the ball of radius r around v is
isomorphic to α. We observe that
Npk   1, αq  3Npk, αq   cα,
for all k ¥ 0, for some constant cα P Z. Indeed, r-balls around vertices of distance at least r
from one of the corners in Tm k occur exactly 3-times in Tm k 1. In the small set of vertices
which lie close to a corner of Tm k we always see two copies of Tm being glued together at a
corner. T_his shows that the effect of the operation does not depend on k; compare Figure 2.3.
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Tm
Tm
Tm
Tm
Tm
Tm k
Figure 2.3. Small balls touch at most two copies of Tm
Nowit follows fromashort calculation that

|Npk, αq|
M
|T p0qm k|
	
k
is aCauchy sequence. Since
r andαwerearbitrary,weconclude that the sequence pTnqn converges in the senseofBenjamini-
Schramm.
2.1.1. SoficApproximation
In the following we will relate sofic groups to sofic random rooted simplicial complexes, but
first, wewill describe a procedure for assembling a collection of simplicial complexes together
into a larger simplicial complex. T_his construction is inspired by graph of groups (cf. [Hat02,
p.91]).
Definition2.1.9. A graph of simplicial complexes pG, tKvuv, tφeueq consist of the following data:
(1) A locally finite, connected and simple (i.e. no loops or multiple edges) graphG;
(2) a finite simplicial complexKv for every vertex v P Gp0q and
(3) a bijection φe : K
p0q
v1  Ve Ñ Ue  Kp0qv2 , for every edge e  tv1, v2u of G, between
subsets Ve, Ue of the vertices of Kv1 and Kv2, respectively; the φe are called attaching
maps.
A graph of simplicial complexes determines a simplicial complex
K
 
G, tKvuv, tφeue

:
§
vPGp0q
Kv
L ,
where pv1, kq  pv2, k1q for k P Kp0qv1 and k1 P Kp0qv2 , if tv1, v2u P Gp1q and φtv1,v2upkq  k1.
Note that by identifying vertices of Kv1 and Kv2 also the simplices spanned by these ver-
tices get identified, even though the maps φe do not have to be bijections for the higher di-
mensional simplices. Consequently, it does not make a difference for the simplicial complex
K
 
G, tKvuv, tφeue

if there is a simplex tx0, ..., xnu inKv1 and a simplex tφepx0q, ..., φepx0qu
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inKv2 or the simplex is only contained in eitherKv1 orKv2 as long as all the vertices x0, ..., xn
are contained in the support of φe. On the other hand, it is also possible that a simplex of one
of theKv ’s vanishes if there is a cycle in the graph and two ormore vertices of the simplex get
identified by the attaching maps along the cycle.
For our purposes, the following is themost important example of a simplicial complex arising
from a graph of simplicial complexes.
Example 2.1.10. LetΓ be a finitely generated discrete groupwith symmetric generating setS
and letG  CaypΓ;Sq be the Cayley graph of Γ with respect to this generating set. Further,
letK be a locally finite simplicial complex with a free, simplicial and cocompact action of Γ
and denote byF a finite fundamental domain for this action. We can turnF into a simplicial
complex by adding some lower dimensional simplices of K ; let us denote this complex by
F . To make things easier, we denote the vertices of G by corresponding elements γ P Γ of
the group and set Kγ  F for every vertex γ in G. Further, let Es  F p0q X sF p0q and
Fs  s1Es  F p0q, both considered as subsets ofF . We define a bijection
φs : Kγ  Es Ñ Fs  Ksγ, x ÞÑ s1x,
for every s P S, and associate it with all edges labelled by s. In other words, we identify the
vertices of the complexF at the vertex γ ofGwith the corresponding, by s translated, vertices
ofF at the vertex sγ ofG. Compare Figure 2.4. Obviously, we have that
K
 
CaypΓ;Sq, tFuγ, tφsus
  K,
since we attach the copies of the fundamental domainF according to the action of Γ.
t1
t2
Figure 2.4. T_he group Z2 acts on this simplicial complex with fundamental domain
given by the yellow coloured area; note there is only one vertex tu. To turn this into
a simplicial complex we have to add the vertices tu, tu,tu and the red edge on the
right-hand side of the fundamental domain. We consider the grid as the Cayley graph
of Z2 with edges labelled by t1 and t2 as indicated in the figure. T_he attaching map φt1 ,
which is associated with all edges labelled by t1, is given by tu ÞÑ tu and tu ÞÑ tu.
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Figure 2.4. (Previous page.) We remark that, by identifying these vertices, also
the edges t, u and t, u get identified. Further, note that there is no edge be-
tween tu and tu in the closed fundamental domain, but, since these vertices get
identified by φt2 with tu and tu, respectively, there is an edge between them in
K
 
CaypZ2, tt1, t2uq, tFuγ , tφtiui

.
Definition2.1.11. [Wei00,Definition 2.1] Afinitely generated groupΓ is called sofic if for some
finite symmetric set of generatorsS, and any  ¡ 0, and r P N, there is a finite directed graph
G edge labelled by S, which has a finite subset of its vertices V0  Gp0q satisfying:
(1) for each v P V0, the r-ballBrpG, vq is graph isomorphic as a labelled graph to the r-ball
BrpCaypΓ, Sq, 1q in the Cayley graph of Γ and
(2) |V0| ¥ p1 q|Gp0q|.
Proposition2.1.12. LetΓbeafinitelygenerated soficgroup. IfΓacts freelyandcocompactly ona locally
finite connected simplicial complexK , then there exist a sequence pKnqn of finite connected simplicial
complexes which converges Benjamini-Schramm toµK.
Proof. LetG  CaypΓ;Sq be the Cayley graph of Γ for a symmetric generating set S and let
pGnqn bea sequenceofS-labelledgraphs such that there is afinite subset of verticesVn  Gp0qn
satisfying:
(1) for eachv P Vn then-ballBnpGn, vq is graph isomorphic as a labelledgraph to then-ball
BnpG, 1q and
(2) |Vn| ¥ p1 1nq|Gp0qn |.
By Example 2.1.10, we know thatK can be considered as the graph of simplicial complexes
K
 
G, tFuγ, tφsus

for some fundamental domainF  K of theΓ-action. Wewill show that
the sequence
Kn : K
 
Gn, tFuvPGp0qn , tφsus

of simplicial complexes converges Benjamini-Schramm toK  K G, tFuγPΓ, tφsus, where 
Gn, tFuvPGp0qn , tφsus

is the graph of simplicial complexes with the simplicial complex F at
every vertex and with the attaching maps tφsus given by the samemaps as inK according to
the labels of the edges.
Fix a radius r ¡ 0 and choosen P N so large that for at least p1{|F p0q|q|Gp0qn |many vertices
inGn the r-ball looks like the r-ball inG. Let us denote the set of these vertices by Vn. In the
worst case, we only have one vertex inKn for every vertex in Vn and |F p0q|  1 many vertices
for every vertex inGp0qn zVn. Hence, since the attaching maps inKn are the same as inK, we
conclude that
|µKnpUrpαqq  µKpUrpαqq|   
for every finite rooted simplicial complexes α.
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2.2. `2-BettiNumbers of RandomRooted Simplicial Complexes
In order to define `2-Betti numbers, we introduce the `2-homology of random rooted sim-
plicial complexes. T_herefore, we will construct a chain complex for each probability measure
on SC. We begin by picking a representative for each isomorphism class rK, xs P SC in a
measurable way.
Let ∆pN0q be the simplicial complex consisting of all non-empty finite subsets of N0. Every
subcomplex Λ  ∆pN0q can be encoded by an element fΛ P t0, 1u∆pN0q, such that fΛpsq  1
if and only if the simplex s is contained in the subcomplex Λ. We endow t0, 1u∆pN0q with the
product topology, i.e. the topology generated by all cylinder sets. T_he subset Subp∆pN0qq 
t0, 1u∆pN0q which consists of elements encoding subcomplexes of ∆pN0q is closed.
Lemma 2.2.1. T_here is a continuous map Ψ: SC Ñ Subp∆pN0qq such that pΨprK, xsq, 0q is a
representative for rK, xs for all rK, xs P SC, i.e.
rΨprK, xsq, 0s  rK, xs.
Proof. We enumerate the simplices of ∆pN0q in diagonal way,
pt0u, t1u, t0, 1u, t2u, t0, 2u, t1, 2u, t0, 1, 2u, t3u, . . .
andby this, identify the simplices of∆pN0qwithN0. Wedenote thismapbyΥ: N0 Ñ ∆pN0q.
Subsequently, all simplices with vertices in t0, ..., nu show up in the first 2n 1 entries of
t0, 1u∆pN0q. T_he lexicographic order on t0, 1u∆pN0q, given by
f   g :ô fpΥpiqq  gpΥpiqq for 0 ¤ i ¤ k, fpΥpk   1qq  1 and gpΥpk   1qq  0,
defines an order on the subcomplexes of∆pN0q. Now, we defineΨprK, xsq to be the smallest
Λ P Subp∆pN0qq with pΛ, 0q P rK, xs. We have to remark two things: First, there is always
a subcomplex Λ of ∆pN0q such that pΛ, 0q  pK, xq. We obtain such a Λ by enumerating
the vertices ofK in an arbitrary way with the only restriction that x is identified with 0. And
second, for a rooted isomorphismclass rK, xsof afinite simplicial complexK it follows by the
well-ordering principle that there is a unique smallest element in t0, 1u∆pN0q. We will show
that for an infinite complexes rK, xs there is also a minimal element. To this end, we claim
that ΨprBrpK, xqsq  BrpΨprBr tpK, xqsqq for all r, t ¥ 0, hence the minimal element is
given by
ΨprK, xsq  limÝÑΨprBrpK, xq, xsq.
First, we verify that the set of vertices of ΨprBrpK, xqsq and also of BrpΨprBr tpK, xqsqq is
the interval t0, 1, ..., Nru  N0, withNr  |BrpK, xqp0q|. For ΨprBrpK, xqsq this is obvious
by the definition of the order. ForBrpΨprBr tpK, xqsqqwe show this by induction.
Suppose that Br1pΨprBr tpK, xqsqqp0q  t0, 1, ..., Nr1u and assume there exists an k P
tNr1   1, ..., Nru such that k R BrpΨprBr tpK, xqsqqp0q. T_herefore, there must be a ver-
tex l P BrpΨprBr tpK, xqsqqp0q with l ¡ Nr. By assumption, the distance of k to the root
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0 in ΨprBr tpK, xqsq must be at least r   1, hence all simplices of the form s Y tku with
s  t0, 1, ..., Nr1u can not be contained in ΨprBr tpK, xqsq. But this is a contradiction to
the minimality of ΨprBr tpK, xqsq, since by interchanging the roles of l and k we would get
a smaller complex. After we verified that ΨprBrpK, xqsq and BrpΨprBr tpK, xqsqq have the
same set of vertices, it is a direct consequence of the definition of the order that
ΨprBrpK, xqsq  BrpΨprBr tpK, xqsqq.
We check that Ψ is continuous. Let tk0, k1, ..., knu  Υpkq P ∆pN0qwith k0   k1   ...   kn
be the simplex which corresponds to the natural number k P N0. From the previous part of
the proof we can deduce that the simplex Υpkq P ∆pN0q can have at most distance k0 to the
root in every minimal subcomplex of ∆pN0qwhich contains Υpkq. Let rks be the cylinder set
defined by k. SinceΥpkq P ΨprK, xsq if and only if it is inΨpBk0 1pK, xqq, it follows that the
preimage of rks is give by the countable union of k0   1-neighbourhoods Uk0 1pαq of finite
rooted simplicial complexes αwith Υpkq P ΨpBk0 1pαqq, i.e.
Ψ1prksq 
¤
αPSC finite
ΥpkqPΨpBk0 1pαqq
Uk0 1pαq.
T_his is a countable union of open sets, thus Ψ is continuous.
For a simplicial complexK the complex Hilbert space of simplicial `2-p-chainsCp2qp pKq con-
sists of formal sums
°
sPKppq csswith coefficients cs P C and such that
°
sPKppq |s|2   8. T_he
map Ψ, from the preceding lemma, gives rise to a field of complex Hilbert spaces (see Defi-
nition B.1) rK, xs Ñ Cp2qp pΨprK, xsqq over SC, for every p P N0. In addition, every oriented
p-simplex s P ∆pN0q yields a characteristic vector field χs defined by
χsprK, xsq 
"
s if s P ΨprK, xsq
0 otherwise.
We observe that, since Ψ is continuous, the function
rK, xs ÞÑ xχsprK, xsq, χs1prK, xsqy
is continuous for all oriented p-simplices s and s1. Further, the collection of all characteristic
vector fields tχs | s P ∆pN0qppqu of oriented p-simplices s P ∆pN0q form a total sequence
for every complex Hilbert space Cp2qp pΨprK, xsqq. T_herefore, by Proposition B.4, there exists
a unique measurable field structure on rK, xs Ñ Cp2qp pΨprK, xsq such that the characteristic
vector fields are measurable and hence form a fundamental sequence. By Proposition B.3, a
vector field σ : rK, xs Ñ σprK, xsq P Cp2qp pΨprK, xsqq is measurable, with respect to this
structure, if
rK, xs ÞÑ xσprK, xsq, χsprK, xsqy
is measurable for every oriented p-simplex s of ∆pN0q. Now, let µ be a random rooted sim-
plicial complex.
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Definition 2.2.2. T_heHilbert space of simplicial `2-p-chains of µ is the direct integral
Cp2qp pSC, µq :
» `
SC
Cp2qp pΨprK, xsqqdµprK, xsq.
T_heelements of the direct integral (seeDefinition B.5) are (equivalence classes of)measurable
vector fields σ with the property
}σ}2 
»
SC
}σprK, xsq}2dµprK, xsq   8,
where the vector fields that vanish almost every will be identified. T_he boundary operators
Bp,rK,xs : Cp2qp pΨprK, xsqq Ñ Cp2qp1pΨprK, xsqq
and their adjoints
dprK,xs : C
p2q
p1pΨprK, xsqq Ñ Cp2qp pΨprK, xsqq
definemeasurable fields of linear mappings Bp : rK, xs Ñ Bp,rK,xs and dp : rK, xs Ñ dprK,xs.
By Proposition B.9, it is enough to check that
rK, xs ÞÑ xBp,rK,xsχsprK, xsq, χs1prK, xsqy
is measurable for every p-simplex s and p-1-simplex s1 in ∆pN0q, but this is a direct conse-
quence of the continuity of Ψ. T_herefore, also the Laplace operators
∆p,rK,xs  dprK,xsBp,rK,xs   Bp 1,rK,xsdp 1rK,xs
yield ameasurable field of operators. By PropositionB.13, Bp,rK,xs defines a closed linearmap-
ping
Bp 
» `
SC
Bp,rK,xsdµ : Cp2qp pSC, µq Ñ Cp2qp1pSC, µq,
and we obtain a chain complex
   Ñ Cp2qp pSC, µq
BpÝÑ Cp2qp1pSC, µq Ñ    .
Definition 2.2.3. Let µ be a random rooted simplicial complex. We define the p-th simplicial
`2-homology of µ as the Hilbert space
Hp2qp pSC, µq : ker Bp{im Bp 1.
Later, we will usually consider the kernel of the Laplace operator, which is (atleast in the case
when ∆p is a bounded operator on C
p2q
p pSC, µq) isomorphic to the homology by the Hodge
isomorphism (cf. [Eck00, p. 192])
Hp2qp pSC, µq  kerp∆pq 
» `
SC
ker ∆prK,xsdµ.
T_his has the advantage that kerp∆pq is a subspace ofCp2qp pSC, µq and not a quotient space.
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Proposition 2.2.4. For every random rooted simplicial complexµ of degree bonded byD the boundary
operator Bp, its adjointdp and the Laplace operator∆p are bounded operators for every p P N. Moreover,
∆p is self-adjoint.
Proof. To show that the operators are bounded, it is enough to proof that }Bp} ¤ RpD, pq,
for some constantRpD, pq only depending on the dimension p and the degreeD of µ, since
}dp}  }Bp }  }Bp}. Let us first consider a simplicial complexK with vertex degree bounded
byD and let s be a p-simplex; p ¤ D. Hence, every vertex v of s has already p neighbours. If
s is contained in a p   1 simplex, then this simplex consist of the vertices of s plus one more
vertex v0. T_herefore, v0 is also a neighbour of all vertices in s and hence the number of p  1-
simplices containing s is at mostD  p. T_his gives us the following estimate of the norm of
the boundary operator:
}Bppσq}2 
 p¸
i0
p1qiBipσ
2 ¤ pp  1qpD  p  1q : RpD, pq.
Now, since the essential supremum of the vertex degree is D, the essential supremum of
}Bp,rK,xs} is bounded byRpD, pq. By Proposition B.10, it follows that also
 » ` Bp,rK,xsdµprK, xsq2 ¤ RpD, pq.
T_hat∆p is self-adjoint, is a direct consequence of Proposition B.14, since for a simplicial com-
plex of bounded degree the Laplace operator is self-adjoint.
We would like to have a notion for the dimension of a subspace of Cp2qp pSC, µq, to this end
we introduce a von Neumann algebra with a trace. Let Appµq be the von Neumann algebra
of bounded decomposable operators T  ³` TrK,xsdµ on Cp2qp pSC, µq such that for almost
all rK, xs P SC, all simplicial isomorphisms ϕ : ΨprK, xsq Ñ ΨprL, ysq and all σ, σ1 P
C
p2q
p pSC, µq the identity
xTrK,xsσprK, xsq, σ1prK, xsqy  xTrL,ysϕ7σprK, xsq, ϕ7σ1prK, xsqy
holds. It is clear that this condition is closed under the weak topology. Further, it implies
that the operators are independent of the choice of the root, thus we will sometimes denote
an operator by TK instead of TrK,xs. If Bp is a bounded operator for µ, then Bp, dp and ∆p
are in Appµq, since Bp and dp commute with the chain map ϕ7 induced by an isomorphism
ϕ : ΨprK, xsq Ñ ΨprL, ysq. Now let
Tp 
 
χs P Cp2qp pSC, µq | s P ∆pN0qppq, 0 P s
(
the characteristic vectorfieldsof theorientedp-simplices of∆pN0qwhich contain0. Weclaim
that
trµpT q 
¸
τPTp
xTτ, τy
p  1 P r0,8s
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defines a trace onAppµq. Note that the formula does not depend on the orientation of τ . Let
T, S P Appµq.
¸
τPTp
xSTτ, τy 
¸
τPTp
xTτ, Sτy 
»
SC
¸
τPTp
xTKτprK, xsq, SKτprK, xsqydµprK, xsq

»
SC
¸
sPΨprK,xsqppq
¸
τPTp
xTKτprK, xsq, syxs, SKτprK, xsqydµprK, xsq

»
SC
¸
yPΨprK,xsqp0q
¸
sPΨprK,xsqppq
yPs
¸
τPTp
xTKτprK, xsq, syxSKs, τprK, xsqy
p  1looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
fprK,x,ysq
dµprK, xsq.
Nowwe use the unimodularity of µ (see Definition 2.1.3):

»
SC
¸
yPKp0q
fprK, y, xsqdµprK, xsq

»
SC
¸
yPKp0q
¸
sPΨprK,xsqppq
yPs
¸
τPTp
xTKτprK, ysq, syxSKs, τprK, ysqy
p  1 dµprK, xsq

»
SC
¸
yPKp0q
¸
sPΨprK,xsqppq
yPs
¸
τPTp
xSKs, τprK, ysqyxτprK, ysq, T Ksy
p  1 dµprK, xsq

»
SC
¸
sPΨprK,xsqppq
0Ps
xSKs, T KsydµprK, xsq

»
SC
¸
τPT
xSKτprK, xsq, T KτprK, xsqydµprK, xsq 
¸
τPTp
xTSτ, τy.
Proposition 2.2.5. T_he trace trµ onAppµq is normal, faithful and semi-finite. If the expected number
of p-simplices at the root is finite, then tr is a finite trace.
Proof. Faithfulness follows from the fact that the operators in Appµq are independent from
the choice of the root and from the unimodularity of µ. We check that trµ is semi-finite. Let
A P Appµq be positive. We define the operators
An,rK,xs :
ArK,xs
maxtdegppxq  n, 1u
,
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wherewedenote bydegppxq the number of p-simplices containingx. Wewill show that pAnqn
weakly converges toA, but first we verify that trpAnq   8.
trµpAnq 
»
SC
¸
τPTp
xAτ, τy
pp  1qmaxtdegppxq  n, 1u
dµprK, xsq
¤
»
SC
}A} degppxq
pp  1qmaxtdegppxq  n, 1u
dµprK, xsq
¤ }A}pn  1q
p  1 .
To prove the weak convergence, let σ, θ P Cp2qp pSC, µq.
xAnσ, θy 
»
SC
xAnσ, θydµ 
»
SC
xAσ, θy
maxtdegppxq  n, 1u
dµ

»
rK,xsPSC
degppxq¤n
xAσ, θydµ 
»
rK,xsPSC
degppxq¡n
xAσ, θy
degppxq  n
dµ
nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ
»
SC
xAσ, θydµ  xAσ, θy.
In the last step, we used the fact that the elements of SC are locally finite, hence the right
summand tends to zero and the left one to
³
SCxAσ, θydµ.
Definition 2.2.6. Let K : rK, xs Ñ KprK, xsq be a field of subspaces of Cp2qp pSC, µq such
that ϕ7KprK, xsq  KprK, ysq for every isomorphisms ϕ : ΨprK, xsq Ñ ΨprK, ysq. T_hen
the projection PK : rK, xs Ñ PKprK,xsq onto K is an element ofAppµq and we define the von
Neumann dimension ofK as
dimµK  trµpPKq.
We remark that, by the comment after Definition B.11,» `
SC
KprK, xsqdµprK, xsq  PKpCp2qp pSC, µqq.
Example 2.2.7. We compute the dimension ofCp2qp pSC, µq:
dimµpCp2qp pSC, µqq  trµpIdCp2qp pSC,µqq 
¸
τPTp
xId τ, τy
p  1

»
SC
|tτ P Tp | τprK, xsq  0u|
p  1 dµprK, xsq

»
SC
degppxq
p  1 dµ,
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where, again, we denoted by degppxq the number of p-simplices containing the vertex x. If µ
is the associated random rooted simplicial complex of a finite simplicial complexK, then the
von Neumann dimension is equal
|Kppq|
|Kp0q| 
dimCCppK;Cq
|Kp0q| .
Definition 2.2.8. Let µ be a random rooted simplicial complex. T_he pth `2-Betti number ofµ is
βp2qp pµq : dimµ ker ∆p,
where ∆p is the pth Laplace operator of the simplicial `2-chain complex C
p2q
 pSC, µq. By
the Hodge isomorphism, we can interpret this as the dimension of the pth homology group
H
p2q
p pSC, µq.
Example 2.2.9. In the following, we will consider the `2-Betti numbers of the random rooted
simplicial complexes defined in Example 2.1.5. We denote by bppKq the pth ordinary Betti
number of a simplicial complexK and by βp2qp pK,Γq the `2-Betti numbers of a Γ-simplicial
complex with respect to the group von Neumann algebra of the discrete group Γ. T_he stan-
dard reference for `2-invariants is [Lüc02], we also recommend [Kam18]. Gaboriau gives a
definition of `2-Betti numbers of R-simplicial complexes which we denote by βppΣ,R, νq.
T_his definition was generalized by Takimoto to G-simplicial complexes [Tak15], where G is a
discretemeasured groupoid, we denote thembyβppΣ,G, νq. If theR-simplicial complex, re-
spectiveG-simplicial complex, is p-connected, then the definition is independent of the sim-
plicial complex Σ and hence it is called the pth `2-Betti number βppR, νq of the equivalence
relation R [Gab02] or βppG, νq of the groupoid G [Tak15], respectively. T_he later coincides
with the original definition of `2-Betti numbers of discrete measured groupoids introduced
by Sauer [Sau05].
(1) Given a finite simplicial complex L with associated random rooted simplicial complex
µL and let P be the projection onto the kernel ker ∆p of the pth Laplace operator of
C
p2q
p pSC, µLq:
βp2qp pµLq 
¸
τPTp
xPτ, τy
p  1

¸
rK,xsPSC
KL
µLprK, xsq
¸
sPΨprK,xsqppq
0Ps
xPrK,xss, sy
p  1

¸
rK,xsPSC
KL
|ty P Lp0q | pL, yq P rK, xsu|
|Lp0q|
¸
sPΨprK,xsqppq
0Ps
xPrK,xss, sy
p  1
 1|Lp0q|
¸
yPLp0q
¸
sPLppq
yPs
xPLs, sy
p  1
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 1|Lp0q|
¸
sPLppq
xPLs, sy  bppLq|Lp0q|  β
p2q
p pL, teuq
From line three to four we used the fact that pL, yq and pΨprK, xsq, 0q are root isomor-
phic, so ¸
sPΨprK,xsqppq
0Ps
xPs, sy
p  1 
¸
sPLppq
yPs
xPs, sy
p  1 .
Further, note that ifwe sumover all p-simplices s P Lppq containing afixed vertex y and
then sumover all vertices y P Lp0q, wehit every p-simplex exactly p 1 times. T_herefore,
we can cancel the denominator.
(2) Let L be an infinite connected locally finite simplicial complex with a free, simplicial
and cocompact action of a discrete group Γ with finite fundamental domain F . T_he
same arguments as in the previous example yield:
βp2qp pµLq 
¸
τPTp
xPτ, τy
p  1

¸
rK,xsPSC
KL
µLprK, xsq
¸
sPΨprK,xsqppq
0Ps
xPrK,xss, sy
p  1
 1|F p0q|
¸
yPF p0q
¸
sPLppq
yPs
xPLs, sy
p  1
 1|F p0q|
¸
sPF ppq
xPLs, sy  β
p2q
p pL,Γq
|F p0q| .
We remark that for a finite index subgroup Γ0   Γ the size of the fundamental do-
main scales by the same factor as the `2-Betti numbers do; therefore, the right side is
independent of the group Γ as well.
(3) Given a probabilitymeasure preserving equivalence relationR  XX on a standard
Borel space pX, νq. Let Σ be a R-simplicial complex with fundamental domain F 
jPJ Fj of Σ
p0q such that pi : Fj Ñ X is injective and
°
jPJ pipνpFjqq   8. We denote
the vertex over x in Fj by fjpxq. A fundamental domain for the ordered simplices of
Σppq is given by
tpf, v1, ..., vpq P Σppq | f P F, vi P Σp0q for 1 ¤ i ¤ pu.
Among these ordered simplices we can choose a representative for each unoriented
simplex, this gives us a fundamental domain F 1  iPI F 1i for the action ofR  Sp
on Σppq such that the projection pi : F 1i Ñ X is injective for each i P I, whereSp de-
notes the symmetric group on p elements. T_he characteristic functions of these sets
define a total sequence tσiuiPI for the direct integral
³`
X
C
p2q
p pΣxqdν and hence define a
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trace [Gab02, p.120]. Let c : ³
X
|pi1ptxuq X F |dνpxq   8. We compute the `2-Betti
numbers:
βp2qp pµΣ,Rq

¸
τPTp
xPKτprK, xsq, τprK, xsqy
p  1 dµΣ,RprK, xsq

»
X
1
c
¸
jPJ
¸
τPTp
χpipFjqpxq
xPΣxτprΣx, fjpxqsq, τprΣx, fjpxqsqy
p  1 dνpxq

»
X
1
c
¸
jPJ
¸
sPΣxppq
fjpxqPs
χpipFjqpxq
xPΣxs, sy
p  1 dνpxq
1
c
»
X
¸
iPI
χpipF 1i qpxqxPΣxσipxq, σipxqydνpxq
dimRH
p2q
p pΣq
c
 βppΣ,R, νq
c
Again, we used the fact that summing over all p-simplices s containing a vertex fjpxq
of the fundamental domainF and then summing over all vertices inF is equal to sum-
ming p   1 times over the elements in F 1, the fundamental domain of the unordered
p-simplices.
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2.3. Approximation of `2-BettiNumbers
In this section, wewill show that the `2-Betti numbers of a random rooted simplicial complex
µ can be, under some circumstances, approximated by a sequence pµnqn of random rooted
simplicial complexes that weakly converges to µ. To this end, we will apply the Spectral T_he-
orem B.15 to the Laplace operator.
Remark 2.3.1. In order to apply the Spectral T_heorem, the operator must be self-adjoint or,
atleast, essentially self-adjoint, i.e. closable with a self-adjoint closure. T_he Laplace operator
is always closable, but in general, when the vertex degree is not bounded, not essentially self-
adjoint. We will summarize some results about the question, when the Laplace operator is
essentially self-adjoint. In [Woj08], Wojciechowski proves that the 0th Laplace operator on
a locally-finite graph is essentially self-adjoint. In [Bor, Proposition 2.2], Bordenave shows
that the 0th Laplace operator for unimodular measures on the space of rooted locally finite
graphs G is essentially self-adjoint. Anné and Torki-Hamza define in [ATH15] a property
called χ-completeness for graphs, which implies that the 1st Laplace operator is essentially
self-adjoint. T_his property was extended by Chebbi [Che18] to two-dimensional simplicial
complexes, where it also implies essentially self-adjointness of the 1st and 2nd Laplace oper-
ator. Chebbi likewise gives an example of a two-dimensional simplicial complex with a non
self-adjoint Laplace operator. In [LP16], Linial and Peled studied the spectral measures of
random simplicial complexes of the type Y pn, c
n
q and showed that they weakly converge to
the spectral measure of a Poisson d-tree, which has a self-adjoint Laplace operator.
Even though themost things hold true in the unbounded case, as long as the Laplace operator
is essentially self-adjoint, wewill assume in the following thatµ is a random rooted simplicial
complex of bounded degree and therefore, the Laplacian ∆p onC
p2q
p pSC, µq a bounded self-
adjoint operator (see Proposition 2.2.4). LetE∆p be the projection valuedmeasure of∆p from
the Spectral T_heorem (Theorem B.15). Further, we define the spectral measure of ∆p of a Borel
setB  R to be
νppBq : trµE∆ppBq P r0,8q.
By Proposition B.16, this is equivalent to
νppBq 
»
SC
νp,rK,xspBqdµprK, xsq,
where
νp,rK,xspBq 
¸
sPKppq
xPs
xE∆p,K pBqs, sy
p  1 ,
with∆p,K the pth Laplace operator of the simplicial chain complex ofK andE∆p,K the corre-
sponding projection valuedmeasure.
Remark 2.3.2. By the SpectralT_heorem, νp satisfies
trµpfp∆pqq 
»
R
fpλqdνppλq
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for all bounded Borel functions f onR. Further, note that νp is not a probabilitymeasure, but
it is finite as long as the expected number of p-simplices containing the root,
Eµpdegpq 
»
SC
degppxqdµ,
is finite (which is, in particular, satisfied if µ has bounded degree), since we have
νppRq  trµpEppRqq  trµpIdpq  Eµpdegpq{pp  1q.
T_he spectral measure of the point t0u is of special interest because
νppt0uq  βp2qp pµq.
In the following,wewill present a versionofLück’s approximation theorem[Lüc94]. T_heproof
adapts some ideas of [ATV11] to higher dimensions. T_his extends a result of Elek [Ele10], who
proved that the limit limnÑ8
bppKnq
|Kp0qn |
exists for aBenjamini-Schrammconvergent sequenceKn
of finite simplicial complexes of bounded degree.
T_heorem 2.3.3. Let pµnqn be a sequence of sofic random rooted simplicial complexes with uniformly
bounded vertex degree. If the sequence weakly converges to a random rooted simplicial complex µ, then
the `2-Betti numbers of pµnqn converge to the `2-Betti numbers ofµ.
Before we start with the proof, we recall the following lemmas. T_he first one is a consequence
of the approximation theorem ofWeierstraß and the second one is known as Portmanteau the-
orem:
Lemma 2.3.4. Letµ be a Borel measure onR and let pµnqn be a sequence of measures. Assume there is
a compact setC which contains the support ofµn for everyn P N and assume further, that
lim
nÑ8
»
R
fptqdµnptq 
»
R
fptqdµptq
holds for all polynomials f P Rrxs. T_hen pµnqn weakly converges toµ.
Lemma2.3.5. Let pνnqn be a sequence of finite Borel measures onRwhichweakly converges to ν. T_hen
(1) lim infnÑ8 νnpUq ¥ νpUq for all open setsU  R,
(2) lim supnÑ8 νnpAq ¤ νpAq for all closed setsA  R.
T_he following lemma is the first step of the proof of Theorem 2.3.3:
Lemma 2.3.6. Let pµnqn be a sequence of random rooted simplicial complexes with degpµnq ¤ D  
8 for all n P Nwhich weakly converges to µ8. T_hen the corresponding spectral measures pνnp qn of the
pth Laplace operators∆p weakly converge to ν8p , for every p P N0.
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Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we denote the spectralmeasures νnp and ν8p by νn and ν8, re-
spectively. Since degpµnq is uniformly bounded, we know by Proposition 2.2.4 that }∆p}µn ¤
R for alln P N and hence the support of the spectralmeasures νnp lies in rR,Rs for alln P N.
Lemma 2.3.4 implies that it is enough to check the identity
lim
nÑ8
» R
R
fpλqdνnpλq 
» R
R
fpλqdν8pλq
for polynomials f P Rrxs. By linearity, we can further assume that f  xr for some r P N.
Let us consider » R
R
λrdνnpλq 
¸
τPTp
»
SC
xp∆pqrτ, τy
p  1 dµn.
Let s P Kppq be a p-simplex with x P s. T_he image∆ppsq of s is a linear combination of s and
p-simplices which share a common p  1-face with s, hence ∆ps lies in the 2-ball B2pK, xq
centred at x. T_herefore, xp∆pqrs, sy only depends on the pr 1q-neighbourhood of x. By the
weak convergence of the sequence pµnqn, we know that
lim
nÑ8
µnpUtpαqq  µ8pUtpαqq
for any finite rooted simplicial complex α and radius t ¡ 0. Hence,
lim
nÑ8
¸
τPTp
»
Ur 1pαq
xp∆pqrτ, τy
p  1 dµn 
¸
τPTp
»
Ur 1pαq
xp∆pqrτ, τy
p  1 dµ8
for all finite rooted simplicial complexes α. Finally, the claim follows from the fact that SC
is a countable union of open sets of the formUr 1pαq.
Lemma 2.3.7. For a sofic random rooted simplicial complexµ of degree bounded by someD ¡ 0 there
always exists a sequence of finite simplicial complexes pKnqn with degree uniformly bounded byD and
which converges Benjamini-Schramm toµ.
Proof. Sinceµ is sofic, there exists a sequence pLnqn of finite simplicial complexes converging
Benjamini-Schramm toµ. We remove the edges ofLnwhich contain at least one vertex of de-
gree greater thanD, and, certainly, all higher dimensional simplices containing these edges,
until the maximum degree is less or equal D. We denote this new sequence by pKnqn. We
consider the difference of the associated random rooted simplicial complexes for open sets of
the formUrpαq. Note thatKp0qn  Lp0qn . It follows that
µLnpUrpαqq  µKnpUrpαqq
¤|tx P L
p0q
n | BrpLn, xq ﬂ BrpKn, xqu|
|Lp0qn |
|tx P L
p0q
n | Dy P BrpLn, xqp0q with degpyq ¡ Du|
|Lp0qn |
nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 0,
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since µLn converges to µ and degpµq ¤ D. T_herefore,Kn converges Benjamini Schramm to
µ, as well.
We are ready to proof Theorem 2.3.3:
Proof. Let νnp and νp be the spectral measures of the sofic bounded degree random rooted
simplicial complexes µn and µ, respectively. Considering Remark 2.3.2, we have to show that
νnp pt0uq converges to νppt0uq. By Lemma 2.3.6, we know that the spectralmeasures νnp weakly
converge to the spectralmeasureνp. First, let us assume thatµ is the randomrooted simplicial
complex µK associated with a finite simplicial complexK with vertex degree at mostD. T_he
Laplace operator ∆p ofK is bounded }∆p}   8 and can be viewed as a d  dmatrix with
integral coefficients, where d  |Kppq|, when we pick a basis by choosing an orientation for
each p-simplex ofK. T_hus, the characteristic polynomial qpxq of ∆p is in Zrxs and of degree
d. T_he product of the non-zero roots of qpxq, which are all in r}∆p}, }∆p}s, is one of the
coefficients of q, so it is inZzt0u and hence
1 ¤ Πλi0|λi|. (2.3)
T_he spectral measure of any Borel set S  R has the following form, where we denote by vi
the normed eigenvector of the eigenvalue λi:
νpSq 
¸
τPTp
»
SC
xE∆ppSqτ, τy
p  1 dµ 
¸
sPKppq
xE∆p,KpSqs, sy
|Kp0q|

¸
sPKppq
¸
λiPS
xxs, viyvi, sy
|Kp0q| 
¸
λiPS
}vi}2
|Kp0q| 
|tλi P Su|
|Kp0q| .
T_hence, we can express the number of eigenvalues in the set S by
|tλi P Su|  νpSq|Kp0q|. (2.4)
Let I0  p, qzt0u for some 0      1. Equation (2.3) and (2.4) yields
1 ¤ Πλi0|λi| ¤ |K
p0q|νpI0q}∆p}d.
T_herefore, we obtain
0 ¤ |Kp0q|νpI0q lnp1{q   d lnp}∆p}q
νpI0q ¤ d lnp}∆p}q|Kp0q| lnp1{q .
T_he maximal number of p-simplices in a complex with vertex degree bounded by D P N is 
D
p
 |Kp0q|
p 1 ; consequently, we canmake the right side independent of the number |Kp0q| of ver-
tices:
νpI0q ¤
lnp}∆p}q
 
D
p

pp  1q lnp1{q .
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Note that }∆p} is also bounded by some numberRpDq only depending on the vertex degree
D. Up to now, we only considered a random rooted simplicial complex associated to a finite
simplicial complex, but we get the same inequality for any sofic random rooted simplicial
complex µ of degree bounded byD, since by Lemma 2.3.7 we know that there is a sequence
of finite simplicial complexesKn, all of degree bounded byD, which converges Benjamini-
Schramm to µ. We denote the associated spectral measures by ν, respectively νn, and apply
Lemma 2.3.5:
νpI0q ¤ lim inf
nÑ8
νnpI0q ¤
lnpRpDqq D
p

pp  1q lnp1{q . (2.5)
After we have achieved Equation (2.5) for every sofic random rooted simplicial complex of
bounded degree, we can finish the proof. First, we restate the assumptions of the T_heorem.
Let pνnqn be a sequence of spectral measures associated with a sequence of sofic random
rooted simplicial complexes pµnqn of degree bounded byD which weakly converges to µ and
let ν be the spectral measure of µ. We conclude:
lim sup
nÑ8
νnpt0uq ¤ νpt0uq ¤ νpp, qq ¤ lim inf
nÑ8
νnp, q
¤ lim inf
nÑ8
νnpt0uq  
lnpRpDqq D
p

pp  1q lnp1{q .
Letting  tend to zero, completes the proof.
Corollary 2.3.8 (Euler-Poincaré Formula). Let µ be a sofic random rooted simplicial complex of di-
mensionn and of bounded degree. T_hen
n¸
p0
p1qpβp2qp pµq 
n¸
p0
p1qpEµpdegpq
p  1 ,
whereEµpdegpq denotes the expected number of p-simplices containing the root.
Proof. For a randomrooted simplicial complexµK , associatedwith afinite simplicial complex
K, we have, by Example 2.2.9 (1), that βp2qp pµKq  bppKq|Kp0q| and therefore,
n¸
p0
p1qpβp2qp pµq 
n¸
p0
p1qp bppKq|Kp0q| 
χpKq
|Kp0q| 
n¸
p0
p1qp |Kppq||Kp0q|

n¸
p0
p1qp
»
SC
degppxq
p  1 dµK 
n¸
p0
p1qpEµK pdegpq
p  1 ,
where we denote by χpKq the ordinary Euler characteristic of K. If we now apply T_heo-
rem 2.3.3, we obtain the equality for sofic random rooted simplicial complexes of bounded
degree.
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Example 2.3.9. Let pTnqn be the sequence of two-dimension simplicial complexes which oc-
curs in the construction of Sierpinski’s triangle (see Example 2.1.8). Aswe have seen in Exam-
ple 2.1.8, pTnqn convergesBenjamini-Schramm, or in otherwords, the sequence of associated
random rooted simplicial complexes pµTnqn weakly converges, to a random rooted simplicial
complex µτ . We will useT_heorem 2.3.3 to compute the first `2-Betti number of µτ .
T0 T1 T2
First of all, observe that b1pT0q  0, b1pT1q  1 and in general, b1pTnq  3n12 . Applying the
equality in Example 2.2.9.(1) yields
β
p2q
1 pµTnq 
b1pTnq
|T p0qn |
 3
n  1
3n 1   3 .
T_herefore, by Theorem 2.3.3, we obtain as 1st `2-Betti number of µτ :
β
p2q
1 pµτ q  lim
nÑ8
β
p2q
1 pµTnq  lim
nÑ8
3n  1
3n 1   3 
1
3
.
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Chapter 3.
`2-Multiplicities andEquivariant
Benjamini-SchrammConvergence
T_he results of this chapter are a joint work with Steffen Kionke [KSB]. We define a variant
of Benjamini-Schramm convergence for simplicial complexes with an action of a fixed fi-
nite group G which leads to the notion of random rooted simplicial G-complexes. For ev-
ery random rooted simplicialG-complex we define a corresponding `2-homology and the `2-
multiplicity of an irreducible representation of G in the homology (Definition 3.2.6). T_he `2-
multiplicities generalize the `2-Betti numbers, defined in Chapter 2 (Definition 2.2.8). Fur-
ther, we show that they are continuous on the space of sofic random rooted simplicial G-
complexes. T_his result is a different approach to a theorem of Kionke [Kio18, T_heorem 1.2],
which says that for a tower of finite sheeted coverings pX{Γnqn of a Γ CW-complex X and
every irreducible representation σ ofG
lim
nÑ8
mpσ,HppX{Γn,Cqq
rΓ : Γns  m
p2q
p pσ,X; Γq
holds, where mpσ,HppX{Γn,Cqq are the ordinary multiplicities and mp2qp pσ,X; Γq the `2-
multiplicities, defined in [Kio18], of a Γ-CW complexX. In addition, we study induction of
random rooted simplicial complexes and discuss the effect on the `2-multiplicities. We will
use a similar language and notation as in Chapter 2. Some proofs work in a similar way as in
Chapter 2, in that case we will focusmore on the differences, than on giving a detailed proof.
If not stated otherwise,Gwill denote a finite group.
Structure of the chapter. We define random rooted simplicialG-complexes (Definition 3.1.2) in
Section 3.1 and give a first example. Additionally, we introduce induction of random rooted
simplicial complexes and finish the section with the prominent example of towers of finite
sheetedcovering spaceswithactionof afinitegroup. InSection3.2,wedefine `2-multiplicities
of random rooted simplicial complexes (Definition 3.2.6). To this end, we have to proceed as
in Chapter 2 and define the simplicial `2-chain complex of a random rooted simplicial G-
complex, a von Neumann algebra and a trace. Section 3.3 is dedicated to the proof of the
continuity of `2-multiplicities (T_heorem 3.3.2) and a reciprocity formula for induced random
rooted simplicial complexes (T_heorem3.3.3). Weend the chapterwithExample 3.3.5, inwhich
we compute the `2-multiplicities of Sierpinki’s triangle with rotation.
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3.1. RandomRooted SimplicialG-Complexes
A rooted simplicialG-complex is a pair pK, oq consistingof a simplicial complexK withG-action
and aG-orbit o of vertices ofK such that every connected component ofK contains atleast
one vertex of o. Actually, a rooted simplicialG-complex is not a pair but even a triple, but, as
remarked in Chapter 2, we usually omit the set of vertices V ofK.
Two rooted simplicial G-complexes pK, oq and pL, o1q are isomorphic if there is a simplicial
isomorphism Φ: K Ñ L such that Φpoq  o1 and g  Φpxq  Φpg  xq for all x P Kp0q and
g P G. In this case, we write pK, oq G pL, o1q or, if there is no danger of confusion, we omit
G and just write pK, oq  pL, o1q.
Definition 3.1.1. We denote by SCpGq the space of isomorphism classes of rooted simplicialG-
complexes and by SCD pGq the subspace of isomorphism classes of vertex degree bounded by
D.
To avoid technical issues, we will only consider simplicial complexes of degree bounded by
some large constantD P N. Similarly as in Chapter 2, we define a metric on SCD pGq by
dprK, os, rL, o1sq  inf
r
! 1
2r
| BrpK, oq G BrpL, o1q
)
,
for rK, os, rL, o1s P SC, where BrpK, oq is the rooted subcomplex ofK spanned by all ver-
tices of K with distance at most r from a vertex in the orbit o. Note that subcomplexes of
the form BrpK, oq are stable under theG-action. With the topology induced by this metric,
SCD pGq is a compact totally disconnected Polish space. We define the r-neighbourhood of a
rooted simplicialG-complex α as the open subset Urpαq  SCD pGq consisting of all rooted
isomorphism classes rK, os such thatBrpK, oq G Brpαq. T_heUrpαq’s are compact and open,
and provide a basis for the topology. In the same manner (cf. Chapter 2) we define the space
SCDpGq of isomorphism classes of doubly rooted simplicialG-complexes.
Definition 3.1.2. A random rooted simplicialG-complex is a unimodular probabilitymeasureµ on
SCD pGq, where unimodular means»
SCD pGq
¸
xPKp0q
fprK, o,GxsqdµprK, osq 
»
SCD pGq
¸
xPKp0q
fprK,Gx, osqdµprK, osq
for all Borel measurable functions f : SCDpGq Ñ R¥0.
Remark3.1.3. Aweak limit of randomrooted simplicialG-complexes is again a randomrooted
simplicialG-complex, this follows precisely by the same arguments as in Remark 2.1.4.
Example 3.1.4. LetK be a finite simplicialG-complex of vertex degree bounded byD. T_here
exists a unique random rooted simplicialG-complex, fully supported on the rooted isomor-
phism classes ofK, given by
µGK :
¸
xPKp0q
δrK,Gxs
|Kp0q| ,
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where δrK,Gxs denotes the Dirac-measure of the point rK,Gxs in SCD pGq. T_hat µGK is a prob-
ability measure is obvious and unimodularity follows from the same computation as in Ex-
ample 2.1.5 (1).
Definition 3.1.5. We say a sequence pKnqn of finite simplicialG-complexes converges Benja-
mini-Schramm if the weak limit limnÑ8 µGKn exists. Further, we call a random rooted simpli-
cial G-complex sofic if it is the limit of a Benjamini-Schramm convergent sequence of finite
simplicialG-complexes.
Before we can give more examples, we have to introduce induction of simplicial complexes.
3.1.1. Induction of Simplicial Complexes
Let G be a finite group and H ¤ G a subgroup. Given an H-set X, one can construct the
inducedG-setGH X. T_he set
GH X : GX{ 
is obtained by forming the quotient ofGX under the equivalence relation
pg, xq  pgh, h1  xq
for all g P G, x P X and h P H. T_heG-action is given by g1rg2, xs  rg1g2, xs for g1 P G and
rg2, xs P G H X. In the same manner, a simplicialH-complexK gives rise to a simplicial
G-complexGHK by induction. T_he vertices ofGHK are the elements ofGHKp0q and
the simplices are given by sg  trg, xs | x P su, for every simplex s P K and every g P G. If
we ignore theG-action,GHK is isomorphic to the disjoint union of |G{H| copies ofK. In
particular, induction does not change the vertex degree.
Lemma3.1.6. T_he function IndGH : SCD pHq Ñ SCD pGqwhichmaps rK, os to

GH K,Gr1, os

is continuous. In particular, the push-forward of measures with IndGH is weakly-continuous.
Proof. We observe that the ball of radius r inGH K aroundGr1, os is isomorphic toGH
BrpK, oq. T_his implies that
d
 
IndGHprK, osq, IndGHprL, o1sq
 ¤ dprK, os, rL, o1sq
and proves the assertion.
Lemma 3.1.7. Let µ be a random rooted simplicial H-complex. T_hen the push-forward measure
IndGHpµq is a random rooted simplicialG-complex.
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Proof. T_he push-forward preserves the total mass, hence IndGHpµq is a probability measure as
well. It remains to verify the unimodularity of IndGHpµq. Recall the change-of-variable for-
mula [Bou67, §6] »
SCD pGq
fpαqd IndGHpµqpαq 
»
SCD pHq
fpIndGHpβqqdµpβq.
We obtain for all Borel maps f : SCpGq Ñ R¥0:»
SCpGq
¸
xPLp0q
fprL, o,Gxsqd IndGHpµqprL, osq
p1q
»
SCpHq
¸
xPGHKp0q
fprGH K, o,GxsqdµprK, osq

»
SCpHq
|G{H|
¸
yPKp0q
fprGH K, o,Gr1, yssqdµprK, osq
(2)
»
SCpHq
|G{H|
¸
yPKp0q
fprGH K,Gr1, ys, osqdµprK, osq

»
SCpHq
¸
xPGHKp0q
fprGH K,Gx, osqdµprK, osq
p3q
»
SCpGq
¸
xPLp0q
fprL,Gx, osqd IndGHpµqprL, osq,
where we used the change-of-variable formula in steps (1) and (3), and the unimodularity of
µ in step (2).
T_he following criterion is useful to show that a sequence of finite simplicialG-complexes con-
verges Benjamini-Schramm to an induced random rooted simplicialG-complex.
Proposition3.1.8. Let pKnqn bea sequence offinite simplicialG-complexeswithvertexdegreebounded
byD andH ¤ Gbeasubgroup. Assumethat the sequencepKnqn, consideredas simplicialH-complexes,
converges Benjamini-Schramm to a random rooted simplicialH-complex µ8. T_hen pKnqn converges
Benjamini-Schramm as simplicialG-complexes to IndGHpµ8q onSCD pGq if and only if
lim
nÑ8
|EpKn, g, Cq|
|Kp0q|  0, (3.1)
for all g P GzH and allC ¡ 0, whereEpK, g, Cq  tx P Kp0q | dpx, gxq ¤ Cu.
Proof. Assume that Equation (3.1) holds for all g P GzH and all C ¡ 0. Define EpK,Cq 
gPGzH EpK, g, Cq and let r ¡ 0 be given. Wewant to verify that for all x P Kp0qn zEpKn, 2r 
1q the ball of radius r aroundGx inKn is isomorphic toGH BrpKn, Hxq. T_his is the case if
BrpKn, Hxq X gBrpKn, Hxq  H
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for allg P GzH and further, if there isnoedgebetween these twosets. Suppose that there is an
element in the intersection or an edge betweenBrpKn, Hxq and gBrpKn, Hxq. In both cases,
wecanfindh, h1 P H such thatdphx, gh1xq ¤ 2r 1. However, this impliesx P EpKn, 2r 1q,
since dpx, h1gh1xq ¤ 2r   1 and h1gh1 R H.
Let α be a finite rooted simplicialG-complex of radius at most r. Let  ¡ 0 and take n suffi-
ciently large such that
|EpKn, 2r   1q|
|Kp0qn |
  .
T_he inverse imageV  pIndGHq1pUrpαqq  SCD pHq is a finite (possibly empty) union of sets
of the form Urpα1q; thus it is open and compact. T_he weak convergence µHKn
wÝÑ µ8 shows
that for all sufficiently large n the inequality |µ8pV q  µHKnpV q|    holds. Moreover, by the
observation above, µGKnpUrpαqq  µHKnpV q ¤ |EpKn, 2r   1q||Kp0qn |   .
We deduce the convergence µGKn
wÝÑ IndGHpµ8q.
Conversely, suppose that the sequence pµGKnqn converges to IndGHpµ8q. Let g P GzH, C ¡
0 and x P EpKn, g, Cq. T_he ball BCpKn, Hxq contains a path from x to gx and hence it
can not be isomorphic to a simplicial complex induced from an H-complex, since in that
caseBCpKn, Hxq and gBCpKn, Hxqwould not be path-connected. By assumption the limit
limnÑ8 µGKn is supported on induced complexes and thus Equation (3.1) is satisfied.
Example 3.1.9 (Sierpinski’s triangle with rotation).
T0 T1 T2
We have seen in Example 2.1.8 that the sequence pTnqn Benjamini-Schramm converges to a
random rooted simplicial complex µτ . Now we introduce an action of the finite cyclic group
G  xρyof order 3. We letρ act by rotation of 2pi{3 around the barycentre cn  2n1p1,
?
3
1q
of Tn. All vertices of Tn have Euclidean distance at least 2
n2?
3
from the barycentre, thus every
vertex ismoved by an Euclidean distance of at least 2n2 under the non-trivial rotations ρ and
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ρ2, which in particular also holds for the path distance in Tn. Proposition 3.1.8 implies that
the sequence pTnqn, consideredas simplicialG-complexes, convergesBenjamini-Schrammto
the induced random rooted simplicialG-complex IndG1 pµτ q. Roughly speaking, the sequence
converges to three copies of Sierpinski’s triangle which are permuted cyclically byG.
Next wewill discuss the prominent example of towers of finite sheeted covering spaceswhich
we have already treated in Example 2.1.7; this time with an additional action of a finite group
G.
3.1.2. Towers of finite sheeted covering spaceswith action of afinite group
We recall the situation of Example 2.1.7. LetK be a simplicial complex of vertex degree boun-
ded by some D P N with a simplicial, proper and cocompact action of a discrete group Γ.
Suppose thatΓ is residually finite and let pNnqn be a descending sequence of finite index nor-
mal subgroups of Γ with

nPNNn  t1u. We have seen in Example 2.1.7 that the sequence
pKnqn : pK{Nnqn Benjamini-Schrammconverges to the the randomrooted simplicial com-
plex
µK  1
cpΓq
¸
xPF
δrK,xs
| StabΓpxq| ,
whereF is a finite fundamental domain for theΓ-action onKp0q and cpΓq  °xPF 1| StabΓpxq| .
LetG ¤ Γ be a finite subgroup. For every normal subgroupNn the quotient simplicial com-
plexKn carries a G-action. In the following, we will describe the limit taking the G-action
into account.
We say that an element γ P Γ is FC if it has a finite conjugacy class, i.e. |Γ : CΓpγq|   8,
where CΓpγq is the centralizer of γ. Consider the subgroupH  tg P G | g is FC in Γu ¤ G
of FC-elements which lie inG and let Γ0 ¤f.i. Γ be a finite index subgroup which satisfies
Γ0 
£
hPH
CΓphq.
Lemma 3.1.10. IfF0  Kp0q is a fundamental domain for the action ofΓ0 onKp0q, then themeasure
µHK 
1
cpΓ0q
¸
xPF0
δrK,Hxs
| StabΓ0pxq|
onSCpHq is unimodular and does not depend on the choices ofΓ0 andF0.
Proof. Observe that any element γ P Γ0 commutes with all h P H and thus defines an iso-
morphism between pK,Hxq and pK,Hγxq as simplicialH-complexes. T_his shows that the
measure is independent of the fundamental domain.
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In order to verify that µHK does not depend on Γ0, it is sufficient to show that we can replace
Γ0 by some finite index normal subgroupΓ1Ef.i. Γ0. LetF1 be a fundamental domain forΓ1.
We obtain ¸
xPF1
δrK,Hxs
|StabΓ1pxq|

¸
yPF0
| 1
StabΓ0pyq|
¸
γPΓ0
γyPF1
δrK,Hγys
|StabΓ1pγyq|

¸
yPF0
δrK,Hys
|StabΓ0pyq|
¸
γPΓ0
γyPF1
1
|StabΓ1pyq|
 |Γ0 : Γ1|
¸
yPF0
δrK,Hys
|StabΓ0pyq|
and, from a similar calculation, that cpΓ1q  |Γ0 : Γ1|cpΓ0q.
It remains to show thatµHK is unimodular. Let f : SCpHq Ñ R¥0 be ameasurable function.
Unimodularity follows from a short calculation:»
SCH
¸
yPLp0q
fprL, o,HysqdµHKprL, osq
 1
cpΓ0q
¸
xPF0
1
|StabΓ0pxq|
¸
yPKp0q
fprK,Hx,Hysq
 1
cpΓ0q
¸
xPF0
1
|StabΓ0pxq|
¸
yPF0
¸
γPΓ0
1
|StabΓ0pyq|
fprK,Hx,Hγysq
 1
cpΓ0q
¸
x,yPF0
1
|StabΓ0pxq|  |StabΓ0pyq|
¸
γPΓ0
fprK,Hγ1x,Hysq
    
»
SCH
¸
xPLp0q
fprL,Hx, osqdµHKprL, osq.
Proposition 3.1.11. LetG ¤ Γ be a finite subgroup and letH ¤ G be the subgroup of FC-elements for
Γ. If pNnqn is a descending chain of finite index normal subgroups inΓwith

nPNNn  t1u, then the
sequence of simplicialG-complexes pK{Nnqn converges to the randomrooted simplicial complexµGK :
IndGHpµHKq.
Proof. T_he proof consists of two steps. First we show that pK{Nnqn converges as a sequence
of H-complexes to µHK (Claims 1 and 2) and in the second step (Claim 3) we apply Proposi-
tion 3.1.8.
Claim 1: Let r ¡ 0 be fixed. For all sufficiently large n and all x P Kp0q, the r-ballBrpK,Hxq
inK and the r-ballBrpK{Nn, HNnxq inK{Nn are isomorphic asH-complexes.
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Let Γ0 ¤ Γ be as above and letF0 be a fundamental domain for Γ0 acting onKp0q. T_he action
is proper, the setsF0 andH are finite and the vertex degree ofK is bounded, hence the set S
of elements γ P Γ such that
Br 1pK,Hx0q X γBr 1pK,Hx0q  H (3.2)
for some x0 P F0 is finite.
Take n P N so large that S X Nn  t1u. T_hen for all x0 P Kp0q and γ P Nn Property (3.2)
implies that γ  1. Indeed, find γ0 P Γ0 with γ0x0 P F0 then multiplication with γ0 yields
Br 1pK,Hγ0x0q X γ0γγ10 Br 1pK,Hγ0x0q  H. We deduce γ0γγ10  γ  1. In par-
ticular, the quotient map takes the vertices of the r-ball BrpK,Hxq injectively to the r-ball
BrpK{Nn, HNnxq. Wehave to verify that every simplex inBrpK{Nn, HNnxq lifts to aunique
simplex in BrpK,Hxq. Let s be a simplex in BrpK{Nn, HNnxq and let s˜ be a lift inK such
that at least one vertex lies in BrpK,Hxq. As a consequence s˜ is a simplex in Br 1pK,Hxq.
Let y be any vertex of s˜. T_here is an element k P Nn such that dpky,Hxq ¤ r. T_hismeans that
Br 1pK,Hxq X kBr 1pK,Hxq  H and shows that k  1. In particular, the simplex s˜ lives
inBrpK,Hxq.
Claim 2:T_he sequence pµHK{Nnqn converges to µHK.
Let r ¡ 0 and let α be a finite rooted simplicialH-complex. Let n P N sufficiently large such
thatNn acts freely onK and so that Claim 1 applies. In addition, we may take Γ0 ¤ Nn; the
action ofΓ0 is also free. Now, every point inK{Nn is covered by exactly |Nn : Γ0| points inF0
and we deduce
µHKpUrpαqq 
|tx P F0 | BrpK,Hxq H αu|
|F0|
 |tx P K
p0q{Nn | BrpK,HNnxq H αu|
|Kp0q{Nn|  µ
H
K{NnpUrpαqq.
Claim 3: Equation (3.1) holds for allC ¡ 0 and all g P GzH.
Let i P N be chosen so that Ni acts freely onK and let F be a fundamental domain for the
action ofNi onKp0q. LetZ  Γ be the finite set of elements γ P Γ such that dpγx, xq ¤ C for
some x P F . For n ¥ i the vertices ofK{Nn correspond bijectively toNi{Nn  F .
Take x P Kp0q and write x¯  Nnx P Kp0q{Nn. Suppose that x¯ P EpK{Nn, g, Cq; i.e. there is
γn P Nnwithdpgx, γnxq ¤ C. T_here is a uniquex0 P F andan elementγi P Ni satisfyingx 
γix0. T_his shows that dpγ1i γ1n gγix0, x0q ¤ C and so γ1i gγi P ZNn. How many elements
has the finite set enpg, Zq  tk P Ni{Nn | k1gk P ZNn{Nnu? Clearly, its cardinality is
bounded above by |Z|  |CNi{NnpgNnq|. T_he element g P G has an infinite conjugacy class
in Γ. Let Y be a set of left coset representatives of CΓpgq. For every finite subset S  Y ,
the elements in tsgs1 | s P Su are distinct modulo Nn for sufficiently large n. Hence,
|Γ{Nn : CΓ{NnpgNnq| ¥ |S| and therefore,
lim
nÑ8
|CΓ{NnpgNnq|
|Γ : Nn|  0.
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We deduce that
lim
nÑ8
|EpK{Nn, g, Cq|
|Kp0q{Nn| ¤ limnÑ8
|enpg, Zq|
|Kp0q{Nn| ¤ limnÑ8
|Z|  |CΓ{NnpgNnq|
|Ni : Nn||Kp0q{Ni|  0.
T_his proves the last claim and Proposition 3.1.8 completes the proof.
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3.2. `2-Multiplicities of RandomRooted Simplicial Complexes
Again, letG be a finite group. In order to define the `2-multiplicities of a random rooted sim-
plicialG-complex, we have to proceed as in Chapter 2. We begin by picking a representative
for each isomorphism class rK, os P SCD pGq of rooted simplicialG-complexes in a measur-
able way. To this end, let
NG :
§
XPOrbpGq
N0 X,
whereOrbpGq denotes the finite set of isomorphism classes of transitiveG-sets and further,
let ∆DpNGq be the simplicial complex consisting of all non-empty subset ofNG with at most
D 1 elements. T_he action ofG on ∆DpNGq is defined by the second coordinate. We encode
every subcomplex Λ  ∆DpNGq by an element fΛ P t0, 1u∆DpNGq such that fΛpsq  1 if and
only if s is contained inΛ and endow t0, 1u∆DpNGq with the product topology, i.e. the topology
generated by all cylinder sets. T_he subset Subp∆DpNGqq  t0, 1u∆DpNGq which consists of
elements encodingG-invariant subcomplexes of ∆DpNGq is closed.
Lemma 3.2.1. T_here is a continuousmapΨ: SCD pGq Ñ Subp∆DpNGqq such that
ΨprK, osq, t0u Xq  rK, os,
for all rK, os P SCD pGq and such that the elements of t0u  X are the only vertices contained in
ΨprK, osqwith first coordinate 0, whereX is the isomorphism class of the orbit o.
Proof. We enumerate the set NG of vertices in the following way: First, we enumerate the
set of isomorphism classes of G-setsX1, ..., Xk P OrbpGq, then we choose an order on the
elements of eachXi  txi1, ..., ximiu and finally we enumerate the elements ofNG diagonally
p0, x11q, ..., p0, x1m1q, p0, x21q, ..., p0, xkmkq, p1, x11q, . . . .
Nowwe can proceed as in Lemma 2.2.1 and enumerate the simplices of∆DpNGq in a diagonal
waywhichgives us amapΥ: NÑ ∆DpNGq. Hence,wehave anorder onSubp∆DpNGqqgiven
by the lexicographic order on t0, 1uN:
f   g :ô fpΥpiqq  gpΥpiqq for 1 ¤ i ¤ k, fpΥpk   1qq  1 and gpΥpk   1qq  0.
We define Ψ to map an isomorphism class rK, os to the minimal subcomplex Λ of ∆DpNGq
such that pΛ, t0u Xiqq P rK, os, whereXi is the isomorphism class of o, and such that the
vertices in t0u  Xi are the only vertices of Λ with first coordinate equals zero. T_he second
assumption is for some technical reasonswhichwill appear later. T_he proof, that there exist a
minimal subcomplex and thatΨ is continuous, is precisely the same as in Lemma 2.2.1, since
the set of subcomplexes of ∆DpNGqwith vertices in§
ji
NXj \ N0 Xi
is closed.
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We follow Section 2.2 and refer to the details there.
Definition 3.2.2. Let µ be a random rooted simplicialG-complex. T_he pth simplicial `2-chain
module of µ is
Cp2qp pSCD pGq, µq :
» `
SCD pGq
Cp2qp pΨprK, osqdµprK, osq.
T_he boundary operator
Bp 
» `
SCD pGq
Bp,rK,osdµ : Cp2qp pSCD pGq, µq Ñ Cp2qp1pSCD pGq, µq
and its adjoint
dp 
» `
SCD pGq
dprK,osdµ : C
p2q
p1pSCD pGq, µq Ñ Cp2qp pSCD pGq, µq
commute with the induced unitary G-action on Cp2qp pSCD pGq, µq, since they commute fi-
brewise and G preserves fibres. T_herefore, we have for every random rooted simplicial G-
complex µ a chain complex Cp2q pSCD pGq, µq and a Laplace operator ∆ which commutes
with the G-action. Note that by Proposition 2.2.4 the boundary operator Bp, its adjoint dp
and the Laplace operator ∆p are bounded operators.
Definition3.2.3. Wedefine the pth simplicial `2-homology of a randomrooted simplicialG-complex
µ as the Hilbert space
Hp2qp pSCD pGq, µq : ker ∆p,
equipped with the natural unitary action ofG.
T_he bounded decomposable operators
T 
» `
TrK,osdµ : Cp2qp pSCD pGq, µq Ñ Cp2qp pSCD pGq, µq
with the property that for almost all rK, os P SCD pGq, all simplicial G-equivariant isomor-
phisms ϕ : ΨprK, osq Ñ ΨprL, o1sq and all σ, σ1 P Cp2qp pSCD pGq, µq the identity
xTrK,osσprK, osq, σ1prK, osqy  xTrL,o1sϕ7σprK, osq, ϕ7σ1prK, osqy
holds form a von Neumann algebraAppµq. Of course, the operators defined by elements of
G are contained inAppµq, since we only consider isomorphismswhich commute with theG-
action. Moreover,∆p is inAppµq because B and d commute with the chainmapϕ7 induced
by an isomorphism ϕ. Let
Tppxq : tχs P Cp2qp pSCD pGq, µq | s P ∆DpNGqppq, p0, xq P su
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be the set of characteristic vector fields χs of p-simplices swhich contain the vertex p0, xq for
x P X andX P OrbpGq . For T P Appµq, we define
trµpT q :
¸
XPOrbpGq
¸
xPX
¸
τPTppxq
xTτ, τy
|X|pp  1q P r0,8q.
T_he formula does not depend on the chosen orientation of τ . As in the nonequivariant case
(before Proposition 2.2.5), one can verify that trµpST q  trµpTSq and hence we obtain a
normal, faithful and finite trace onAppµq (cf. Proposition 2.2.5).
Definition 3.2.4. LetK : rK, os Ñ KprK, osq be aG-invariant subspace of Cp2qp pSCD pGq, µq
such thatϕ7KprK, osq  KprK, o1sq for every isomorphismϕ : ΨprK, osq Ñ ΨprK, o1sq. T_hen
the projection PK : rK, os Ñ PKprK,osq onto K is an element of Appµq and we define the von
Neumann dimension of K as
dimµK : trµpPKq.
Example 3.2.5. Let L be a finite simplicialG-complex and µGL the associated random rooted
simplicial G-complex (cf. Example 3.1.4). Let K be a field of G-invariant subspaces of
C
p2q
n pSCD pGq, µGLqas inDefinition3.2.4. Givenanorbito  Lp0q andan isomorphismη : LÑ
ΨprL, osqwe define
KpLq  η1pKprL, osqq  Cp2qn pLq;
this subspace does not depend on o and η. We compute the dimension ofK:
dimµGL pKq  trµGL pPKq 
¸
XPOrbpGq
¸
xPX
¸
τPTppxq
xPKτ, τy
|X|pp  1q

¸
yPLp0q
¸
xPGy
¸
sPLppq
xPs
xPKpLqs, sy
|Lp0q||Gy|pp  1q

¸
yPLp0q
¸
sPLppq
yPs
xPKpLqs, sy
|Lp0q|pp  1q 
dimCKpLq
|Lp0q|
Definition 3.2.6. Letµ be a random rooted simplicialG-complex and σ be an irreducible rep-
resentation ofG. T_he `2-multiplicity of σ in the pth homology of µ is
mp2qp pσ, µq :
1
χσp1q dimµ σpH
p2q
p pSCD pGq, µqq,
where σpHp2qp pSCD pGq, µqq denotes the direct sum of the irreducible representations of
H
p2q
p pSCD pGq, µq isomorphic to σ.
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In addition, we define the pth σ-Laplace operator
∆p,σ : pIdPσq  ∆p,
where ∆p is the Laplace operator onC
p2q
p pSCD pGq, µq and
Pσ  χσp1q|G|
¸
gPG
χσpgqg P CrGs
is the central idempotent defined in T_heorem A.5. Note that σpHp2qp pSCD pGq, µqq is inde-
pendent of the chosen decomposition of Hp2qp pSCD pGq, µq into irreducible representations
byT_heorem A.5.
Remark 3.2.7. IfG  t1u is the trivial group and σ the unique irreducible representation of
G, i.e. the trivial 1-dimensional representation, thenmp2qp pσ, µq  βp2qp pµq is simply the pth
`2-Betti number of µ defined in Definition 2.2.8.
Example 3.2.8. LetK be a finite simplicialG-complex and µGK the associated random rooted
simplicialG-complex (cf. Example 3.1.4). If pσ, V q is an irreducible representation ofG, then
m
p2q
p pσ, µGKq is the ordinary multiplicity of the representation σ in HppK,Cq divided by the
number of vertices ofK :
mp2qpσ, µGKq 
1
χσp1q dimµ σpH
p2q
p pSCD pGq, µGKqq
 1
χσp1q|Kp0q|
¸
sPKppq
xPσpHppK,Cqqs, sy
 dimCpσpHppK,Cqq
dimC V  |Kp0q| 
mpσ,HppK,Cqq
|Kp0q| .
Lemma 3.2.9. T_he operator ∆p,σ is positive self-adjoint and its operator norm is bounded above by a
constantRpp,Dq only depending on p andD. Moreover, the kernel of∆p,σ is σpHp2qp pSCD pGq, µqq.
Proof. Since ∆p and IdPσ are positive self-adjoint and commute, ∆p,σ also inherits these
properties. By Proposition 2.2.4 we know that }∆p} is bounded above by a constant only de-
pending on p andD and IdPσ is a projection, hence }∆p,σ} ¤ }∆p}   1.
Observe that a vector v lies in ker ∆p,σ if and only if x∆p,σv,∆p,σvy  0. Further, note that
x∆p,σv,∆p,σvy  }pIdPσqv}   }∆pv}   2x∆ppIdPσqv, vy,
since ∆p and IdPσ are self-adjoint and commute. All three summands are non-negative
because ∆ppIdPσq is positive. Hence,
ker ∆p,σ  ker ∆p X kerpIdPσq  ker ∆p X imPσ  σpHp2qp pSCD pGq, µqq.
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3.3. Approximation of `2-Multiplicities
In this section,wewant to prove a statement analogous to Theorem2.3.3 for `2-multiplicities;
the strategywill be the same. Let σ be an irreducible representation ofG and letE∆p,σ denote
the projection valued measure of ∆p,σ we obtain from the Spectral T_heorem (Theorem B.15).
Further, we define the spectral measure νp,σ of ∆p,σ to be
νp,σ : BorpRq Ñ r0,8q, νp,σpBq  trµE∆p,σpBq.
Lemma3.3.1. Letpµnqn beasequenceof randomrooted simplicialG-complexeswhichconvergesweakly
toµ8 and let pνnp,σqn andν8p,σ the corresponding spectralmeasures of thepthσ-Laplace operators∆p,σ on
their respective chain complexesCp2qp pSCD pGq, µnq andCp2qp pSCD pGq, µ8q. T_hen pνnp,σqn converges
weakly to ν8p,σ.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we denote νnp,σ by νn and ν8p,σ by ν8. By the same arguments
as in Lemma 2.3.6, it is enough to show that
lim
nÑ8
»
R
λrdνnpλq 
»
R
λrdν8pλq
for some r P N. We have»
R
λrdνnpλq  trµnp∆rp,σq

¸
XPOrbpGq
1
|X|pp  1q
¸
xPX
¸
τPTppxq
»
SCD pGq
x∆rp,στprK, osq, τprK, osqydµnprK, osq
Let us consider ∆rp,σ and observe that
∆rp,σ  ppIdPσq  ∆pqqr 
r¸
k0

r
k


pIdPσqrk∆kp
 ∆rp  
r1¸
k0

r
k


∆kppIdPσq.
Let s P ∆DpNGqppq with p0, xq P s for some x P X and suppose that s P ΨprK, osq for a
rooted isomorphism class rK, os with o  X. T_hen pIdPσqpsq lies in the 1-ball around the
orbit t0uX, sincePσ is a linear combination of elements g P Gwhich only act on the second
coordinate, hence p0, xq stays in t0uX. Further,∆kppsq lies in thek 1-ball around p0, xq (cf.
proof of Lemma 2.3.6). T_herefore, x∆rp,σs, sy only depends on the r 1-neighbourhood of the
orbit t0uX. By theweak convergence of the random rooted simplicialG-complexesµn, we
know thatµnpUr 1pαqq converges toµ8pUr 1pαqq for all finite rooted simplicialG-complexes
α, hence
lim
nÑ8
»
Ur 1pαq
x∆rp,στ, τydµn 
»
Ur 1pαq
x∆rp,στ, τydµ8.
Now the claim follows from the fact that SCD pGq is a finite union of open sets of the form
Ur 1pαq.
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T_heorem3.3.2. Let pµnqn be a sequence of sofic random rooted simplicialG-complexes. If the sequence
weakly converges to a random rooted simplicialG-complexµ8, then
lim
nÑ8
mp2qp pσ, µnq  mp2qp pσ, µ8q
for every p P N and every irreducible representation σ ofG.
Proof. Since all the µn are sofic, it is sufficient to prove the theorem under the assumption
that all the µn are random rooted simplicialG-complexes associated with finite simplicialG-
complexesKn (cf. T_heorem 2.3.3). Let σ be an irreducible representation and let pνnqn and
ν8 the corresponding spectral measures of the pth σ-Laplace operator∆p,σ. We have to show
that νnpt0uq converges to ν8pt0uq. First, observe that by Proposition A.8 and T_heorem A.11
there exist a finite Galois extension E of Q such that all characters of G take values in OE.
We pick a basis ofCp2qp pKnq by choosing an orientation for every p-simplex ofKn. T_hen ∆p,σ
can be realized on Cp2qp pKnq as a d  d-matrix Aσ with coefficients in 1|G|OE, where d is the
numbers of p-simplices in Kn. T_he product cp,σ of the non-zero eigenvalues of Aσ is a co-
efficient in the characteristic polynomial and hence it is in 1|G|dOE. Further, since the norm
}∆p,σ} is bounded by a constant Rpp,Dq, only depending on p and the vertex degreeD, we
get an upper bound |cp,σ| ¤ Rpp,Dqd. Consider the action of the Galois group GalpE{Qq
on the irreducible representations of G. Let η P GalpE{Qq, then ηAσ  Aηpσq and hence
ηcp,σ  cp,ηpσq. Look at the element
c  |G|drE:Qs
¹
ηPGalpE{Qq
ηcp,σ.
We observe that cmust be inOE, since ηcp,σ P 1|G|dOE. Further, c is fixed by the elements of
GalpE{Qq and therefore, cmust be inQ. We conclude that c P Zzt0u becauseQXOE  Z.
Now, let I0  p0, q for some 0      1; we proceed as in Theorem 2.3.3:
1 ¤ |c| ¤ |cp,σ||G|drE:QsRpp,DqdprE:Qs1q
ùñ |G|drE:QsRpp,DqdprE:Qs1q ¤ |cp,σ| ¤ |K
p0q
n |νnpI0qRpp,Dqd
ùñ νnpI0q ¤ drE : Qs lnp|G|q   drE : Qs lnpRpp,Dqq|Kp0qn | lnp1{q
.
T_henumber d of p-simplices inKn is bounded by
 
D
p
 |Kp0qn |
p 1 , hencewe canmake the inequality
independent ofKn:
νnpI0q ¤
 
D
p
rE : Qs lnp|G|q    D
p
rE : Qs lnpRpp,Dqq
pp  1q lnp1{q .
We finish the proof by applying two times Lemma 2.3.5 and letting  tend to zero:
lim sup
nÑ8
νnpt0uq ¤ νpt0uq ¤ νpp0, qq ¤ lim inf
nÑ8
νnp0, q
¤ lim inf
nÑ8
νnpt0uq  
 
D
p
rE : Qsplnp|G|q   lnpRpp,Dqqq
pp  1q lnp1{q .
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LetG be a finite group andH a subgroup. Let pσ, V q be a finite dimensional complex repre-
sentation ofH. We have seen in the paragraph after T_heorem A.7 that the multiplicity of an
irreducible representation ρ of G in the induced representation CrGs bCrHs V can be com-
puted with the following formula:
mpρ,CrGs bCrHs V q 
¸
θPIrrpHq
mpθ, ρ|Hqmpθ, V q.
T_he following theorem provides an analogous reciprocity formula for induced sofic random
rooted simplicialG-complexes.
T_heorem 3.3.3. Letµ be a sofic random rooted simplicialH-complex, then IndGHpµq is sofic andmore-
over,
mp2qp pσ, IndGHpµqq 
|H|
|G|
¸
θPIrrpHq
mpθ, σqmp2qp pθ, µq,
for every σ P IrrpGq and p P N0.
Proof. Since µ is sofic, we can find a sequence of finite simplicial complexes pKnqn such that
the associated random rooted simplicial complexes pµnqn weakly converge to µ. Since induc-
tion is continuous (Lemma 3.1.6), the sequence pIndGHpµnqqn weakly converges to IndGHpµq.
T_his shows that IndGHpµq is sofic, since IndGHpµnq is the random rooted simplicial complex as-
sociatedwith thefinite simplicial complexGHKn. T_hecomplexGHKn consists of |G : H|
disjoint copies ofKn which are permuted by the action ofG. T_herefore,
HppGH Kn,Cq  CrGs bCrHs HppKn,Cq.
Applying Frobenius reciprocity (Theorem A.7), we obtain that
m
 
σ,CrGs bCrHs HppKn,Cq
  ¸
θPIrrpHq
mpθ, σ|Hqmpθ,HppKn,Cqq.
Now, using the relation of multiplicities and `2-multiplicities from Example 3.2.8 and apply-
ingT_heorem 3.3.2 completes the proof.
Corollary 3.3.4. Let µ be a sofic random rooted simplicial complex and G be a finite group. For all
pσ, V q P IrrpGq the following identity holds:
mp2qp pσ, IndG1 pµqq 
dimC V
|G| β
p2q
p pµq.
Proof. Just apply Theorem 3.3.3 toH  t1u.
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Example 3.3.5 (Sierpinski’s triangle with rotation). One last time, we come back to our run-
ning example, Sierpinski’s triangle (Example 3.1.9). Wewant to compute the `2-multiplicities
of the Benjamini-Schramm limit of the sequence Tn with rotation action of the cyclic group
G  xρy of order 3. We have seen that the limit is a induced random rooted simplicial G-
complex, IndG1 pµτ q. ByCorollary 3.3.4,wecancompute the `2-multiplicitiesmp2qp pσ, IndG1 pµτ qq
of an irreducible representation σ P IrrpGq by computing the `2-Betti numbers of µτ . We al-
ready know that βp2q1 pµτ q  13 (cf. Example 2.3.9). Hence, we obtain that
m
p2q
1 pσ, IndG1 pµτ q 
dimC V
|G| β
p2q
1 pµτ q 
1
9
,
for every irreducible representation σ P IrrpGq, where we used the fact the all irreducible
representations ofG are 1-dimensional.
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Chapter 4.
`2-BettiNumbers of Groupoids and Fibred
Spaces
Gaboriau defined `2-Betti numbers βp2q pΣ,Rq of anR-simplicial complexΣ [Gab02], where
R is aprobabilitymeasurepreservingequivalence relationonsomeprobabilitymeasure space
X. If Σ is contractible, then βp2q pΣ,Rq is the `2-Betti number of the equivalence relation
R. Sauer defined `2-Betti numbers of a discrete measured groupoid G by a homological ap-
proach [Sau05] and proved that they coincide with the definition of Gaboriau if G is the orbit
equivalence relation of a discrete group acting on a probability measure spaceX. Takimoto
adapted the ideas of Gaboriau to define `2-Betti numbers ofG-simplicial complexes for a dis-
crete measured groupoid G [Tak15]. Further, he showed that if the G-simplicial complex Σ
is contractible, the `2-Betti numbers of Σ coincide with the `2-Betti numbers of G defined by
Sauer.
In this chapter, we will give a definition for topological G-spaces (Definition 4.1.14), which are
in some sense more flexible than G-simplicial complexes. In order to define `2-Betti num-
bers of topologicalG-spaces (Definition 4.3.4), we have to define the singular groupoidhomology
(Definition 4.3.3) of a G-space. Our main result (T_heorem 4.4.1) will be the equivalence of the
`2-Betti numbers
βp2qn pΣ,Gq  βp2qn p|Σ|,Gq
of aG-simplicial complexΣ and its geometric realization |Σ| regarded as topologicalG-space.
T_he chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we define discrete measured groupoids
and summarize some facts about the groupoid von Neumann algebra LG. Further, we will
give thedefinitionof (topological)G-spaces. We recall the theory of simplicialG-complexes and
their `2-Betti numbers in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we introduce the G-singular groupoid
homology of a G-space and show that it is G-homotopy invariant. Additionally, we prove a
version of the Excision T_heorem. Section 4.4 is dedicated to the proof of the main theorem,
which adapts the structure of the proof from Hatcher [Hat02] of the equivalence of singular
and simplicial homology in the classical theory, though we have to deal with a bunch of new
problems.
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4.1. DiscreteMeasuredGroupoids
First, we will review some definitions and facts about discrete measures groupoids; for more
details consider [Con79, Ram82, Sau02, Sau05]. Afterwards, in Section 4.1.1, we will define
(topological) G-spaces.
Definition 4.1.1. A groupoid is a small category in which every morphism is invertible. T_he set
of objects X can be considered as a subset of the morphisms G by identifying every x P X
with the identity morphism Idx P G; therefore, we identify the groupoid with the set of its
morphisms G. A groupoid fulfils the following properties:
• T_here is a source map s : G Ñ X, spf : x ÞÑ yq  x
• and a target map t : G Ñ X, tpf : x ÞÑ yq  y.
• T_he composition  : Gp2q Ñ G is associative, where Gp2q : tg, h P G | spgq  tphqu.
Usually we denote the composition by gh instead of g  h.
• For every g in G there is an inverse g1 P G.
Definition 4.1.2. A standard Borel space is a space X together with a σ-algebra S such that
pX,Sq is isomorphic to some Polish space Y with its Borel σ-algebra or, equivalently, there is
a Polish topology T onX such that S is equal to the Borel σ-algebra generated by T .
Definition 4.1.3. We call a groupoid G with the structure of a standard Borel space a discrete
measurable groupoid, if
• the maps i : G Q g ÞÑ g1 P G,  : Gp2q Q pg, hq Ñ gh P G and s, t : G Ñ X are all
measurable and
• s1ptxuq and t1ptxuq are countable for every x P X.
Letµ be a probabilitymeasure on the space of objectsX. T_hemaps x ÞÑ 7ts1ptxuqXAu and
x ÞÑ 7tt1ptxuq XAu aremeasurable for every measurable subsetA  G and define σ-finite
measures µs and µt on G by
µspAq 
»
X
7ts1ptxuq X Audµ
and analogously for t. If µs  µt holds, we call µ an invariant measure.
Definition 4.1.4. A discrete measurable groupoid G together with an invariant probability
measure µ is called a discrete measured groupoid. We denote the measure induced by µ on G by
µG.
T_he condition that µ is invariant is equivalent to say that µpspEqq  µptpEqq for every one-
sheeted set E, i.e. s|E and t|E are injective. T_he one-sheeted sets have the following useful
property, which is essentially a theorem of Lusin-Novikov (Theorem 4.1.13):
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Lemma4.1.5. Every discretemeasurable groupoid can be decomposed into a countable disjoint union of
one-sheeted sets.
Asusual,wedenotebyL8pG, µGq the complex-valued,measurable andµG-essentially bounded
functions on G, where we identify functions which coincide µG-almost everywhere. We call
supppφq : tg P G | φpgq  0u the support of φ P L8pG, µGq and define
Spφqpxq : 7tsupppφq X s1ptxuqu and
T pφqpxq : 7tsupppφq X t1ptxuqu P NY8.
Definition 4.1.6. T_he groupoid ringCG of G is
CG : tφ P L8pG, µGq | Spφq, T pφq P L8pXqu.
CG is a ring with involution, where the addition is the pointwise addition, themultiplication
is given by
pφψqpgq 
¸
g1,g2PG
g1g2g
φpg1qψpg2q
for φ, ψ P CG and g P G, and the involution is defined by φpgq  φpg1q. Further, CG
containsL8pXq as a subring.
Lemma 4.1.7. [Sau05, Lemma 3.3] Every element φ ofCG can be written as finite sum°ni1 fiχEi
with fi P L8pXq andχEi the characteristic function of a one-sheeted setEi.
Let L2pGq : L2pG, µGq be the Hilbert space associated with a discrete measured groupoid
G. T_he mapping Lφ : CG Ñ CG, ψ ÞÑ φψ, for φ P CG, extends by continuity to a bounded
operator on L2pG, µGq; we denote the bounded operators on L2pGq by BpL2pGqq and call the
actionCG ñ L2pG, µGq the left regular representation ofG.
Definition 4.1.8. T_he (left) von Neumann algebra LG of a discrete measured groupoid G is the
weak closure of the operators tLφ | φ P CGu inBpL2pGqq. By the vonNeumannBicommutant
T_heorem, this is equivalent to say thatLG  CG2.
We summarize some properties ofCG andLG:
Lemma 4.1.9. [Sau05, Lemma 4.5, Lemma 4.8]
• T_he groupoid ringCG is flat overL8pXq;
• CG is a dimension-compatibleL8pXq-L8pXq-bimodule;
• Since L8pXq  LG is an inclusion of von Neumann algebras, LG is a dimension-compatible
LG-L8pXq-bimodule.
I did not found the following Lemma in the literature, therefore, I included a proof for the
slightly more general Proposition C.13 in the appendix.
Lemma4.1.10. IfA andB areCG-modules andϕ : AÑ B is aL8pXq-dimension isomorphicCG-
module map, then
dimLG LG bCG A  dimLG LG bCG B.
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4.1.1. G-Spaces
Definition4.1.11. LetX be a standardBorel space andµ a probabilitymeasure onX. Further,
let Y be a Borel space. We say Y is fibred overX if there is a Borel surjection pi : Y Ñ X. For
x P X, we call the inverse image pi1ptxuq the fibre over x and denote it by Yx.
T_he fibre product of two fibred spaces Y1 and Y2 overX, with surjections pi1 and pi2, is defined
by
Y1  Y2 : tpy1, y2q P Y1  Y2 | pi1py1q  pi2py2qu.
T_his is again a fibred space overX. Similarly, we define the fibre productnPIYn for a count-
able set I.
In the following, we will distinguish between two types of fibred spaces. We say Y is a dis-
crete fibred space if Y is a standard Borel space and each fibre Yx is countable and we call Y a
topological fibred space if each fibre Yx is a topological space. Note that we do not assume Y
to be standard for topological fibred spaces. Further, we say a fibred space Y is contractible if
µ-almost every fibre Yx is contractible.
A fibred map ϕ from Y1 to Y2 is a Borel map such that pi1  pi2  ϕ. If Y1, Y2 are topological
fibred spaces, we call a Borel fibred map topological if fx : Y1,x Ñ Y2,x is continuous for all
x P X and if it is a homeomorphism for all fibres, we call it a G-homeomorphism.
Remark 4.1.12. In the case that Y is discrete, the probability measure µ onX induces a mea-
sure µY on Y via µY pUq 
³
X
7tpi1ptxuq X Uudµ. Further, by the following theorem, every
discrete fibred space has a countable partition into Borel sets En such that pi|En is injective
and hence, there is an injection from Y toX  N.
T_heorem 4.1.13 (Lusin-Novikov). LetX, Y be standard Borel spaces and E  X  Y be Borel.
Further, let pi : X  Y Ñ X be the projection ontoX. If every section pi1pxq X E is countable, then
there is a countable partitionE  nEn, whereEn is Borel and pi|En is injective for everyn.
Definition4.1.14. LetG be ameasurable groupoid considered as a fibred space over its objects
X with surjection s : G Ñ X. A G-space is a fibred space pi : Y Ñ X together with a Borel
map pg, yq Ñ gy from G  Y to Y , called the G-action, such that for all g, h P G and y P Y
• gphyq  pghqy,
• pipgyq  rpgq and
• pipyqy  y.
Again, if Y is a discrete or topological fibred space we call it a discrete or topological G-space,
respectively. Every G-invariant Borel subset Z of a G-space Y is a G-space as well. For topo-
logical G-spaces we say Z is a closed or open G-subspace if Z is a G-invariant Borel subset and
Zx  Yx is a closed or open subspace for all x P X, respectively. For G-spaces Y1 and Y2 the
fibre product is again a G-space with G-action given by gpy1, y2q  pgy1, gy2q. Furthermore,
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we call a fibred map ϕ : Y1 Ñ Y2 a G-map if it is G-equivariant, i.e. ϕpgyq  gϕpyq for all
y P Y and g P G.
A measurable subset D  Y of a discrete G-space is called fundamental domain for the G-
action if t : G D Ñ X and pi : Y Ñ X are isomorphic as G-fibred spaces. If gy  y implies
g  pipyq forµY -almost all y P Y , we call theG-action essentially free; but, sincewe can restrict
an essentially free action to a free one, we will usually assume that the action is free.
We cite the following lemma, since it is essential for the proof of the immediately succeeding
one.
Lemma 4.1.15. [Kec95, Corollary 15.2] LetX and Y be standard Borel spaces and f : X Ñ Y be
Borel. IfA  X is Borel and f |A is injective, then fpAq is Borel and f is a Borel isomorphism ofA and
fpAq.
Lemma 4.1.16. Let pi : Y Ñ X be a discrete G-space with free action and fundamental domainD.
T_hen there exists an injective G-map from Y toiPI G  G  I , where the surjection G  I Ñ X is
given by pg, iq ÞÑ tpgq and theG-action is given by g1pg2, iq  pg1g2, iq.
Proof. Since pi1ptxuqXD is countable, there exists, by Theorem 4.1.13, a countable partition
D  iPI Di such that pi|Di is injective. Hence we have Y  G  D  iPI G  Di. T_he
map pi|Di : Di Ñ pipDiq : Xi is a Borel isomorphism, by Lemma 4.1.15, and we have a Borel
injection G  Xi Ñ Y given by pg, xq ÞÑ gpi|1Di pxq with image GDi. T_herefore, GDi is Borel
and, again by Lemma 4.1.15, fi : GDi Ñ GXi; gy ÞÑ g is a Borel isomorphism. T_hus, the
injection we are looking for is given by f : Y Ñ G  I, with f |GDi : fi.
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4.2. Simplicial GroupoidHomology
We summarize the theory of simplicial G-complexes of Takimoto [Tak15] which generalizes
the theory of probability measure preserving equivalence relations of Gaboriau [Gab02] to
groupoids. Let G be a discrete measured groupoid with object spaceX and probability mea-
sure µ onX. Recall that we denote bySn the symmetric group on n elements.
Definition 4.2.1. A simplicial G-complex is a sequence Σ  pΣpnqqn¥0 of discrete G-spaces,
where we assume the action to be free and admitting a fundamental domain, such that each
Σpnq is a G-invariant measurable subset of the n   1 times fibre product of Σp0q with the re-
striction of the G-action of the fibre product to Σpnq and such that
• if pv0, .., vnq P Σpnq, then pvςp0q, ..., vςpnqq P Σpnq for any permutation ς P Sn 1,
• if pv0, .., vnq P Σpnq, then vi  vj for i  j and
• if pv0, ..., vnq P Σpnq, then pv1, ..., pvj, ..., vnq P Σpn1q, for every 0 ¤ j ¤ n.
Remark 4.2.2. T_he fibres Σx  pΣpnqx qn¥0 are usual simplicial complexes and the geometric
realization |Σ| ofΣ is given by the disjoint union of the fibrewise geometric realizations |Σx|.
By Lemma 4.1.16, there is an injection of G-spaces Σp0q Ñ G  I, given by pgvq ÞÑ pg, iq for
v P Fi, where F 

iPI Fi is a fundamental domain of Σ
p0q. Further, by Lemma 4.1.5, we
have an injection of G intoX N, given by g ÞÑ px, nq for g P En and x  tpgq, whereEn is a
partition of G into one-sheeted sets. T_hus, there is an injection ofΣp0q intoX N I which
extends to an embedding Σ Ñ X  ∆pN  Iq, where ∆pN  Iq is the simplicial complex
consisting of all finite subsets ofN I. T_he embedding is given by
pv0, ..., vmq ÞÑ
 px, n0, i0q, px, n1, i1q, ..., px, nm, imq.
Such an embedding yields a Borel injection φ : |Σ| Ñ X  |∆pN  Iq|, where we define
the (standard) Borel structure on |Σ| to be the restriction of the product Borel structure on
X  |∆pN  Iq|. By Lemma 4.1.15, φp|Σ|q  X  |∆pN  Iq| is a Borel subset and the
Borel structure is independent of the choice of the embedding of Σp0q into X  N  I (see
[Sau09, Lemma 2.13]). Hence, |Σ| is a topological G-space in the sense of Definition 4.1.14.
T_he G-action is given by the linear extension of the action of G on the vertices, i.e.
gp 
n¸
i0
tigvi
for a point p  °ni0 tivi in the geometric realization of the simplex pv0, ..., vnq and g P G.
We say a simplicial G-complex is uniformly locally bounded (ULB) if Σp0q has a fundamental do-
main F such that »
7 tpi1pxq X F u dµ   8
and there exists an integer N such that 7 t s P Σx | v P s u ¤ N holds for all v P Σp0q and
almost all x P X. A G-subcomplex of Σ is a simplicial G-complex Ξ such that each Ξpnq
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is a G-subspace of Σpnq. An ULB exhaustion pΞiqi¥1 of Σ is a sequence of G-subcomplexes
such that each Ξi is ULB and such that pΞpnqi,x qi¥1 is an increasing sequence of Σpnqx satisfy-
ing limÝÑΞ
pnq
i,x  Σpnqx for almost all x P X.
We denote byCbnpΣq the space of (equivalence classes of) measurable functions f P L8pΣpnqq
such that
• 7tpi1
Σpnq
ptxuq X supppfqu P L8pXq and
• fpςsq  sgnpςqfpsq, for all ς P Sn 1;
and byCp2qn pΣq the (equivalence classes of) measurable functions f : Σpnq Ñ C such that
•
³
X
°
sPΣpnqx |fpsq|2dµ   8 and
• fpςsq  sgnpςqfpsq, for all ς P Sn 1.
In other words, Cp2qn pΣq is the direct integral Hilbert space
³`
X
C
p2q
n pΣxqdµ of square-summ-
able simplicial chains (see Definition B.5).
CbnpΣq andCp2qn pΣq have a naturalCG-module structure given by
pωfqpsq :
¸
gPr1ptpipsquq
ωpgqfpg1sq
for ω P CG and s P Σpnq. Furthermore, Cp2qn pΣq is a Hilbert LG-module. T_he boundary
operators Bn,x of the simplicial chain complexes of the fibres Σpnqx define a CG-module map
Bn : CbnpΣq Ñ Cbn1pΣq by pBnfqpsq  Bn,xfxpsq for s P Σpn1qx . Additionally, if Σ is ULB, we
get a boundedLG-modulemap Bp2qn : Cp2qn pΣq Ñ Cp2qn pΣq, which turnsCp2q pΣq into a Hilbert
LG-chain complex.
We recall Takimoto’s definition of `2-Betti numbers of a simplicial G-complex [Tak15].
Definition 4.2.3. For an ULB simplicial G-complex Σ the nth reduced `2-Homology is
H
p2q
n pΣ,Gq : ker Bp2qn {im Bp2qn 1
and the nth `2-Betti number ofΣ is
βp2qn pΣ,Gq : dimLG Hp2qn pΣ,Gq.
For an arbitrary simplicialG-complexΣwehave to pick anULB exhaustion pΣiqi¥1, where for
i ¤ j we have boundedLG-chain maps J i,jn : Cp2qn pΣiq Ñ Cp2qn pΣjq induced by the inclusions
Σi  Σj. We denote byHp2qn pJ i,j q : H
p2q
n pΣi,Gq Ñ Hp2qn pΣj,Gq the map induced by J i,j and
define the nth `2-Betti number of Σ as
βp2qn pΣ, pΣiqi¥1,Gq : lim
i¥1
lim
j¥i
dimLG impHp2qn pJ i,j qq.
We can omit pΣiqi¥1 and just write βp2qn pΣ,Gq because of the following proposition:
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Proposition 4.2.4. [Tak15, Proposition 3.7] For any simplicial G-complex Σ and any ULB exhaus-
tion pΣiqi¥1 of Σwe have
βp2qn pΣ, pΣiqi¥1,Gq  dimLG HnpLG bCG limÝÑCbpΣiqq
 dimLG HnpLG bCG CbpΣqq.
Takimoto justifies this definition of `2-Betti numbers of discrete measured groupoids by the
next theorem. Recall that Sauer [Sau05] defined the nth `2-Betti number of a discrete mea-
sured groupoid G by βp2qn pGq : dimLG TorCGn pLG, L8pXqq.
T_heorem 4.2.5. [Tak15,T_heorem 3.6] IfΣ is a contractible simplicialG-complex, then
βp2qn pΣ,Gq  βp2qn pGq
for everyn P N0.
T_his is all that we need to know about the theory of simplicial G-complexes. In the next sec-
tion, we will introduce the singular groupoid homology of a topological G-space.
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4.3. Singular GroupoidHomology
In this section, G will always be a discrete measured groupoid (Definition 4.1.4) with objects
X and probability measure µ onX.
Definition 4.3.1. Let piY : Y Ñ X be a topological G-space. A G-singular n-simplex is a topo-
logical fibredmapσ : X∆n Ñ Y , where∆n is the standardn-simplex, i.e. piY pσpx, pqq  x
and σ|tx u∆n is continuous for all x P X.
Definition4.3.2. LetSGn be the setof allG-singularn-simplices. Wedefine theL8pXq-module
of G-singularn-chains ofY as
Csingn pY,Gq :
!
c 
¸
σPSGn
cσσ | cσ P L8pXq
)L ,
where two chains are equivalent c  c1 if c|tx u∆n  c1|tx u∆n for almost all x P X. To relax
the notation, we will usually denote the space of G-singular n-chains just byCnpY,Gq.
T_he G-action on Y induces a G-action onCnpY,Gq in the following way:
pg  cqpx, pq 
¸
σPSGn
cσpg1xqgσpg1x, pq,
for g P G, x  tpgq and c P CnpY,Gq. We will show that this defines a natural CG-module
structure on CnpY,Gq . By Lemma 4.1.7, we know that we can write ω P CG as a finite sum°k
i1 ωiχEi, where ωi P L8pXq and theEi’s are Borel subsets of G such that s|Ei and t|Ei are
injective. We assume that ω  ωEχE and c  cσσ P CnpY,Gq, then
pωcqpx, pq  ωEpxqcσpspt|1E pxqqqt|1E pxqσpspt|1E pxqq, pq,
which is again a G-singular n-simplex
σ1px, pq  t|1E pxqσpspt|1E pxqq, pq
together with the coefficient
ωEpxqcσpspt|1E pxqqq P L8pXq.
We define boundary operators Bn : CnpY,Gq Ñ Cn1pY,Gq by restricting the G-singular n-
simplices to the pn 1q-faces ∆n1i of ∆n:
Bnσ 
n¸
i0
p1qiσ|A∆n1i ,
where we consider σ : X  ∆n1i Ñ Y as a map from X  ∆n1 to Y . It is clear that this
defines aCG-module map and that Bn  Bn1  0. Hence, we have a chain complexCpY,Gq
ofCG-modules:
. . .
Bn 1ÝÝÝÑ CnpY,Gq BnÝÑ Cn1pY,Gq Bn1ÝÝÝÑ . . .
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Definition 4.3.3. We define the nth G-singular homology of a topological G-space Y as
Hsingn pY, LGq : HnpLG bCG Csing pY,Gqq.
Definition 4.3.4. T_he nth `2-Betti number of a topological G-space Y is the von Neumann di-
mension of its nth G-singular homology
βp2qn pY,Gq : dimLG Hsingn pY, LGq.
Remark 4.3.5. Analogously to the ordinary singular chains of a topological space, we define
relative G-singular chains by
Csing pY, Z,Gq : Csing pY,Gq{Csing pZ,Gq
for a pair pY, Zq of G-spaces, whereZ is a G-subspace of Y .
4.3.1. G-Homotopy Invariance
T_heproof of the homotopy invariance and the proof of the ExcisionT_heorem4.3.10 in the next
subsection are adapted from [Hat02] to our setting.
Definition 4.3.6. Let f, g : Y1 Ñ Y2 be topological G-maps between G-spaces Y1 and Y2. We
say f and g are G-homotopic, and denote it by f  g, if there is a topological G-map
F : Y1  pX  r0, 1sq Ñ Y2,
such that F p, 0q  f and F p, 1q  g almost everywhere, where Y1  pX  r0, 1sq is the fibre
product ofY1 and the constantG-spaceXr0, 1s. For pairs ofG-spaces pY1, Z1q and pY2, Z2q
we further have to assume thatF pZ1 pXr0, 1sqq  Z2. Consequently, we call a topological
G-map f : Y1 Ñ Y2 a G-homotopy equivalence if there is a topological G-map g : Y2 Ñ Y1 such
that f  g  IdY2 and g  f  IdY1.
Proposition 4.3.7. If twoG-maps f, g : Y1 Ñ Y2 areG-homotopic, then they induce chain homotopic
maps
f7  g7 : Csingn pY1,Gq Ñ Csingn pY2,Gq,
for everyn P N0. In particular, they induce the same homomorphism in the homology
f  g : Hsingn pY1, LGq Ñ Hsingn pY2, LGq.
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Proof. First, we remark that the inducedmaps between chain complexes
f7, g7 : CnpY1,Gq Ñ CnpY2,Gq
are given by composing each G-singular simplex σ : X  ∆n Ñ Y1 with f or g, respectively.
Let us denote the homotopy by F : Y1  pX  r0, 1sq with F p, 0q  f and F p, 1q  g. T_he
idea is to consider the prism ∆n  r0, 1s as if it were triangulated with vertices t v0, ..., vn u
of ∆n  t 0 u and tw0, ..., wn u of ∆n  t 1 u. We define the prism operator P : CnpY1,Gq Ñ
Cn 1pY2,Gq as follows:
P pσq 
n¸
i1
p1qiF  pσ  IdXr0,1sq|rv0,...,vi,wi,...,wns.
T_he composition
F  pσ  IdXr0,1sq : pX ∆nq  pX  r0, 1sq ÝÑ Y1  pX  r0, 1sq ÝÑ Y2
is again measurable and fibrewise continuous. A straightforward computation (cf. [Hat02,
T_heorem 2.10]) shows that
BP   PB  g7  f7,
which finishes the proof.
Definition 4.3.8. A G-deformation retract of a G-space Y is a G-subspaceZ such that there is a
G-homotopy from IdY to a retraction r : Y Ñ Y , i.e. a topological G-map with r|Z  IdZ.
Corollary 4.3.9. If f : Y Ñ Z is a G-homotopy equivalence, in particular, if Y deformation retracts
ontoZ , then f induces an isomorphism
f : Hsingn pY, LGq Ñ Hsingn pZ,LGq,
for everyn P N0.
4.3.2. Excision
Proposition4.3.10 (ExcisionT_heorem). LetY bea topologicalG-spaceandA,B  Y beG-subspaces
such that for almost all x P X the interiors ofAx andBx cover Yx. T_hen the inclusion pB,A X Bq ãÑ
pY,Aq induces anLG-dimension isomorphism
dimLG Hsingn pB,AXB,LGq  dimLG Hsingn pY,A, LGq,
for everyn P N0.
In order to proof Proposition 4.3.10, we need a tool which allows us to compute the dimen-
sion of the homology by considering only "small" simplices. Let U  tUj uj be a countable
collection of G-subspaces of Y such that the interiors of Ux  tUj,x uj form a cover of Yx for
almost all x P X. We define CUn pY,Gq to be the module of G-singular chains such that the
image of each G-singular simplex is contained in an element of U .
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Proposition4.3.11. T_heinclusions in : CUn pY,Gq ãÑ CnpY,Gq inducesLG-dimension isomorphisms
in homology
dimLG HnpLG bCG CU pY,Gqq  dimLG Hsingn pY, LGq,
for everyn P N0.
Proof. We need a construction called barycentric subdivision. T_he points of a standard n-
simplex rv0, ..., vns, with vertices t v0, ..., vn u, can be described in barycentric coordinates
as linear combinations
°n
i0 tivi with ti P r0, 1s. T_he barycentre of rv0, ..., vns is the point
b  °ni0 1n 1vi. We define the barycentric subdivision of an n-simplex as its decomposition
in n-simplices rb, w0, ..., wn1s, where rw0, ..., wn1s is an pn 1q-simplex in the barycentric
subdivision of a face rv0, ..., vˆi, ..., vns. T_he induction starts with the barycentric subdivision
of rv0swhich is just rv0s.
In the following, we will need the fact that the diameter of a simplex in the barycentric sub-
division of rv0, ..., vns is nn 1 times the diameter of rv0, ..., vns. T_he diameter of a simplex is
themaximal distance between any two of its points. T_he first observation wemake is that the
diameter is equal to the distance between any two of its vertices, since for two points v and°
i tivi we have the inequality
|v 
¸
i
tivi| ¤
¸
ti|v  vi| ¤
¸
i
ti max |v  vi|  max |v  vi|,
where for vertices of rv0, ..., vns equality prevails. T_herefore, we only have to verify that the
distance between any two vertices wi, wj in an n-simplex in the barycentric subdivision of
rv0, ..., vns is atmost nn 1 times the diameter of rv0, ..., vns. If neitherwi norwj is the barycen-
tre of rv0, ..., vns, then they both lie in a face of rv0, ..., vns and we are done by induction. So
let us assume that one of them is b and the other one a vertex vi of rv0, ..., vns. Hence, we have
|b vi|  |
n¸
j0
1
n  1vj  vi| ¤
n¸
j0
1
n  1 |vj  vi| 
n
n  1 diameterprv0, ..., vnsq,
since |vj  vi| is equal the diameter of rv0, ..., vns for i  j and 0 otherwise.
If we have n points t v0, ..., vn u in a vector space, we can add any other point b to the simplex
and build a cone b  rv0, ..., vns  rb, v0, ..., vns. Let us denote the barycentre of a simplex τ by
bτ . We define the barycentric subdivision inductively by Sτ  bτ  SpBτq of τ , where SrHs 
rHs. Note that BSτ  SBτ . Let σ : X  ∆n Ñ Y be a G-singular simplex; we define Sσ 
σ|XS∆n regarded as a signed sum of restrictions of σ to the n-simplices in the barycentric
subdivision of ∆n. It is clear that Sσ is again measurable and fibrewise continuous. Another
point of view is to considerX S∆n as G-singular n-chain of the constant G-spaceX ∆n.
T_hat is, as an element ofCsingpX ∆n,Gq, and then define Sσ  σ7pX  S∆nq, where σ7 is
the induced chain map. T_he operator S : Csingn pY,Gq Ñ Csingn pY,Gq is a chain map, since
BSσ  Bpσ7pX  S∆nqq  σ7pBpX  S∆nqq
 σ7ppX  BS∆nqq  σ7ppX  SB∆nqq
 Spσ7ppX  B∆nqq  SBσ.
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Next, we define a chain homotopy T : Csingn pY,Gq Ñ Csingn 1 pY,Gq between S and Id. For a
simplex τ let Tτ  bτ pτ  TBτq and T rHs  0. T_his is the decomposition of∆n r0, 1s into
n   1 simplices, which we obtained by joining the simplices of ∆n  t0u Y B∆n  r0, 1s to
the barycentre of ∆n  t1u and then projecting it down to ∆n. Note that BT   TB  IdS.
We regard X  T∆n as an element of Cn 1pX  ∆nq and define Tσ  σ7pX  T∆nq for
σ P CnpY,Gq. SinceT∆n is a sumof singularn 1-simplices andXT∆n is constant in the
first coordinate, Tσ is measurable and fibrewise continuous. We check that T : CnpY,Gq Ñ
Cn 1pY,Gq is a chain homotopy:
BTσ  Bσ7pX  T∆nq
 σ7pX  BT∆nq
 σ7ppX ∆nq  pX  S∆nq  pX  TB∆nqq
 σ  Sσ  σ7pX  TB∆nq  σ  Sσ  TBσ.
Later, wewill have to iterate the subdivision tomake the simplices smaller and smaller. T_here-
fore, a chain homotopy between them-fold iteration Sm and Id is given byDm 
°m1
i0 TS
i:
BDm  DmB 
m1¸
i0
BTSi  
m1¸
i0
TSiB 
m1¸
i0
pBT   TBqSi

m1¸
i0
pIdSqSi  IdSm.
Until now, every step worked more or less as in the classical proof, but now we have to be
careful. For each G-singular n-simplex σ : X  ∆n Ñ Y and almost all x P X there exists
anmσpxq such that eachG-singularn-simplex in the subdivision pSmσpxqσqptxu∆nq lies in
some Uj,x for Uj P U , since we can choosemσpxq such that the diameter of the simplices in
Smσpxq∆nwill be less than theLebesguenumberof the coverof∆n givenbyσ1|txu∆npintUxq.
Nevertheless, we can not assume, unlike in the situation of ordinary singular homology of a
topological space, that we find an mσ such that Smσσ P CUn pY,Gq, since the diameter of a
simplex can grow bigger and bigger when we move in the fibres. To solve this problem, we
define the sets
Xmpσq 
#
x P X
 impσq  m¤
i1
Ui, mσpxq ¤ m
+
.
T_his is an increasing sequence with µpXz8m1Xmpσqq  0. For each n-simplex ∆˜ in the
iterated subdivision Sm∆n we set Oˆi  σ|1Xmpσq∆˜pUiq and define
Oi  Oˆiz
¤
j i
Oj.
T_he Oˆi are preimages of measurable sets under a measurable map and therefore measurable
as well. Hence, we can write pSmσqχXmpσq as a signed linear combination of elements
σ|Xmpσq∆˜ 
m¸
i1
σ|Oi∆˜.
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By definition, pSmσqχXmpσq P CUn pY,Gq and thus the chains, which lie in CUn pY,Gq after
a finite iteration of subdivisions, are L8pXq-dense in CnpY,Gq. Let use denote them by
Csmalln pY,Gq. We conclude that the inclusion
i : Csmalln pY,Gq ãÑ CnpY,Gq
is a dimL8pXq-isomorphicCG-module map and by Lemma 4.1.10 we have
dimLG HnpLG bCG Csmall pY,Gqq  dimLG Hsingn pY, LGq. (4.1)
We can define a chain homotopy D : Csmalln pY,Gq Ñ Csmalln 1 pY,Gq for the small chains by
setting Dσ  Dmσσ, where mσ is the smallest m P N such that Smσ P CUn pY,Gq. Let
ρ : Csmalln pY,Gq Ñ Csmalln pY,Gq be the chain map given by
ρpσq  σ  BDσ DBσ.
We have to show that ρ takesCsmalln pY,Gq intoCUn pY,Gq.
ρpσq  σ  BDσ DBσ using DBσ   BDσ  Smσσ  σ
 Smσσ  DmσpBσq DmBσpBσq.
T_hefirst term,Smσ , is clearly an element ofCUn pY,Gq. Further,DmσpBσqDmBσpBσq consists
of terms TSipBσq, with i ¥ mBσ, which all lie inCUn pY,Gq, sincemBσ ¤ mσ. We remark that
for the inclusion i : CUn pY,Gq Ñ Csmalln pY,Gq, we have ρ  i  Id andDB   BD  Idi  ρ.
Hence, we have shown that
HnpLG bCG Csmalln pY,Gqq  HnpLG bCG CUn pY,Gqq
which together with Equation (4.1) finishes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.3.10. We setU  tA,B u. T_hemaps ρ and i from the preceding proposi-
tion take chains inA to chains inA and hence induce quotient maps such that the inclusion
CUn pY,Gq
L
CUn pA,Gq ãÑ Csmalln pY,Gq
L
Csmalln pA,Gq
is a chain homotopy equivalence. T_he superscripts for the chains inA are superfluous in a cer-
tainway, since forU  tA,B u all chains inA are small and inU . T_herefore,with the samear-
gument as in Proposition 4.3.11, Csmalln pY,Gq
L
Csmalln pA,Gq is L8pXq-dense in CnpY,A,Gq.
Furthermore, the map
CnpB,Gq
L
CnpAXB,Gq ãÑ CUn pY,Gq
L
CUn pA,Gq
induced by the inclusion is an isomorphism, since both are generated by the G-singular sim-
plices σ : X ∆n Ñ B with σ|txu∆n  BxzAx for almost all x P X. So we summarize:
dimLG Hsingn pY,A, LGq  dimLG Hn
 
LG bCG Csmall pY,Gqq{CpA,Gq

 dimLG Hn
 
LG bCG CU pY,Gq{CpA,Gq

 dimLG Hn pLG bCG CpB,Gq{CpAXB,Gqq
 dimLG Hsingn pB,AXB,LGq.
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Remark 4.3.12. We extract from the proofs of the preceding two propositions that CUn pY,Gq
and Csmalln pY,Gq are chain homotopy equivalent and CnpB,A X B,Gq and CUn pY,A,Gq are
isomorphic. Hence, we have that Csmalln pY,A,Gq and CnpB,A X B,Gq are chain homotopy
equivalent.
Before we will present the last lemma of this subsection, we have to introduce the following
notation: For a pair of topological fibred spaces Y and Z with Z  Y and B the σ-algebra of
Y , we define the quotient Y {Z to bexPX Yx{Zx with the quotient σ-algebra
F   F  Y {Z | DB  §
xPX
Bx P B such that F 
§
xPX
Bx{Zx
(
.
T_his is again a topological fibred space overX. IfY is aG-space andZ aG-invariant subspace,
then the quotient is again a G-space.
Lemma 4.3.13. Let pY, Zq be a pair of G-spaces such that there is a G-space Z  U  Y with Ux
open for almost all x P X and such that Z is a G-deformation retract of U . T_hen the quotient map
q : pY, Zq Ñ pY {Z,Z{Zq inducesLG-dimension isomorphisms
q : Hsingn pY, Z, LGq Ñ Hsingn pY {Z,Z{Z,LGq,
for everyn P N0.
Proof. We consider the commutative diagram
Hsingn pY, Z, LGq //
q

Hsingn pY, U, LGq
q

Hsingn pY zZ,UzZ,LGqoo
q

Hsingn pY {Z,Z{Z,LGq // Hsingn pY {Z,U{Z,LGq Hsingn pY {ZzZ{Z,U{ZzZ{Z,LGq.oo
T_he upper left arrow is an isomorphism, since the homology moduleHsingn pU,Z, LGq is iso-
morphic toHsingn pZ,Z, LGq  0 in the long exact sequenceof pY, U, ZqbyCorollary 4.3.9. T_he
same is true for the lower left arrow, sinceU{Z deformation retracts ontoZ{Z. T_heother two
horizontalmaps areLG-dimension isomorphisms,which follows from theExcisionT_heorem
4.3.10. T_he map q restricted to Y zZ is a G-homeomorphism, hence the right-hand vertical
map q is an isomorphism.
Remark 4.3.14. Considering Remark 4.3.12 and the previous proof, we have a chain homotopy
equivalence
Csmalln pY, Z,Gq  Csmalln pY {Z,Z{Z,Gq.
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4.4. Equivalence of Simplicial and SingularHomology
T_his section is dedicated to the proof of the main theorem of this chapter:
T_heorem 4.4.1. Let Σ be a simplicial G-complex and |Σ| its geometric realization as a topological G-
space. T_hen
βp2qn pΣ,Gq  βp2qn p|Σ|,Gq
for everyn P N0.
Proof. Note that by Proposition 4.2.4 it is enough to prove that
dimLG Hsingn p|Σ|, LGq  dimLG HnpLG b CbpΣqq.
T_he proof is divided into three parts. First, we consider the situation where Σ is the constant
discrete G-space X  rv0, ..., vks, in the second part, we assume Σ to be an ULB simplicial
G-complex and in the last part, we prove the statement for arbitrary simplicial G-complexes.
1. Let Σp0q be the constant discrete G-spaceX  t v0, ..., vk u and
Σ  pΣpjqq0¤j¤k  X 
 pvςp0q, ..., vςpjqq  ς P Sk 1 ( ,
whereSk 1 denotes the symmetric group on k   1 elements. T_he G-action is given by
gpx, pv0, ..., vjqq  pgx, pgv0, ..., gvjqq  ptpgq, pvςp0q, ..., vςpjqqq
for some permutation ς depending on g. T_he geometric realization of Σpkq is just
|Σ|  X ∆k
and the G-action is given by permuting the barycentric coordinates of ∆k according
to the action of G on pv0, ..., vkq. Moreover, the geometric realization of the simplicial
G-subcomplex Σpk1q is given by
|Σpk1q|  X  B∆k.
Amap fromCbkpΣq toCkp|Σ|,Gq is given by
rf : Σ Ñ Cs ÞÝÑ r|f | : X ∆k Ñ X ∆ks
|f |px, pq  fppi1pxqq IdX∆kpx, pq.
fppi1pxqq is well defined, since f commutes with permutations of the vertices and
there is only one simplex, up to permutations, in pi1pxq. Further note that the nth
relative homology of the pair pΣpkq,Σpk1qq is
Hn
 
LG bCG CbpΣpkq,Σpk1qq
  LG bCG CbkpΣq
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for n  k and zero otherwise, since for n   k we have CbnpΣpkqq  CbnpΣpk1qq and
CbnpΣpjqq  0 for n ¡ k. Moreover,
CbkpΣq 
 
f : Σpkq Ñ C  f P L8pΣpkqq, fpςq  sgnpςqf (  L8pXq
and hence,
Hk
 
LG bCG CbpΣ,Σpk1qq
  LG bCG L8pXq.
Wewill show by induction that also
dimLG H
sing
k p|Σpkq|, |Σpk1q|, LGq  dimLG LG bCG L8pXq, (4.2)
and zero otherwise. For k  0 we have
C0pX ∆0,Gq 
#
k¸
j1
cj IdX∆0
 cj P L8pXq
+M

 t c IdX∆0 | c P L8pXq u
 L8pXq.
Further, since B∆0  H and
IdbB1 : LG CG C1pX ∆0,Gq Ñ LG CG C0pX ∆0,Gq
pf, σq ÞÑ pf, IdX∆0  IdX∆0q  0,
it follows that
Hsing0 pX ∆0, X  B∆0, LGq  LG bCG C0pX ∆0, X  B∆0,Gq
 LG bCG C0pX ∆0,Gq
 LG bCG L8pXq.
LetΛk  ∆k be the union of all but one of the pk 1q-dimensional faces of∆k. We get
from the long exact sequence of the triple pX ∆k, X  B∆k, X  Λkq that
Hsingn pX ∆k, X  B∆k, LGq  Hsingn1 pX  B∆k, X  Λk, LGq, (4.3)
sinceX ∆k deformation retracts ontoX  Λk. For n  k, the isomorphismmaps a
cycleσ P CkpX∆kq to Bσ. T_he pairs pXB∆k, XΛkq and pX∆k1, XB∆k1q
fulfil the assumptions of Lemma4.3.13 and furthermore, we have aG-homeomorphism
X ∆k1{B∆k1  X  B∆k{Λk
given by the inclusion ∆k1 ãÑ B∆k as the face not contained in Λk, hence we have an
LG-dimension isomorphism
Hsingn1 pX  B∆k, X  Λk, LGq LG Hsingn1 pX ∆k1, X  B∆k1, LGq. (4.4)
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Before we finish the proof of Equation (4.2) by induction on k, note that pf, IdX∆kq is
a cycle inLG bCG CkpX ∆k, X  B∆k,Gq, since
pIdbBkqpf, IdX∆kq  pf, IdXB∆kq P LG b CkpX  B∆k,Gq.
T_he isomorphism in Equation (4.3) maps IdX∆k to IdXB∆k and the LG-dimension
isomorphism in Equation (4.4) is given by
IdXB∆k
qÝÑ IdXB∆k{Λk iÐÝâ IdX∆k1{B∆k1 qÐÝ IdX∆k1 ,
therefore, IdX∆k is mapped to IdX∆k1, which generates a dimension isomorphic
submodule ofHsingk1 pX ∆k1, X  B∆k1, LGq, hence Equation (4.2) follows.
2. Next, we assume thatΣ is an ULB simplicial G-complex. We can decomposeΣpkq into a
countable disjoint union of Borel sections Σpkqi . Further, we can assume that the Σ
pkq
i ’s
are G-invariant, since we can construct them by decomposing an exact fundamental
domain F  i Fi of Σpkq and then set Σpkqi  GFi. We consider the map
Φ:
§
i
 
Xi ∆k, Xi  B∆k
Ñ p|Σpkq|, |Σpk1q|q, (4.5)
withXi  pipΣpkqi q, formed by the characteristic maps of the k-simplicesXi  ∆k Ñ
Σ
pkq
i , which we regard as G-singular simplices. For almost all x P X we have a homeo-
morphism §
i
tx u ∆kL§
i
tx u  B∆k  |Σpkqx |{|Σpk1qx |
induced by Φ, and hence a G-homeomorphism§
i
Xi ∆k
L§
i
Xi  B∆k  |Σpkq|{|Σpk1q|.
T_hese pairs of G-spaces fulfil the assumptions of Lemma 4.3.13, hence
dimLG Hsingn
 |Σpkq|, |Σpk1q|, LG  dimLG Hsingn
§
i
Xi ∆k,
§
i
Xi  B∆k, LG

.
T_hus, with part 1 of the proof, we know that there is a dimension isomorphism
dimLG Hsingn
 |Σpkq|, |Σpk1q|, LG  dimLG Hn  LG bCG CpΣpkq,Σpk1qq .
Let us consider the following commutative diagram, where we write HnpΣq for
HnpLG bCG CbpΣqq andHnp|Σ|q forHsingn p|Σ|, LGq) to simplify the notation.
Hn 1pΣpkq,Σpk1qq //

HnpΣpk1qq //

HnpΣpkqq //

HnpΣpkq,Σpk1qq //

Hn1pΣpk1qq

Hn 1p|Σpkq|, |Σpk1q|q // Hnp|Σpk1qq| // Hnp|Σpkq|q // Hnp|Σpkq|, |Σpk1q|q // Hn1p|Σpk1q|q
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We already know that the first and fourth vertical map are dimension isomorphisms;
by induction on k we can further assume that the second and fifth vertical map are also
dimension isomorphisms. Hence, together with the Five-Lemma C.7, the claim for an
ULB simplicial G-complex follows.
3. Finally, letΣbeanarbitrary simplicialG-complexwithULBexhaustion tΣi ui. ByPropo-
sition 4.2.4 we know that
dimLG Hp2qn pΣq  dimLG HnpLG bCG CbpΣqq
 dimLG HnpLG bCG limÝÑCbpΣiqq.
Since the image of an G-singular simplex σ : X  ∆n Ñ Σ is compact in each fibre,
limÝÑCnp|Σi|,Gq isL8pXq-dense inCnp|Σ|,Gq and hence
dimLG Hsingn p|Σ|, LGq  dimLG Hn

LG bLG limÝÑCp|Σi|,Gq
	
.
Further, for i   j and Σi  Σj the following diagram commutes
HnpLG b CbpΣiqq //

HnpLG b CbpΣjqq

HnpLG b Cp|Σi|,Gqq // HnpLG b Cp|Σj|,Gqq,
where the vertical maps are dimension isomorphisms by part 2 of the proof. Together
with the colimit property this implies that
dimLG HnpLG bLG limÝÑCp|Σi|,Gqq  dimLG HnpLG bCG limÝÑCbpΣiqq.
As a direct consequence of Theorem4.2.5 and this theorem,we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 4.4.2. IfY is a contractible topologicalG-space, then
βp2qn pY,Gq  βp2qn pGq
for everyn P N0.
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Appendix
T_he following appendix is a summary of basic definitions and results and fixes notation to be
used throughout. We shortly recall the character theory of finite groups in Appendix A. In
Appendix B, we discuss direct integral Hilbert spaces. To this end, we introduce measurable
fields of Hilbert spaces and decomposable linear operators. We finish the section with a ver-
sion of the SpectralT_heorem for direct integrals. Direct integrals are necessary for the theory
we develop in Chapters 2 and 3, but also interesting in connection with Chapter 4. T_he last
appendix is dedicated to dimension functions on modules over von Neumann algebras; Ap-
pendixC also contains somehomological algebra results, which aremainly used inChapters 1
and 4.
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A. Character Theory of Finite Groups
T_he theory of characters of finite groups is only needed for Chapter 3. Nevertheless, I have
decided to present it here in the appendix, since one or the other readers are already familiar
with it. T_his is only a summary of results we need; this should not be considered as an intro-
duction to the topic; therefore, I refer the reader to the main sources [Ser77] and [Isa76].
Let G be a finite group and V a finite dimensional complex vector space. A representation
pρ, V q, ρ : G Ñ GLpV q, is called irreducible if V is not 0 and pρ, V q is not the direct sum of
two representations. Usually, we will not mention the underlying vector space V and simply
speak of the representationρ. T_he followingproposition justifies the restriction to irreducible
representations:
Proposition A.1. [Ser77, §2T_heorem 2] Every representation is a direct sum of irreducible represen-
tations.
We call the complex valued function
χρ : GÑ C, g ÞÑ trpρpgqq
the character of the representation ρ, where trpAq  °ni1 aii forA P GLpV q and dimV  n.
We summarize some properties of characters:
Proposition A.2. Letχ be the character of a representation pρ, V qwith dimV  n. T_hen
(1) χp1q  n;
(2) χpg1q  χpgq for all g P G;
(3) χphgh1q  χpgq for allh, g P G;
(4) if ρ is the direct sum of two representations ρ1 ` ρ2, thenχ  χρ1   χρ2.
We define a scalar product on the complex valued functions onG by
xφ, ψy  1|G|
¸
gPG
φpgqψpgq,
for φ, ψ P CrGs.
Proposition A.3. [Ser77, §2T_heorem 3]
(1) Ifχ is the character of an irreducible representation, then xχ, χy  1.
(2) Ifχandχ1 are the character of twonon-isomorphic irreducible representations, then xχ, χ1y  0.
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T_heorem A.4. [Ser77, §2 T_heorem 4, Corollary 1 and 2] Let ρ be a representation ofG and χ its
character. Suppose ρ decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations:
ρ  ρ1 `    ` ρk.
T_hen, ifσ is an irreducible representationwith characterϕ, the number of ρi’s isomorphic toσ is equal to
xϕ, χy; thus independent of the chosen decomposition. Further, it follows that two representations with
the same character are isomorphic.
Let tχ1, ..., χku denote the set of all irreducible character of G, i.e. the characters of a set
IrrpGq  tσ1, ..., σku of representatives of the irreducible representations ofG. T_he first part
of the following theorem is a direct consequence of the previous one.
T_heorem A.5. [Ser77, §2 T_heorem 8] Let ρ be a linear representation ofG with decomposition into
irreducible representations given by ρ  ρ1 ` . . . ρl. T_hen
(1) the decomposition ρ  Àki1 σipρq, with σipρq the direct sum of all irreducible representations
ρj which are isomorphic to σi, is unique, i.e. it does not depend on the chosen decomposition of ρ
into irreducible representations ρ  ρ1 ` . . . ρl;
(2) the projectionPi from ρ onto σipρq is given by:
Pi  χip1q|G|
¸
gPG
χipgqg P CrGs.
T_he σipρq inT_heorem A.5 are direct sums of irreducible representations isomorphic to σi, i.e.
σipρq  σmpσi,ρqi . We call the number mpσ, ρq the multiplicity of σ in ρ. Note that by T_heo-
rem A.4mpσi, ρq  xχi, χρy if χρ is the character of ρ.
We recall some properties of representations and characters which are induced by a repre-
sentation of a subgroupH ¤ G. Let pσ, V q be a representation ofH. We define the induced
representation by IndGHpσq : CrGs bCrHs V .
PropositionA.6. [Ser77, §7, Proposition 20] Let pσ, V q be a representation ofH andχσ its charac-
ter, then
IndGHpχσq : GÑ C, g ÞÑ
1
|H|
¸
kPG
k1gkPH
χσpk1gkq
is the character of IndGHpσq.
T_heorem A.7 (Frobenius reciprocity). [Ser77, §7, T_heorem 13] LetH be a subgroup ofG and σ
a representation ofH with character χσ and ρ a representation of G with character χρ. If ρ|H is the
restriction ofχρ to elements inH , then
xχσ, χρ|HyH  xIndGH χσ, ρyG,
where x, yH or x, yG denotes the scalar product on the characters ofH orG, respectively.
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Note that by Proposition A.2(4) andT_heorem A.5 we can write every character χσ of a repre-
sentation ofH as a linear combination:
χσ 
¸
θPIrrpHq
xχσ, χθyχθ
of characters χθ of irreducible representations θ P IrrpHq. Together with the Frobenius reci-
procity we obtain that
mpρ, IndGHpσqq 
¸
θPIrrpHq
mpθ, ρ|Hqmpθ, σq,
for every representation ρ ofG.
Last, we want to give some results concerning the values of characters:
Proposition A.8. [Ser77, §6 Proposition 15] Let χ be the character of a representation σ of a finite
groupG. T_henχpgq is an algebraic integer for every g P G.
LetE  C denote a field of characteristic 0.
Definition A.9. We say a representation σ of a finite groupG can be realized over a fieldE, if
there exists a linear representation pρ, V q, where V is an E-vector space such that σ is iso-
morphic to
ρC : GÑ GLpV q Ñ GLpCbE V q.
Proposition A.10. [Ser77, §12 Proposition 33] Let σ be a representation of a finite group G with
characterχ, then σ is realizable over a fieldE if and only ifχpgq P E for all g P G.
T_heoremA.11 (Brauer). [Ser77, §12T_heorem 24] LetG be a finite group andm be the least common
multiple of the orders of the elements ofG. Letχ be the character of a representationσ ofG, thenχpgq P
Qpξmq for all g P G, where ξm denotes themth root of unity.
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B. Direct Integrals
T_he definition of direct integrals goes back to John von Neumann. T_hough, for this summary
Imainly used the book [Dix81] ofDixmier. T_he theory of direct integrals is requisite for Chap-
ters 2 and 3. In Chapter 4 direct integrals appear, but more than an alternative view; they are
not necessary for the understanding of the results or the proofs of them. T_he theory for un-
bounded operators can be found in [Nus64] and [DNSZ15].
LetX be a Borel space and µ a positive measure onX. If it is not necessary, we omit µ and
just saymeasurable instead of µ-measurable.
Definition B.1. We call a mapping x Ñ Hpxq on X, with Hpxq a Hilbert space for every
x P X, afieldofHilbert spaces overX. Anelementv of±xPX Hpxq canbe regardedas amapping
v : x ÞÑ vpxq, such that vpxq P Hpxq, and is called a vector field overX.
DefinitionB.2. AmeasurablefieldofHilbert spaces is afieldofHilbert spacesxÑ Hpxq together
witha linear subspaceMof±xPX Hpxq, called themeasurable vectorfields,with the following
properties:
• For every v PM, xÑ }vpxq} is measurable;
• If for w P ±xPX Hpxq the function x ÞÑ xvpxq, wpxqy is measurable for every v PM,
thenw PM;
• T_here exists a sequence pb1, b2, ....q of element ofM such that for every x P X, bnpxq is
a total sequence inHpxq; this means, every element ofHpxq can be written as a count-
able linear combination of the bnpxq’s. We call such a sequence a fundamental sequence of
measurable vector fields.
Proposition B.3. Let pb1, b2, ...q be a fundamental sequence of measurable fields. A vector field v is
measurable if and only if x ÞÑ xvpxq, bipxqy is measurable for every i.
Proposition B.4. LetxÑ Hpxq be a field of Hilbert spaces and pv1, v2, ...q a sequence of vector fields
possessing the following properties:
• x ÞÑ xvipxq, vjpxqy is measurable for every i and j;
• pv1pxq, v2pxq, ...q is a total sequence inHpxq for every x P X.
T_hen there exist a uniquemeasurable field structure on xÑ Hpxq such that the vi’s are measurable.
We say a vector field v is square-integrable if it is measurable and»
X
}vpxq}2dµpxq   8.
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T_he square-integrable vector fields form a complex vector spaceK with inner product
xv, wy 
»
X
xvpxq, wpxqydµpxq.
Note that the vector fields v which vanish almost everywhere are just those with
}v}2 
»
X
}vpxq}2dµpxq  0.
DefinitionB.5. LetxÑ Hpxq be ameasurable field ofHilbert spaceswithM themeasurable
vector fields andK the square integrable ones. T_he direct integral of xÑ Hpxqwith respect to
M is » `,M
Hpxqdµpxq : K{ ,
where is given by identifying the vector fields which vanish almost everywhere.
T_he direct integral depends on themeasurable structureM, but if it is clear from the context
what the measurable vector fields are, especially in regard of Proposition B.4, we omitM in
the notation.
Proposition B.6. T_he direct integral » `
Hpxqdµpxq
is a Hilbert space. IfX is a standard Borel space, then it is separable.
T_henext proposition gives us a criterion to decide whether a field of subspaces is measurable
or not.
Proposition B.7. Let x Ñ Hpxq a measurable field of Hilbert spaces,Kpxq a closed linear subspace
ofHpxq for every x P X and P pxq the projection ontoKpxq. LetMK be the set of measurable vector
fields v such that vpxq P Kpxq for every x P X. T_he following conditions are equivalent:
• T_hefield of Hilbert spaces xÑ Kpxq together withMK is a measurable field;
• T_here exist a sequence pv1, v2, ..q of measurable vector fields in x Ñ Hpxq such that for every
x P X , pv1pxq, v2pxq, ...q is a total sequence forKpxq;
• For anymeasurable vector field v in xÑ Hpxq the field x ÞÑ P pxqvpxq is measurable.
Now let xÑ Hpxq and xÑ H 1pxq bemeasurable fields of Hilbert spaces overX and T pxq P
LpHpxq, H 1pxqq a (possibly unbounded) linear mapping fromHpxq intoH 1pxq for every x P
X. We call x Ñ T pxq a field of linear mappings. If H and H 1 coincide we speak of a field of
operators. First, we consider bounded linear mappings.
Definition B.8. A field of continuous linear mappings x Ñ T pxq is called measurable if for
every measurable vector field x Ñ vpxq P Hpxq the vector field x Ñ T pxqvpxq P H 1pxq is
measurable.
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Proposition B.9. Let pb1, b2, ...q and pb11, b12, ...q be fundamental sequences for x Ñ Hpxq and x Ñ
H 1pxq, respectively. A field of continuous linear mappings xÑ T pxq is measurable if and only if
x ÞÑ xT pxqbipxq, b1jy
is measurable for every i and j.
Ameasurable field xÑ T pxq of linear mappings is called essentially bounded if the essentially
supremum of x Ñ T pxq is finite. Recall, the essentially supremum of a measurable function
f : X Ñ H is given by
ess supX }f}  inf
 
D ¥ 0 | µptx P X | }f} ¡ Duq  0(,
for a measure space pX,µq andH a Banach space.
Proposition B.10. Let x Ñ T pxq P LpHpxq, H 1pxqq a measurable and essentially bounded field
of linear mappings with ess supX }T pxq}  D   8. T_hen x Ñ T pxq defines a continuous linear
mapping rT : » `HdµÑ » `H 1dµ
with }rT }  D. Further, if there is an other field of linearmappingsxÑ T 1pxq such that rT  rT 1, then
T pxq  T 1pxq for almost all x P X.
Definition B.11. A continuous linear mapping T :
³`
Hdµ Ñ ³`H 1dµ is called decomposable
if it can be expressed by a measurable and essentially bounded field of linear mappings x Ñ
T pxq. In that case, we also write
T 
» `
T pxqdµpxq.
In regard of Proposition B.7, letxÑ P pxq be ameasurable field of projections onto the linear
subspaces xÑ Kpxq and
P 
» `
P pxqdµpxq,
then the direct integral of xÑ Kpxq and the image of P coincide, i.e.» `
Kpxqdµpxq  P
 » `
Hpxqdµpxq
	
.
We also want to deal with unbounded mappings. For an linear mapping T : H Ñ H 1 let us
denote the projection fromH H 1 onto the closure of its graph GpT q by PT .
Definition B.12. A field of linear mappings x Ñ T pxq is called measurable if the field of
bounded operators xÑ PT is measurable.
For continuous linearmappings this definition coincide with the previous one. Also a field of
unboundedmappings xÑ T pxq gives rise to an operator on the direct integral:
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Proposition B.13. Let x Ñ T pxq be a field of measurable closed linear mappingsHpxq Ñ H 1pxq
with domainsDpT pxqq. LetD be the set of square-integrable vector fields x Ñ vpxq such that vpxq P
DpT pxqq, for all x P X , and such that the vector field x Ñ T pxqvpxq is square-integrable. T_hen
xÑ T pxq defines a closed linear mapping
T 
» `
T pxqdµpxq
from
³`
Hpxqdµpxq to ³`H 1pxqdµpxqwith domainD.
In regards of this proposition, we can extendDefinition B.11 to the unbounded case and say a
linear mapping
T :
» `
Hpxqdµpxq Ñ
» `
H 1pxqdµpxq
is decomposable if it can be expresses as T  ³` T pxqdµpxq. A decomposable operator inherits
many of the properties of its field of operators. We only state some of them, which we will
need later:
Proposition B.14. For an decomposable operator T  ³` T pxqdµpxq its adjoint T  exist if and only
ifT pxq exist for almost all x P X. In that case, we have
T  
» `
T pxqdµpxq.
Moreover,T is self-adjoint if and only ifT pxq is self-adjoint for almost all x P X.
T_here is also a "decomposable" version of the spectral theorem. Wefirst state the usual version
to introduce the notation:
T_heoremB.15 (SpectralT_heorem). For every self-adjoint operatorT on aHilbert spaceH there exist
a unique projection valuedmeasureET : BorpRq Ñ PpHq such that for all bounded Borel functions f
onR
fpT q 
»
R
fpλqdET pλq.
Proposition B.16. [DNSZ15, Proposition 4.2] Let T  ³` T pxqdµpxq be a decomposable self-
adjoint operator on the direct integral Hilbert space
³`
Hpxqdµpxq. For every Borel subset B  R
we have
ET pBq 
» `
ET pxqpBqdµpxq.
Moreover, for every Borel measurable function f : RÑ R, the following holds
fpT q 
» `
fpT pxqqdµpxq.
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C. Dimension Theory
We will give the definition and summarize some properties of the dimension function for
modules over (semi)-finite von Neumann algebras. T_he semi-finite case is only needed in
Chapter 1, therefore, we formulate only the lemmas andpropositions needed their in the gen-
erality of semi-finite von Neumann algebras. When we say A is a semi-finite or finite von
Neumann algebra with trace trA, we mean a semi-finite, σ-finite von Neumann algebra A
and a faithful, normal, semi-finite trace trA onA, respectively, a finite vonNeumann algebra
A and a faithful, normal, finite trace trA onA. Most of the results concerning the finite case
can be found in [Lüc94] and the semi-finite case in [Pet13]. I only included a proof of the very
last proposition, since I did not found it in the literature; though, I do not claim originality.
Definition C.1. LetA be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra with trace trA andM be anA-
module. We sayM is trA-finitely generated, if there is a short exact sequence ofA-modules
0 Ñ N Ñ AnpÑM Ñ 0,
where p is a projection inMnpAqwith finite trace
°n
i1 trAppiiq.
Definition C.2. For a trA-finitely generated projective A-module M  Anp, where p P
MnpAq is a projection, the vonNeumann dimension is
dimAM 
n¸
i1
trAppiiq.
Note that the von Neumann dimension is independent of the choice of the projection p. T_his
definition can be extended to arbitraryA-modules.
Definition C.3. T_he vonNeumann dimension of an arbitraryA-moduleM is
dimApMq : suptdimAN | N ¤M trA -finitely generated projective submoduleu.
Proposition C.4. For a semi-finite von Neumann algebra A with trace trA the dimension function
dimA satisfies the following properties:
• A trA-finitely generated projectiveA-moduleP is trivial if and only if dimA P  0.
• Additivity
For any short exact sequence ofA-modules
0 ÑM Ñ N Ñ QÑ 0
the vonNeumann dimension satisfies dimAN  dimAM   dimAQ.
• Cofinality
Let tMi | i P Iu be a cofinal system of submodules ofM 

iPIMi. T_hen
dimAM  suptdimAMi | i P Iu.
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Definition C.5. LetM and N be A-modules. An A-homomorphism f : M Ñ N is called
A-dimension isomorphism, or dimA-isomorphism, if dimApker fq  dimApcoker fq  0.
RemarkC.6. T_heA-modulesM with dimAM  0 are a Serre subcategoryA -Mod0 ofA -Mod,
i.e.A -Mod0 is closed under subobjects, quotients and extensions which follows from Propo-
sition C.4 (cf. [ST10, §4.2]). T_herefore, we can form the localized categoryA -Mod {A -Mod0 
A -Modloc, which has the same objects as A -Mod, is abelian and there is an exact functor
q : A -Mod Ñ A -Modloc such that:
• qpfq is an isomorphism if f is anA-dimension isomorphism;
• For any other abelian category C and exact functor F : A -Mod Ñ C, such that F pfq is
an isomorphism for all dimA-isomorphisms f , there is (up to natural isomorphisms)
an unique functor F : A -Modloc Ñ C such that the following diagram commutes up
to natural equivalences:
A -Mod
F
##
q

A -Modloc F // C.
T_his is a powerful tool, for instances we get the following version of the Five lemma:
Lemma C.7 (Five Lemma). Given the following commutative diagram ofA-modules with exact rows
andA-dimension isomorphisms a, b, d and e:
A //
a

B //
b

C //
c

D //
d

E
e

A1 // B1 // C 1 // D1 // E 1.
T_hen c is also anA-dimension isomorphism.
Proof. T_his follows directly from Remark C.6 and the Five lemma for abelian categories.
T_he next proposition is due to Sauer [Sau05,T_heorem 2.4] in the finite case andwas extended
by Petersen [Pet13, B.27] to semi-finite von Neumann algebras.
Proposition C.8 (Sauer’s local criterion). AnA-moduleM satisfies dimAM  0 if and only if for
everym PM there is an increasing sequence of projections pn P A such that pnm  0 for everyn P N
and sup pn  1.
Definition C.9. LetA be a finite von Neumann algebra. For anyA-moduleM we define the
rank function rkA : M Ñ r0, 1s by
rkApmq : infttrAppq | p P ProjpAq, pKm  0u.
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T_he rank function induces a pseudo-metric dA, called the rankmetric, onM by
dApm,nq : rkpm nq.
T_he following corollary is a direct consequence of Sauer’s local criterion and enables us to use
the rankmetric to decidewhether a submodule has the same vonNeumann dimension as the
ambient module or not.
Corollary C.10. A submoduleN ¤ M of anA-module is dense with respect to the rank metric if and
only if dimAM{N  0 and dimAM  dimAN . T_herefore, the inclusion of an dA-dense submodule
is anA-dimension isomorphism.
Proof. Suppose N is dA-dense inM , hence for every m P M and  ¡ 0 there is a n P N
and a p P ProjpAq such that trAppq    and pK pm  nq  0. T_his is equivalent to say that
pK pm   Nq  0 P M{N , which shows together with the local criterion that dimAM{N 
0.
Definition C.11. AnA-B-bimoduleM is called dimension compatible if
dimAM bB N  0
for every B-moduleN with dimBN  0.
LemmaC.12. [Sau05, Lemma 4.7] LetB  A be an inclusion of finite vonNeumann algebras. T_hen
A is a dimension compatibleA-B-bimodule.
Since I did not found a reference for the following proposition, I will present the argument.
Proposition C.13. LetA  R  B be an inclusion of rings, whereA andB are finite von Neumann
algebras. Further, letϕ : M Ñ N be anA-dimension isomorphism.T_hen
IdBb ϕ : B bRM Ñ B bR N
is aB-dimension isomorphism.
Proof. Since ϕ is anA-dimension isomorphism, we know that
dimA kerϕ  dimA cokerϕ  0.
Hence, with Lemma C.12, it follows that
dimBpB bA kerϕq  dimBpB bA cokerϕq  0
and by the additivity of the dimension function (see Proposition C.4) that
dimBpB bR kerϕq  dimBpB bR cokerϕq ¤ dimBpB bA cokerϕq  0.
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Further, we have for any freeR-resolution P of B that dimBpP bR cokerϕq  0 and hence
dimB TorR pB, cokerϕq  dimBHpP bR cokerϕq  0;
again, this follows from the additivity and cofinality of the dimension function. We consider
the short exact sequences:
0 Ñ kerϕÑM Ñ imϕÑ 0,
0 Ñ imϕÑ N Ñ cokerϕÑ 0;
and obtain the following long exact sequences:
   Ñ TorR1 pB, imϕq Ñ B bR kerϕÑ B bRM Ñ B bR imϕÑ 0,
   Ñ TorR1 pB, cokerϕq Ñ B bR imϕÑ B bR N Ñ B bR cokerϕÑ 0.
We already know that dimBpB bR kerϕq  0, dimB TorR1 pB, cokerϕq  0 and dimB B bR
cokerϕ  0, hence
B bRM Ñ B bR imϕ
B bR imϕÑ B bR N
are B-dimension isomorphisms and, therefore, their composition.
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